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line 7 from below: the second P after the 2 sign should be D. Theorem 3.6 can be sharpened as follows: Given RV's Xl ...,Xk, there exists an additive set function p on the subsets of 0 = {O, lIk - {@such that (conditional) entropies and mutual informations of these RV's are equal to p values obtained by the given correspondence, with A, = {al ... a, : a, = 1) C corresponding to the RVX,. [R.W. Yeung, A new outlook on Shannon's information measures, IEEE IT 37 (1991) 466474.1 In particular, a sufficient condition for a function of (conditional) entropies and mutual informations to be always non-negative is that the same function of the corresponding p-values be non-negative for every additive set function on that satisfies p ( ( ~fl B) - C) 2 0 whenever A, B, C are unions of sets A, as above. Remarkably, however, linear functions of information measures involving four RV's have been found which are always non-negative but do not meet this sufficient condition. [Z. Zhang and R.W. Yeung, On the characterization of entropy functions via information inequalities, IEEE IT to appear.] line 8: This question has been amwered in the negative. VW. Shor, A counterex,I Grnbin %oy Ser A 38 (1985) 110-1121 ample to the triangle wnj line 10: change to line 14: This construction can be efficiently used to encode sequences x E X" rather than symbolsx E X. The number cii corresponding to the i'th sequence x E Xn(in lexicographic order) can be calculated as
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where x* = x, ... xk is the k-length prefix of x = xl ... x,. In particular, if X = {0, 11, the probabilities of x and its prefixes suffice to determine the codeword of x. This idea, with implementational refmements, underlies the powerful data-compression technique known as arithmetic coding. [J. Rissanen, Generalized Kraft inequality and arithmetic coding, IBM J. Res. Devel. 20 (1976) 198-203, R. Pasco, Source coding algorithms for fast data compression, PhD Thesis, Stanford University 1976, J. Rissanen and G.G. Langdon, Universal modeling and coding, IEEE IT 27 (1981) 12-23.] Problems 23,24: A sequence of prefix codes f,: xk+ {0,I}*is called weakly respectively strongly universal for a given class of sources if for each source in the class, the redundancy r (fk, X k ) goes to zero as k + m, respectively r(fk, X k ) = &,for a suitable sequence &, + 0. There exist weakly universal codes for the class of all stationary sources, but strongly universal codes



exist only for more restricted classes such as the memoryless sources or the Markov chains of some fixed order. Practical strongly universal codes for the class of all DMS's with alphabet X are obtained by taking an average Q of all i.i.d. distributions on sequences, and lettingf, be the Gilbert-Moore code (or an arithmetic code) for Q. In particular, when averaging with respect to the 1 Dirichlet distribution with parameters - T; on the probability simplex, the L resulting Q (that has a simple algebraic form) yields asymptotically optimal redundancy as in Problem 23; more than that, no x E xkwillbe assigned a code-
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1x1 - 1 log k word of length exceeding the "ideal" -log P(&) by more than 2 plus a universal constant. b.D. Davisson, R.J. McEliece, M.B. Pursley, MS. Wallace, Efficient universal noiseless codes, IEEE IT27 (1981) 269-279.1 Lemma 5.4: This is an instance of the "concentration of measure" phenomenon which is of great interest in probability theory [M. Talagrand, A new look at independence, Special invited paper, The Annals of Probability 24 (1996), 1-34.] For a simple and inherently information theoretic proof of this key lemma, and extensions, cf. K. Marton, A simple proof of th_e K. Manon, Bounding dblowing up lemma, IEEE I T 32 (1986) 445+ distance by informational divergence: a method to prove measure concentration, The Annals $Probability 24 (1996) 857-866. Problem 5(b): I n general, R(Q, A) as a function of Q may have local maxi-: ma different from its global maximum; then F(P, R, A) as a function of R may have jumps. [R. Ahlswede, Extremal properties of rate-distortion functions, IEEE I T 36 (1990) 166-171.1 Problem 11: p(G, P) b the "graph entropy" of C (the complement of G ) as deb e d by Korner (197%). For a detailed survey of various applications of graph entropy m combinataics and computer science cf. G. Simonyi, Graph entropy: a survey. In C o r n b i n d optimiznnbn,DIMACS Ser. Discrete Math. and Theor. Comp. Sci. Vol. 20 QV Cook,L. L w k PD. Seymour eds.) 399-441 (1995). Corollary 5.10: The zenterror capacity of a compound DMC has a similar repre sentation.Namely, denoting by C, (P, W) the largest rate achievable by zero-error the zero-error capacity of the codes with P-typical codewords for the DMC {q, This result and compound DMC determined by Wis equal to suppii&Co(P, W). its extension to so-called Spemer capacities have remarkable applications m Combinatorics. Gagano, J. Komer, U. Vaccaro, Capacities: from information theory to extremal set theory.1 Combin Th Ser A, 68 (1994) 296-316.1 line4frombelow:ReplaceEdw(X,X)+ +I(XAX)byFIEdw(X,a+ + F A X ) . line 4 from below: Insert log before Z. Problem 27(d): Also of interest is the zero-error capacity C,,, for a fmed list-size t,to which better upper bounds than R, are now available. This is relevant, e.g., for the "perfect hashing" problem: Let N(n, k) be the maximum sue of a set M on which n functionsf,, ...,f, with range X can be given 1 such that on each A C M of size k, some1 takes distinct values; then lim nn log N(n, k) = C,,, for a suitable channel with input alphabet X. [J. Korner and K Marton, On the capacity of uniform hypergraphs. IEEE I T 36 (1990) 153-156.1
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Problem 32(b): A more general suffcient condition for C,,,=C is the following: For some positive numbers A@),x E X and B@),y E Y, W@lx) = A(x)B&) whenever W@lx) > 0. [I. Csiszir and I? Narayan, Channel capacity for a given decoding metric, IEEE I T 41 (1995) 35-43.] line 1: Insert the following: We shall assume that all entries of the matrices W E Ware bounded below by some 1 > 0. This does not restrict generality, for W could always be replaced by the family W, obtained by changing each outputy to either of the other elements of Y with probability 7);formally, W,@ Ix) = (1 - q IY I ) W@Ix) + q. Clearly, I(P, will be arbitrarily close to I(P, if q is suf6ciently small, and any random wde can be modified at the decoder to yield the same error prob abilities for the AVC as the original one did for @(rJ. Formally, if the given random code is (F, @) (a RV with values in C(M + Xn,Y"+ M')), change @ to b defined by $0= @(Uy,... Uyn),where !.&, ...,Uynare independent RV's with values in Y (also independent of (F, a))such that Pr{Uyi= y} = 17 if y t y,. line 9: Delete after "it follows that". line 8 from below: Delete the part in brackets. lines 5-8: Delete equations (6.22). (6.23): change rng to 1. Theorem 6.11: An AVC with finite set of states has a-capacity 0 if it is symmetrizable, i.e., there exists a channel U: X + S such that
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for all x,x' in X and y in X [I. Csiszar and F! Narayan, The capacity of arbitrarily varying channels revisited: positivity, constraints. IEEE IT34 (1988) - .- -...



pp. 228-229 An interesting and now completely solved situation is when all states are known a< the input. Then thecapacity for the simpler model when the states are chosen randomly rather than arbitrarily, by independent drawings from a distribution Q on S (assumed to be a finite set), is equal to CQ = max[I(U A Y) - I ( U A S) , the maximum taken for RV's U, S, X, Y satisfying P,,,, & lx, s, u) = W@ x, s), where U takes values in an auxiliary set U of size 1 B / S / + I XI . [S.I. Gelfand and MS. Pinsker, Coding for channels with random parameters, PCIT 9 (1980), 19-31; C. Heegard, A. El Gamal, On the capacity of computer memory with defects, IEEE IT 29 (1983) 731-739.1 The AVC with all states known at the input has both a- and m-capacity equal to the minimum of CQfor all PD's Q on S. [R. Ahlswede, Arbitrarily varying channels with state sequence known to the sender, IEEE I T 32 (1986) 621429.1 Problem 18(b): Actually, the a-capacity with feedback always equals @I C(W). [A side result in R. Ahlswede and I. Csiszar, Common random&& in information theory and cryptography, Part 2: CR capacity. IEEE I T 43 (1997), to appear.] If (R,, R,) 4 %(X, Y), the probability of correct decoding goes to zero exponentially fast. The exact exponent has been determined (a result analogous to p. 184, Problem 16) by Y. Oohama and T.S. Han, Universal cod-
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ing for the Slepian-Wolf data compression system and the strong converse theorem, IEEE IT 40 (1994) 1908-1919. For improvements of the error bound in Problem 5 for "large rates" cf. I. Csiszk, Linear codes for sources and source networks: error exponents, universal coding, IEEE IT 28 (1982) 823-828, and Y . Oohama and T.S. Han, loc. cit. line 14: Insert the following: Thus, writing
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PREFACE



Information theory was created by Claude E. Shannon for the study of certain quantitative aspects of information, primarily as an analysis of the impact of coding o n information transmission. Research in this field has resulted inseveral mathematical theories. Our subject is the stochastic theory, often referred to as the Shannon Theory, which directly descends from Shannon's pioneering work. This book is intended for graduate students and research workers in mathematics (probability and statistics), electrical engineering and computer science. It aims to present a well-integrated mathematical discipline, including substantial new developments of the seventies. Although applications in engineering and science are not covered, we hope to have presented the subject so that a sound basis for applications had also been provided. A heuristic discussion of mathematical models of communicaticm systems is given in the Introduction which also offers a general outline of the intuitive background for the mathematical problems treated in the book. As the title indicates, this book deals with discrete memoryless systems. In other words, our mathematical models involve independent random variables with finite range. Idealized as these models are from the point of view of most applications, their study reveals thecharacteristic phenomena of information theory without burdening the reader with the technicalities needed in the more complex cases. In fact, the reader needs no other prerequisites than elementary probability and a reasonable mathematical maturity. By limiting our scope t o the discrete memoryless case, it was possible to use a unified, basically combinatorial approach. Compared with other methods, this often led to stronger results and yet simpler proofs. The combinatorial approach also seems to lead to a deeper understanding of the subject. The dependence graph of the text is shown on p. X. There are several ways to build up a course using this book. A one-semester graduate course can be made up of Sections 1.1, 1.2,2.1,2.2 and the first half of Section 3.1. A challenging short course is provided by Sections 1.2. 2.4, 2.5.
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In both cases, the technicalities from Section 1.3 should be used when necessary. For students with some information theory background, a course on multi-terminal Shannon theory can be based on Chapter 3, using Section 1.2 and 2.1 as preliminaries. The problems offer a lot of opportunities of creative work for the students. It should be noted, however, that illustrative examples are scarce, thus the teacher is also supposed to do some homework of his own, by supplying such examples. Every section consists of a text and a problem part. The text covers the main ideas and proof techniques, with a sample of the results they yield. The selection of the latter was influenced both by didactic considerations and the authors' research interests. Many results of equal importance are given in the problem parts. While the text is selfcontained, there are several points at which the reader is advised t o supplement his formal understanding by consulting specific problems. This suggestion is indicated at the margin of the text by the number of the problem. For all but a few problems sufficient hints are given to enable a serious student familiar with the corresponding text to give a solution. The exceptions, marked by asterisk, serve mainly for.; supplementary information; these problems are not necessarily more difTiiul{ than others, but their solution requires methods not treated in the text. In the text the origins of the results are not mentioned, but credits to authors are given at the end of each section. Concerning the problems, an appropriateattribution for the result is given with each problem. An absence of references indicates that the assertion is either folklore or else an unpublished result of the authors. Results were attributed on the basis of publications in journals o r books withcomplete proofs. The number after the author's name indicates the year of appearance of the publication. Conference talks, theses and technical reports are quoted only if-to our knowledgetheir authors have never published their result in another form. In such cases, the word "unpublished" isattached to the reference year, to indicate that the latter does not include the usual delay of "regular" publications. We are indebted to our friends Rudy Ahlswede, Peter Gacs and Katalin Marton for fruitful discussions whichcontributed to many of our ideas. Our thanks are due to R. Ahlswede, P. Bartfai, J. Beck, S. Csibi, P. Gacs, S. I. Gelfand, J. Komlos, G. Longo, K. Marton, A. Sgarro and G. Tusnady for reading various parts of the manuscript. Some of them have saved us from vicious errors. a in typing and retyping the everchanging The patience of Mrs. ~ v Varnai manuscript should be remembered, as well as the spectacular pace of her doing it.



Special mention should be made of the friendly assistance of Sandor Csibi who helped us to overcome technical dificulties with the preparation of the manuscript. Last but not least, we are grateful to Eugene Luklcs for his constant encouragement without which this project might not have been completed. Budapest, May 1979
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INTRODUCTION



Information is a fashionable concept with many facets. among which the quantitative one-our subject-is perhaps less striking than fundamental. At the intuitive level. for our purposes, it suffices to say that informmion is some knowledge of predetermined type contained in certain data or pattern and wanted at somedestination. Actually, thisconcept will not explicitly enter the mathematical theory. However, throughout the book certain functionals of random variables will be conveniently interpreted as measures of the amount of information provided by the phenomena modeled by these variables. Such information measures are characteristic tools of the analysis of optimal performance of codes and they have turned out useful in other branches of stochastic mathematics, as well. Intuitive background
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The mathematical discipline of information theory, created by C . E. Shannon (1948) on an engineering background, still has a special relation to communication engineering, the latter being its major field of application and source of its problems and motivation. We believe that some familiarity with the intuitive communication background is necessary for a more than formal understanding of the theory, let alone for doing further research. The heuristics, underlying most of the material in this book, can be best explained on Shannon's idealized model of a communication system (which can also be regarded as a model of an information storage system). The important question of how far the models treated are related to and the results obtained are relevant for real systems will not be entered. In this respect we note that although satisfactory mathematical modeling of real systems is often very difficult, it is widely recognized that significant insight into their capabilities is given by phenomena discovered on apparently overidealized models. Familiarity with the mathematical methods and techniques of proof is a valuable tool for system designers in judging how these phenomena apply in concrete cases.



Shannon's famous blockdiagram of a (two-terminal) communication system is shown on Fig. 1. Before turning to the mathematical aspects of Shannon's model, let us take a glance at the objects to be modeled. Source



Encockr
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determining their operation constitute the code. A code accomplishes reliable transmission if the joint operation of encoder, channel and decoder results in reproducing the source messages at the destination within the prescribed fidelity criterion.



Decoder



Informal description of the basic mathematical model



Fig. 1 The source of information may be nature, a human being, a computer, etc. The data or pattern containing the information at the source is called message: it may consist of observations on a natural phenomenon,,a spoken or written sentence, a sequence of binary digits, etc. Part of the information contained in the message (e.g., the shape of characters of a handwritten text) may be immaterial to the particular destination. Small distortions of the relevant information might be tolerated, as well. These two aspects arejointly _ reflected in a fidelity criterion for the reproduction of the message at the, destination. E.g., for a person watching a color TV program on a black:and:.i white set, the information contained in the colors must be considered immaterial and his fidelity criterion is met I the picture is not perceivably worse than it would be by a good black-and-white transmission. Clearly, the fidelity criterion of a person watching the program in color would be different. The source and destination are separated in space or time. The communication or storing device available for bridging over this separation is called channel. As a rule, the channel does not work perfectly and thus its output may significaritly differ from the input. This phenomenon is referred to as channel noise. While the properties of the source and channel are considered unalterable, characteristic to Shannon's model is the liberty of transforming the message before it enters the channel. Such a transformation, called encoding, is always necessary if the message isnot a possible input of the channel (e.g., a written sentence cannot be directly radioed). More importantly, encoding is an effective tool of reducing the cost oftransmission and of combating channel noise (trivial examples are abbreviations such as cable addresses in telegrams on the one hand, and spelling names on telephone on the other). Of course, these two goals are conflicting and a compromise must be found. If the message has been encoded before entering the channel-and often even if not-a suitable processing of the channel output is necessary in order to retrieve the information in a form needed at the destination; this processing is called decoding. The devices performing encoding and decoding are the encoder and decoder of Fig. 1 . The rules
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Shannon developed information theory as a mathematical study of the problem of reliable transmission at a possibly low cost (for given source, channel and fidelity criterion). For this purpose mathematical models of the objects in Fig. 1 had to be introduced. The terminology of the following models reflects the point of view of communication between terminals separated in space.Appropriately interchanging the roles of time and space, these models are equally suitable for describing data storage. Having in mind a source which keeps producing information, its output is visualized as an infinite sequence of symbols (e.g., latin characters, binary digits, etc.). For an observer, the successive symbols cannot be predicted. Rather, they seem to. appear randomly according to probabilistic laws representing potentially available prior knowledge about the nature of the source (e.g, in case of an English text we may think of language statistics, such as letter or word frequencies, etc.). For this reason the source is identified with a discrete-time stochastic process. The first k random variables of the source process represent a random message of length k ; realizations thereof are called messages of length k . The theory is largely of asymptotic character: we are interested in the transmission of long messages. This justifies our restricting attention to messages of equal length although, e.g. in an English text, the first k letters need not represent a meaningful piece of information; the point is that a sentence cut at the tail is of negligible length compared to a large k. In non-asymptotic investigations, however, the structure of messages is of secondary importance. Then it is mathematically more convenient to regard them as realizations of an arbitrary random variable, the so called random message (which may be identified with a finite segment of the source process or even with the whole process, etc.). Hence we shall often speak of messages (and their transformation) without specifying a scurce. An obvious way of taking advantage of a stochastic model is to disregard undesirable events of small probability. The simplest fidelity criterion of this kind is that the probability of error, i.e., the overall probability of not receiving the message accurately at the destination, should not exceed a given small number. More generally, viewing the message and its reproduction at the



destination as realizations of stochastically dependent random variables, a jilelity criterion is formulated as a global requirement involving their joint distribution. Usually, one introduces a numerical measure of the loss resulting from a particular reproduction of a message. In information theory this is called a distortion measure. A typical fidelity criterion is that the expected distortion be less than a threshold, or that the probability of a distortion transgressing this threshold be small. The channel is supposed to be capable of transmitting successivelysymbols from a given set, the input alphabet. There is a starting point of the transmission and each of the successivechannel uses consists of putting in one symbol and observing the corresponding symbol at the output. In the ideal case of a noiseless channel the output is identical to the input; i n general, however, they may differ and the output need not be uniquely determined by the input. Also, the output alphabet may differ from the input alphabet. I Following the stochastic approach, it is assumed that for every finite sequence of input symbols there exists a probability distribution on output sequencegof the same length. This distribution governs the successive outputs-if-the elements of the given sequence are successively transmitted from the start of transmission on, as the beginning of a potentially infinite sequence. This assumption implies that no output symbol is affected by possible later inputs, and it amounts to certain consistency requirements among the mentioned distributions. The family of these distributions represents all possible knowledge about the channel noise, prior to transmission. This family defines the chmnel as a mathematical object. The encoder maps messages into sequences of channel input symbols in a not necessarily one-to-one way. Mathematically, this very mapping is the encoder. The images of messages are referred to as codewords. For convenience, attention is usually restricted to encoders with fixed codeword length, mapping the messages into channel input sequences of length n, say. Similarly, from a purely mathematical point of view, a decoder is a mapping of output sequences of the channel into reproductions of messages. By a code we shall mean, as a rule, an encoderdecoder pair or, in specific problems, a mathematical object effectively determining this pair. A random message, an encoder, a channel and a decoder define a joint probability distribution over messages, channel input and output sequences, and reproductions of the messages at the destination. In particular, it can be decided whether a given fidelity criterion is met. If it is, we speak of reliable transmission of the random message. The cost of transmission is not explicitly included in the above mathematical model. As a rule, one implicitly assumes
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that its main factor is the cost ofchannel use, the latter being proportional to the length of the input sequence. (In case of telecommunication this length determines the channel's operation time and, in case of data storage, the occupied space, provided that each symbol requires the same time or space, respectively.) Hence, for a given random message, channel and fidelity criterion, the problem consists in finding the smallest codeword length n for which reliable transmission can be achieved. We are basically interested in the reliable transmission of long messages of a given source using fixed-length-to-fixed-length codes, i.e. encoders mapping messages of length k into channel input sequences of length n and decoders mapping channel output sequences of length n into reproduction sequences of n length k. The average number - of channel symbols used for the transmission k of one source symbol is a measure of the performance of the code, and it will be called the transmission ratio. The goal is to determine the limit of the minimum transmission ratio (LMTR) needed for reliable transmission, as the message length k tends to infinity. Implicit in this problem statement is that fidelity criteria are given for all sufficiently large k. Of course, for the existence of a finite LMTR, let alone for its computability, proper conditions on source, channel and fidelity criteria are needed. The intuitive problem of transmission of long messages can also be approached in another-more ambitious-manner, incorporating into the model certain constraints on the complexity of encoder and decoder, along with the requirement that the transmission be indefinitely continuable. Any fixed-length-to-fixed-length code, designed for transmitting messages of length k by n channel symbols, say, may be used for nun-terminating transmission as follows. The infinite source output sequence is partitioned into consecutive blocks of length k. The encoder mapping is applied to each block separately and the channel input sequence is the succession of the obtained blocks of length n. The channel output sequence is partitioned accordingly and is decoded blockwise by the given decoder. This method defines a code for n non-terminating transmission. The transmission ratio is -; the block lengths k k and n constitute a rough measure of complexity of the code. If the channel has no "input memory", i.e., the transmission of the individual blocks is not affected by previous inputs, and if the source and channel are time-invariant, then each source block will be reproduced within the same fidelity criterion as the first one. Suppose, in addition, that the fidelity criteria for messages of different length have the following property: if successive blocks and their



reproductions individually meet the fidelity criterion, then so does their juxtaposition. Then, by this very coding, messages of potentially infinite length are reliably transmitted, and one can speak of reliable non-terminating transmission. Needless to say that this blockwise coding is a very special way of realizing non-terminating transmission. Still, within a very general class of codes for reliable non-terminating transmission, in order to minimize the transmission ratio' under conditions such as above, it suffices to restrict attention to blockwise codes. In such cases the present minimum equals the previous LMTR and the two approaches to the intuitive problem of transmission of long messages are equivalent. While in this book we basically adopt the first approach, a major reason of considering mainly fixed-length-to-fixed-length codes consistb in their appropriateness also for non-terminating transmission. These codes themselves are often called block codes without specifically referring to nonterminating transmission.
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Measuring information
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A remarkable feature of the LMTR problem. discovered by Shannon and established in great generality by further research, is a phenomenon suggesting the heuristic interpretation that information like liquids "has volume but no shape", i.e., the amount of information is measurable by a scalar. Just as the time necessary for conveying the liquid content of a large container through a pipe (at a given flow velocity) is determined by the ratio of the volume of the liquid to the cross-sectional area of the pipe, the LMTR equals the ratio of two numbers, one depending on the source and fidelity criterion, the other depending on the channel. The first number is interpreted as a measure of the amount of irtformation needed on the average for the reproduction of one source symbol, whereas the second is a measure of the channel's capacity, i.e., of how much information is transmissible on the average by one channel use. It is customary to take as a standard the simplest channel that can be used for transmitting information, namely the noiseless channel with two input symbols, 0 and 1, say. The capacity of this binary noiseless channel, i.e., the amount of information transmissible by one binary The relevance of this minimization problem to data storage is obvious. In typical communication situations, however, the transmission ratio of non-terminating transmission cannot bechosen freely. Rather, it isdetermined by the rates at which thesource produces and the channel transmit5 symbols. Then one question is whether a given transmission ratio admits reliable transmission, but this is mathematically equivalent to the above minimization problem.



digit is considered the unit of the amount of information, called 1 bit. Accordingly, the amount of information needed on the average for the reproduction of one symbol of a given source (relative t o a given fidelity criterion) is measured by the LMTR for this source and the binary noiseless channel. In particular, if the most demanding fidelity criterion is imposed, which within a stochastic theory is that of a small probability of error, the corresponding LMTR provides a measure of the total amount of information carried, on the average, by one source symbol. The above ideas naturally suggest the need for a measure of the amount of information individually contained in a single source output. In view of our source model, this means to associate some information content with an arbitrary random variable. One relies on the intuitive postulate that the observation of a collection of independent random variables yields an amount of information equal to the sum of the information contents of the individual variables. Accordingly, one defines the entropy (information content) of a random variable as the amount of information carried, on the average, by one symbol of a source which consists of a sequence of independent copies of the random variable in question. This very entropy is also a measure of the amount of uncertainty concerning this random variable before its observation. We have sketched a way of assigning information measures to sources and channels in connection with the LMTR problem and arrived, in particular, at the concept of entropy of a single variable. There is also an opposite way: starting from entropy, which can be expressed by a simple formula, one can build up more complex functionals of probability distributions. O n the basis of heuristic considerations (quite independent of the above communication model), these functionals can be interpreted as information measures corresponding to different connections of random variables. The operational significance of these information measures is not a priori evident. Still, under general conditions the solution of the LMTR problemcan be given in terms of these quantities. More precisely, the corresponding theorems assert that the operationally defined information measures for source and channel can be given by such functionals, just as intuition suggests. This consistency underlines the importance of entropy-based information measures, both from a formal and a heuristic point of view. The relevance of these functionals, corresponding to their heuristic meaning, is not restricted to communication or storage problems. Still, there are also other functionals which can be interpreted as information measures with an operational significance not related to coding.



Multi-terminal systems Shannon's blockdiagram (Fig. 1) models one-way communication between two terminals. The communication link it describes can be considered as an artificially isolated elementary part of *a large communication system involving exchange of information among many participants. Such an isolation is motivated by the implicit assumptions that (i) the source and channel are in some sense independent of the remainder of the system, the effects of the environment being taken into account only as channel noise, (ii) if exchange of information takes place in both directions, they do not -affect each other. Notice that dropping assumption (ii) is meaningful even in the case of communication between two terminals. Then the new phenomenon arises that transmission in one direction has the byproduct of feeding :back information on the result of transmission in the opposite direction. This' feedback can conceivably be exploited for improving the performance oft@ code; this, however, will necessitate a modification of the mathemat&l concept of the encoder. Problems involving feedback will be discussed in this book only casually. On the'other hand, the whole Chapter 3 will be devoted to problems arising from dropping assumption (i). This leads to models of multi-terminal systems with several sources, channels and destinations, such that the stochastic interdependence of individual sources and channels is taken into account. A heuristic description of such mathematical models at this point would lead too far. However, we feel that readers familiar with the mathematics of twoterminal systems treated in Chapters 1 and 2 will have no diffculty in understanding the motivation for the multi-terminal models of Chapter 3.



BASIC NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS



a



equal by definition



iff



if and only if



0



end of a definition, theorem, remark, etc.



0



end of a proof



A,B,



...,x , y , z



sets (finite unless stated otherwise; infinite sets will be usually denoted by script capitals)



0



void set



xcx



x is an element of the set X; as a rule, elements of a set



will be denoted by the same letter as the set X is a set having elements x,,



...,x,



number of elements of the set X vector (finite sequence) of elements of a set X XxY



Cartesian product of the sets X and Y



X"



n-th Cartesian power of X, i.e., the set of n-length sequences of elements of X



X*



set of all finite sequences of elements of X



AcX



A is a (not necessarily proper) subset of X



A-B



the set of those elements x E A which are not in B



A



complement of a set A c X, i.e. A a X -A (will be used only if a finite ground set X is specified)



AoB



symmetric difference: A o B A (A - B)u(B -A)



B ~ r NOTATIONS c AND CONVENTIONS mapping of X into Y



PYIX= w



means that PYIX=x= W(. Is)if PX(x)>O,involving no assumption on the remaining rows of W



EX



expectation of the real-valued RV X



var (X)



variance of the real-valued RV X



X-eYeZ



means that these RV's form a Markov chain in this order



(a, b), [a, b], [a, b)



open, closed resp. left-closed interval with endpoints a


Id+



positive part of the real number r, i.e., Irl+ Amax (r, 0)



LrJ



largest integer not exceeding r



Fr1



smallest integer not less than r



the inverse image of y E Y, i.e. f -'(Y)A {x :f (x)= y} number of elements of the range off abbreviation of "probability distribution"



probability of the set A c X for the PD P, i.e.,



direct product of the PD's P on X and Q on Y, i.e., P x Q 4 {P(x)Q(y):x E X, y EY} , -. .n-th power of the PD P, i.e., Pn(x)A P(xi)



n



i= 1



support of P



the set {x :P(x)>0}



.-



i



./.-



11



min [a,b], max [a,b] the smaller resp. larger of the numbers a and b



rls



stochastic matrix with rows indexed by elements of X and columns indexed by elements of Y; i.e., W( . Ix) is a PD on Y for every x E X probability of the set 6 c Y for the PD W( - Ix)



for vectors r = (r, , . . .,r,), s = (s,, . . .,s,) of the n-dimensional Euclidean space means that r i s s i , i = l , ..., n



22



convex closure of a subset d of a Euclidean space, i.e., the smallest closed convex set containing d



exp, log



are understood to the base 2



In



natural logarithm



a a log b



equals 0 if a=.O, and +co if a>b=O



n



n-th direct power of W, i.e., Wn(ylx)A n W(yilxi) i= 1



abbreviation for "random variable" RV's ranging .over finite sets alternative notations for the vector-valued RV with components X, , . ..,X, Pr{X E A}



probability of the event that the RV X takes a value in the set A



px



distribution of the RV X, defined by Px(x) a P r { = ~x}



PYIX-x



conditional distribution of Y given X = x, i.e. A Pr{Y= ylX=x} (defined if Px(x) >0) PyIx=x(y)



PYIX



the stochastic matrix with rows PYIX=x, called the conditional distribution of Y given X ; here x ranges over the support of Px



-



the binary entropy function h(r)A-rlogr-(1-r)log(l-r),



r~ [O, 11.



Most asymptotic results in this book are established with uniform convergence. Our way of specifying the extent of uniformity is to indicate in the statement of results all those parameters involved in the problem upon which threshold indices depend. In this context, e.g. no=no(lXI,E, 6) means some threshold index which could be explicitly given as a function of 1x1, E, 6 alone.



BUIC NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS Prelimielries on random variables and probability ditributioas



CHAPTER 1



As we shall deal with RV's ranging over finite sets, the measure-theoretic foundationsof probability theory will never be really needed. Still, in a formal sense, when speaking of RV's it is understood that a Kolmogorov probability space (Q, 9,p) is given (i.e, R is some set, 9 is a a-algebra of its subsets, and p Then a RV with values in a finite set X is a is a probability measure on 9). mapping X.:Q+X such that X - (x) E 9for every x E X. The probability of an event defied in terms of RV's means the p-measure of the corresponding subset of Q, e.g.,



Information Measures in Simple Coding Problems



'



Pr {X E A} Ap({o :X(o) E A)). Throughout this book, it will be assumed that the underlying probability space (Q, f,p) is "rich enough" in the following sense: To any pair of finite sets X, Y, any RV X with values in X and any distribution P on X x Y with marginal distribution on X coinciding with Px, there exists a RV Y such th5$ Pxu= P. This assumption is certainly fulfilled,e.g., if Qis the unit interval, 9is the family of its Bore1 subsets and p is the Lebesgue measure. The set of all PD's on a finite set X will be identified with the subset of the 1x1-dimensionalEuclidean space, consisting of all vectors with non-negative components summing up to 1. Linear combinations of PD's and convexity are understood accordingly. E.g., the convexity of a real-valued function f (P) of PD's on X means that



for every PI, P, and a E (0,l).Similarly, topological terms for PD's on X refer to the metric topology defined by Euclidean distance. In particular, the convergence P,+P means that P,(x)+P(x) for every x E X. The set of all stochastic matrices W:X+Y is identfied with a subset of the JXIIY1dimensionalEuclidean space in an analogous manner. Convexity and topological concepts for stochastic matrices are understood accordingly. Finally, for any distribution P on X and any stochastic matrix W:X+Y, we denote by PW the distribution on Y defined as the matrix product of the (row) vector P and the matrix W, i.e, (PW)(Y)A



1 P(x)W(ylx)



XEX



for every y EY .



Ij 1. SOURCE CODING AND HYPOTHESIS TESTING.



INFORMATION MEASURES



A (discrete)source is a sequence {Xi)% of RV's taking values in a finite set X called the source alphabet. If the X;s are independent and have the same distribution Px,= P, we speak of a discrete memoryless source (DMS) with generic distribution P. A k-to-n binary block code is a pair of mappings



f :Xk+{0, l j n , cp: 10, l}"-rXk. For a given source, the probability of error of the code (f,cp) is e(f, cp)PPr Idf (Xk))f Xk}



,.



"



where X' stands for the k-length initial string of the sequence {Xi}s We are n interested in finding codes with small ratio - and small probability of error. k More exactly, for every k let n(k, E) be the smallest n for which there exists a k-to-n binary block code satisfying e(f,cp)Se; we want to determine n(k, 4 lim t-m k ' THEOREM 1.1 For a DMS with generic distribution P = {P(x):x E X)



where H(P) 4 -



I: P(x) log P(x) . 0 xsx



COROLLARY 1.1 OSH(P)S log 1x1. 0 Proof The existence of a k-to-n binary block code with e(f, cp)Se is equivalent to the existence of a set A c Xk with pk(A)2 1 - E, IA15 2" (let A be the set of those sequences x e x k which are reproduced correctly. i.e.,



1



I -& 2 proving that for every 6 > 0



cp(f ( x ) ) = x ) . Denote by s(k, E ) the minimum cardinality of sets A c X k with



>= -exp { k ( H ( P )- 6 ) ) ,



p(A)>=1- E . It suffices to show that 1 lim - log s(k, E ) = H ( P ) k+, k



( E E (0, 1)).



(1.3)



To this end, let B(k, 6 ) be the set of those sequences x probability



E



lirn ,k



Xk which have



For intuitive reasons expounded in the Introduction, the limit H ( P ) in Theorem 1.1 is interpreted as a measure of the information content of (or the uncertainty about) a RV X with distribution Px= P. It is called the entropy of the RV X or of the distribution P :



We fust show that P ' ( B ( k , a))+ 1 ask-, co,forevery 6 > 0. In fact, consider the real-valued RV's yi -log P ( X , ) ;



_



f



these are well defined with probability 1 even if P(x)=O for some x E X. The Y,'s are independent, identically distributed and have expectation H ( P ) .Thus .. by the weak law of large numbers



. =I



forevery



( k , ~ )HL ( P ) - 6 .



This and (1.5) establish (1.3). The Corollary is immediate.



exp { - k ( H ( P )+ 6 ) )5 P ' ( x ) S e x p { - k ( H ( P )- 6 ) ) .



lim P r { l l ki=1



1



- log s



H ( X )= H ( P )



1 P ( x )log P ( x ). xeX



,i



This definition is often referred to as Shannon's formula. The mathematical essence of Theorem 1.1 is formula (1.3). It gives the asymptotics for the minimum size of sets of large probability in Xk. We now generalize (1.3) for the case when the elements of Xk have unequal weights and the size of subsets is measured by total weight rather than cardinality. Let us be given a sequence of positive-valued "mass functions" M , ( x ) , M 2 ( x ) , . . . on X and set



....I



6>0.



k-.,



- H ( P ) 5 6 , theconvergence relation means that lim p ( B ( k , 6 ) )= 1 for every 6 > 0,



-



n M,(x,) k



(1.4)



k-m



M(x)&



-



as claimed. The definition of B(k, 6 ) implies



for x = x l . . .xk E Xk



i= 1



For an arbitrary sequence of X-valued RV's {X,},"=,consider the minimum of



lBk4 1 S exp { k ( H ( P ) +6 ) ) . Thus (1.4) gives for every 6 > 0



xeA



-1 -1 lim - log s(k, E ) 5 lim - log IB(k, 6)[5 H ( P )+ 6 . k-m k k-m k



(1.5)



of those sets A c Xk which contain Xkwith high probability: Let s(k, E ) denote the minimum of M ( A ) for sets A c X k of probability



On the other hand, for every set A c X k with p ( A ) z 1 -6, (1.4) implies The previous s ( k , E ) is a special case obtained if all the functions M , ( x ) are identically equal to 1. for sufficiently large k. Hence, by the definition of B(k, 6), IAI



2 I A n B ( k , 611 L



C



x E AnB(k, 8 )



p ( x ) exp { k ( H ( P ) - 6 ) )L



THEOREM 1.2 If the X,'s are independent with distributions Pi A Px, and [log M i ( x ) [sc for every i and x E X then, setting Ek



1



-



C C



k , = 1x s x



P,(x) log-



Mib) P,(x) '



we have for every 0 < E < 1



B(k, 6'). M ( A ) I M(AnB(k, 6 ' ) ) z x E AnB(k. 6')



Pxh(x)exp {k(Ek-6')) >=



-1(1 - E - V ~ )exp {k(Ek-S')} ,



More precisely, for every 6, E E (0,l) we have implying



Proof



Consider the real-valued RV's 6 Setting 6 ' P - , these results imply (1.6) provided that 2



y A log- Mi (Xi)



Pi(Xi) '



4



Since the r s are independent and E gives for any 6'> 0



= E,, Chebyshev's inequality



..



qk=-maxvar(l;)$s kS2 i



,



_



,



By the assumption Ilog Mi(x)ldc, the last relations are valid if k B ko(lXI, c, E , 6 ) .



This means that for the set



we have Pxk(B(k, 6'))2 1 - qk, where q, A



1



max var ( x ) . k6I2



Since by the definition of B(k, 6') M(B(k, a'))=



Z



1 6 and -k l o g ( l - ~ - q , ) z - - 2



.



An important corollary of Theorem 1.2 relates to testing statistical hypotheses. Suppose that a probability distribution of interest for the statistician is either P = {P(x): x E X) or Q = {Q(x): x EX). He has to decide between P and Q on the basis of a sample of size k, i.e., the result of k independent drawings from the unknown distribution. A (non-randomized) 3 test is characterized by a set A c Xk, in the sense that if the sample X I . . .X, belongs to A, the statistician accepts P and else he accepts Q. In most practical 4 situations of this kind, the role of the two hypotheses is not symmetric. It is customary to prescribe a bound E for the tolerated probability of wrong decision if P is the true distribution. Then the task is to minimize the probability of wrong decision if hypothesis Q is true. The latter minimum is



M(x)s



x s B(k, 6')



I x



1



Pxa(x) exp {k(E, i-8')) 5 exp {k(E, +a')} ,



Elk. 6')



COROLLARY 1.2 For any O < E < 1,



it follows that 1 k



- log s(k, E )



1 k



2 - log M(B(k.6'))$ Ek+ 6' if qk$ e .



On the other hand, for any set A c X k with Pxt(A)LI -E we have Pxk(AnB(k,6 ' ) ) z 1-&-qk. Thus for every such A, again by the definition of



1 P(x) P(x) log -. 0 lim - log P(k, e) = k xox Q(x)



2



t-r



Proof If Q(x)> 0 for each x E X, set Pi P, Mi A Q in Theorem 1.2. If P(x)>Q(x)=O for some x E X, the P-probability of the set of all k-length



sequences containing this x tends to 1 . This means that j 3 ( k , ~ ) = O for sufficiently large k, so that both sides of the asserted equality are - co.



Expressing the entropy difference by Shannon's formula we obtain



It follows from Corollary 1.2 that the sum on the right-hand side is nonnegative. It measures how much the.distribution Q differs from P in the sense of statistical distinguishability, and is called informational divergence:



Intuitively, one can say that the larger D(PI1Q) is, the more information for discriminating between the hypotheses P and Q can be obtained'from one observation. Hence D(P1IQ) is also called informationfor di&imination. The amount of information measured by D(PJ1Q) is, however, conceptually dflerent from entropy, since it has no immediate coding interpretation. On the space of infinite sequences of elements of X one can build up product measures both from P and Q. If P # Q , the two product measures are mutuajly orthogonal. D ( P ( ( Q ) is a (non-symmetric) measure of how fast,. t&ir restrictions to k-length strings approach orthogonality. REMARK expectation :



(1.7)



where



Thus H ( Y J X ) is the expectation of the entropy of the conditional distribution of Y given X =x. This gives further support to the above intuitive interpretation of conditional entropy. Intuition also suggests that the conditional entropy cannot exceed the unconditional one:



LEMMA 1.3



j



Both entropy and informational divergence have a form of P(X) H ( X ) = E(-log P ( X ) ) , D(PIIQ)= E log -



QW



where X is a RV with distribution P. It is sometimes convenient to interpret P(x) -log P ( x ) resp. log - as a measure of the amount of information resp. Q(x) the weight of evidence in favour of Pagainst Q provided by a particular value x of X . These quantities, however, have no direct operational meaning, comparable to that of their expectations. 0 The entropy of a pair of RV's ( X , Y )with finite ranges X and Y needs no new definition, since the pair can be considered a single RV with range X x Y. For brevity, instead of H ( ( X , Y ) )we shall write H ( X , Y ) ;similar notation will be used for any finite collection of RV's. The intuitive interpretation of entropy suggests to consider as further information measures certain expressions built up from entropies. The difference H ( X , Y ) - H ( X ) measures the additional amount of information provided by Y if X is already known. It is called the conditional entropy of Y given X : H ( Y ( X ) A H ( X ,Y ) - H ( X ) .



REMARK H(Y).0



For certain values of x , H(YIX = x ) may be larger than



The entropy difference in the last proof measures the decrease of uncertainty about Y caused by the knowledge of X . In other words, it is a measure of the amount of information about Y contained in X . Note the remarkable fact that this difference is symmetric in X and Y. It iscalled mutual information :



Of course, the amount of information contained in X about itself is just the entropy: l(X A X)=H(X). Mutual information is a measure of stochastic dependence of the RV's X and Z The fact that I ( X A Y ) equals the informational divergence of the joint distribution of X and Y from what it would be if X and Y were independent reinforces this interpretation. There is no compelling reason other than tradition to denote mutual information by a different symbol than entropy.



5



$1. SOURCECODING AND



We keep this tradition, although our notation I(X A Y ) slightly differs from the more common I(X; Y ). DISCUSSION Theorem 1.1 says that the minimum number of binary digits needed--on the a v e r a g e f o r representing one symbol of a DMS with generic distribution P equals the entropy H(P). This fact-and similar ones discussed later on-are our basis for interpreting H(X) as a measure of the amount of information contained in the RV X resp. of the uncertainty about this RV. In other words, in this book we adopt an operational or pragmatic approach to the concept of information. Alternatively, one could start from the intuitive concept of information and set up certain postulates, phich an information measure should fulfil. Some representative fesults of this axiomatic approach are treated in Problems 11-14. Our starting point, Theorem 1.1 has been proved here in the conceptually simplest way. Also, the given proof easily extends to non-DM cases (not . treated in this book). On the other hand, in order t o treat DM models at depth, combinatorial-approach will be more suitable. The preliminaries to this approach will be given in the next section.



HYPOTHESIS TESTING



4. (Neyman-Pearson Lemma) Show that for any given bound O


where ck and yk are appropriate constants. Observe that the case k= 1 contains the general one, and there is no need to restrict attention to independent drawings.



,



5. (a) Let {Xi},", be a sequence of independent RV's with common range X but with arbitrary distributions. As in Theorem 1.1, denote by n(k,e) the smallest n for which there exists a k-to-n binary block code having probability of error SEfor the source {Xi}: Show that for every E E ( 4 1 ) and 6>0



,.



Problems 1 1. (a) Check that the problem of determining lim - n(k, E) for a discrete t-m k source is just the formal statement of the LMTR-problem (see Introduction) for the given source and the binary noiseless channel, with the probability of error fidelity criterion. (b) Show that for a DMS and a noiseless channel with arbitrary alphabet size m the LMTR is



3, where P i s the generic distribution of the source. log m



2. Given an encoder f :Xk+{O. I}", show that the probability of error e(f;cp) is minimized iff the decoder cp: (0, l}"+Xk has the property that cp(y) is a sequence of maximum probability among those x e X k for which f (x)= y.



3. A randomized test introduces a chance element into the decision between the hypotheses P a a d Q in the sense that if the result ofksuccessivedrawings is x e x k , one accepts the hypothesis P with probability x(x), say. Define the analogue of b(k, E) for. randomized tests and show that it still satisfies Corollary 1.2.



Hint Use Theorem 1.2 with M i ( x ) = 1. (b) Let {(Xi, Y,)}P", be a sequence of independent replicae of a pair of RV's (X. Y) and suppose that xkshould be encoded and decoded in the knowledge of Yk. Let ii(k, E)be the smallest n for which there exists an encoder f :Xk x Yk+{O, 1)" and a decoder cp: {O. 1)" x Yk+Xk yielding probability of error Pr {q(f(Xk, Yk), Yk)# Xk) SE. Show that = H(XlY) for every E e ( 0 , l ) . lim k-a k



,



Hint Use part (a) for the conditional distributions of the Xls given various realizations y of Yk. (Random selection of codes) Let P ( k , n) be the class of all mappings f :Xk+{O, I}". Given a source {Xi}g consider the class of codes (1cp/) where f ranges over P ( k , n) and c p f : (0, l}"-rXk is defined so as to minimize e(f, cp), cf. P.2. Show that for a DMS with generic distribution P we have 6.



,,



1



if k and n tend to infinity s o that



Here SkA



Hint Consider a random mapping F of Xk into {0,1)", assigning to each x E Xkone of the 2" binary sequences of length n with equal probabilities 2-", independently ofeach other and of the source RV's. Let @ : (0, l}"-rXk be the random mapping taking the value cpl if F = f . Then



and this is less than 2-nfk(H'P'+*' if P ( X ) ~ ~ - ~ ( " I ~ ) + ~ !



A



.-



2



7. (Linem source codes) Let X be a Galois field (i.e., any finite field) and consider Xk as a vector space over this field. A linear source code is a pair of mappings f :Xk+Xn and cp: Xn-+Xksuch that f is a linear mapping (cp is arbitrary). Show that for a D M S with generic distribution P there exist linear source codes with



n -+-



H(P) and e(l, rp)+O. Compare this result with P.1



k log 1x1



Hint A linear mapping f is defined by a k x n matrix over the given field. Choose linear mappings at random, by independent and equiprobable choice of the matrix elements. T o every f choose rp so as to minimize e(J cp), cf. P.2. Then proceed as in P.6. (Implicit in Elias (1955). cf. Wyner (1974).) Show that the s(k, E) of Theorem 1.2 has the following more precise asymptotic form:



8..



whenever



(A



i ();))j, (1 i var



Rk



ki,,



inf !> H(P) k



k,,,



El Y, - E );I3



and l is determined



by @(1)=1-i where @ denotes the distribution function of the standard normal distribution; Ek and ); are the same as in the text (Strassen (1964).)



9. In hypothesis testing problems it sometimes makes sense to speak of "prior probabilities" Pr { P is true} = p, and Pr {Q is true} = q, = 1 - p,. O n the basis of a sample x E Xk,the posterior probabilities are then calculated as



1



Show that if P is true then p,(Xk)-r 1 and -log qk(Xk)-r-D(PIIQ) with k probability 1, no matter what was p, E (0, 1). 10. The interpretation of entropy as a measure of uncertainty suggests that "more uniform" distributions have larger entropy. For two distributions P and Q on X we call P more uniform than Q, in symbols P > Q, if for the nonincreasing ordering p, Lp, 2 . . . l p , , q, h q , 2 . .. Lq, (n =IXI) of their k



k



qi for every 1 4 k s n . Show that P > Q implies i=l i=l H ( P ) 2H(Q); compare this result with (1.2).



probabilities,



pis



k



(More generally, P > Q implies



k



$(pi)s i- 1



x $(qi) for every convex i= 1



function $, cf. Karamata (1932).) POSTULATIONAL CHARACTERIZATIONS O F ENTROPY (Problems 11-14) In the following problems, H,(p,, . . .,p,), m = 2, 3, . . . designates a sequence of real-valued functions defined for non-negative p,'s with sum 1 such that H, is invariant under permutations of the p,'s. Some simple postulates on H, will be formulated which ensure that



(b) Show that if {H,} is expansible and branching then H,(pl.



In particular, we shall say that {H,} is



,..., p,, O)=H,(PI-



(i) expansible if Hm+



. . .,p,)



=



m



- . .*P,)



=



1 g(pi) with g(O)=O. I= I



(Ng (19741.1 (iii) subadditive if H,(pl ,



,,



. . ., r,)



m



rn



whenever



..., p,) +H,(ql. . . ., q,) 2 HJr,



rij=pi,



ri,=qj i= 1



j= I



13*. (a) If {H,) is expansible, additive, subadditive, normalized and Hz@,1 -p)-rO as p-0 then (*) holds. (b) If {H,} is expansible, additive and subadditive, then there exist constants AZO, B z 0 such that



(iv) branching if there exist functions Jm(x.y) (x, y 2 0, x +y $1, m=3,4 . . .) such that . . (Forte (1975). Acdl-Forte-Ng (1974).)



.



... p,)=



l4*. Suppose that H,(p,.



(v) recursive if it is branching with



-log



@-I



strictly monotonic continuous function @on(0.11 such that t@(t)-*0.@(0)40 as t-0. Show that if {H,) is additive and normalized then either (*) holds or



(3



(vi) normalized if H2



-



=1.



H,(pl,



For a complete exposition of this subject, we refer to Aczkl-Darkzy (1975). 11. Show that if {H,} is recursive, normalized, and H,(p, 1-p) is a continuous function of p then (*) holds. (Faddeev (1956); the first "axiomatic" characterization of entropy, using somewhat stronger postulates, was given by Shannon (1948).) Hint The key step is to prove Hm(-!-, that f (rn)4Hm(:.



..



-.)!



. . .-!-)=log



f (m+ 1)- f (m)+Oas m-co. Show that these properties and f (2)= 1 imply f (m) = log m. (The last implication is a result of Erdds (1946);for a simple proof, d. Rknyi (1961).)



..., p,)=



1-a



m



p:



with some a>0, a # l .



i=l



The last expression is called Rhyr's entropy of order a. (Conjectured by Rtnyi (1961) and proved by Darkzy (1964).) 15. (Fisher's information) Let {P,} be a family of distributions on a finite set X, where 9 is a real parameter ranging over an open interval. Suppose that the



probabilities P,(x) are positive and they are continuously differentiable functions of 9. Write



m. To this end, check



is additive, i r , f (mn)= f (m)+ f(n), and that



12*. (a) Show that if H,(pl,



1



...,p,)=-log



m



1 g(pi)with a continuous function i=l



g(p) and {H,) is additive and normalized then (*) holds. (Chaundy-Mac Leod (1960).)



(a) Show that for every 9



(Kullback-Leibler (195I).) (b) Show that every unbiased estimator f of 9 from a sample of size n, i.e., every real-valued function f on Xn such that E, f (Xn)= 9 for each 9,satisfies



5 2. TYPES AND TYPICAL SEQUENCES



Here E, and var, denote expectation resp. variance in the case when X" has distribution PI;. (I($) was introduced by Fisher (1925) as a measure of the information contained in one observation from P, for estimating 9. His motivation was that the maximum likelihood estimator of 9 from a sample of size n has 1 asymptotic variance -if 9=9,. The assertion of (b) is known as the nW0) Cramir-Roo inequality, cf. e.g. Schmetterer (1974).) Hint (a)directly follows by L'Hospital's rule. For (b), it suffices toconsider the case n = I. But



follows from Cauchy's inequality, since



a -P,(x)- (fw - 9 )



.,,as



Most of the proof techniques used in this book will be based on a few simple combinatorial lemmas, summarized below. Drawing k times independently with distribution Q from a finite set X, the probability of obtaining the sequence x e Xk depends only on how often the various elements of X occur in x. In fact, denoting by N(alx) the number of occurrences of a e X in x, we have



(x)= 1 .



xsx



Story of the results The basic concepts a,f information theory are due to Shannon (1948). In particular, he proved Theorem 1.1, introduced the information measures entropy, conditional entropy, mutual information, and established their basic properties. The name entropy has been borrowed from physics, as entropy in the sense of statistical physics is expressed by a similar formula, due to Boltzmann (1877). The very idea of measuring information regardless its content dates back t o Hartley (1928). who assigned to a symbol out of m alternatives the amount of information log m. An information measure in a specific context was used by Fisher (1925).cf. P. 15. Informational divergence was introduced by Kullback and Leibler (1951) (under the name information for discrimination; they used the term divergence for its symmetrized version). CoroIlary 1.2 is known as Stein's Lemma (Stein (1952)). Theorem 1.2 is a common generalization ofTheorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2; a stronger result of this kind was given by Strassen (1964). For a nice discussion of the pragmatic and axiomatic approaches t o information measures cf. RCnyi (1965).



,



Q(a)N('llx! (2.1) 'lsx DEFINITION 2.1 The type of a sequence x E Xk is the distribution P, on X defined by 1 P,(a)h- N(alx) for every a e X . k Qk(x)=



a = - I P,(x)f



For any distribution P on X, the set of sequences of type P i n Xkis denoted by T i or simply Tp. A distribution P on X is called a type ofsequences in Xk if Ti#@. 0 Sometimes the term "type" will also be used for the sets T i + 0 when this does not lead to ambiguity. These sets are also called composition classes. REMARK In mathematical statistics, if x E Xk is a sample of size k consisting of the results of k observations, the type of x is called the empirical distribution of the sample x. 0 By (2.1), the Qk-probability of a subset of T, is determined by its cardinality. Hence the Qk-probability of any subset A of Xkcan be calculated by combinatorial counting arguments, looking at the intersections of A with the various T,'s separately. In doing so, it will be relevant that the number of different types in Xk is much smaller than the number of sequences x e Xk: LEMMA 2.2 (Type Counting) The number of different types of sequences in Xk is less than (k+ l)lX1.0 Proof



For every a E X, N(a(x)can take k + 1 different values.



t



Notice that the joint type P , , uniquely determines V(bla) for those EX which do occur in the sequence x . For conditional probabilities of sequences y E Yk given a sequence x E Xk, the matrix V of (2.2)will play the same role as the type of y does for unconditional probabilities.



The next lemma explains the role of entropy from a combinatorial point of view, via the asymptotics of a polynomial coefficient. 2



LEMMA 2.3 (k Proof



For any type P of sequences in Xk



+ 1)-lxlexp { k H ( P ) }5 ITPI 5 exp { k H ( P ) }. 0



DEFINITION 2.4 We say that y EY' has conditional type V given x E Xk if



Since (2.1 ) implies P ' ( x ) = e x p { - k H ( P ) } if



x



E



Tp



N ( a , blx, y ) = N(alx)V(bla) for every a E X, b E Y.



we have For any given x E Xk and stochastic matrix V :X-Y, the set of sequences y EY' having conditional type V given x will be called the V-shell of x, denoted by T';(x) or simply T " ( X ) .0



ITp1 = P U P eXP ) { k H ( P ) }.



Hence it is enough to prove that



-



This will follow by the Type Counting Lemma if we show that the probability of Tp is maximized for P = P . By (2.1) we have



P'I



4



for every type of sequences in X". It follows that



n! Applying the obvious inequality -< nn-", this gives



REMARK Theconditional type ofy given xis not uniquely determined if some a E X d o not occur in x. Nevertheless, the set T V ( x )containing y is unique. 0 Notice that conditional type is a generalization of types. In fact, if all the components of the sequence x are equal (say x) then the V-shell of x coincides with the set of sequences of type V ( . Ix) in Y '. In order to formulate the basic size and probability estimates for V-shells, it will be convenient to introduce some notations. The average of the entropies of the rows of a stochastic matrix V : X-tY with respect to a distribution P on X will be denoted by



The analogous average of the informational divergences of the corresponding rows of two stochastic matrices V : X-tY and W : X-Y will be denoted by



m!-



If X and Y are two finite sets, the joint type of a pair of sequences x E Xk and y EY' is defined as the type of the sequence { ( x i ,y i ) } f , , E (X x Y)k. In other words, it is the distribution P,., on X x Y defined by 1 p,,,(a, b ) 4 - N ( a , blx, y) for every a EX, b E Y . k



Notice that H ( V I P ) is the conditional entropy H ( Y I X ) of RV's X and Y such that X has distribution P and Y has conditional distribution V given X. The quantity D(VII W I P ) is called conditional informational divergence. A counterpart of Lemma 2.3 for V-shells is



Joint types will often be given in terms of the type of x and a stochastic matrix V: X-Y such that



LEMMA 2.5 For every x E Xk and stochastic matrix V : X-Y such that T , ( x ) is non-void, we have



P , ,(a, b ) = P,(a)V(bla) for every a E X , b E Y.



(2.2)



(k + 1 )-IX1IY'



exp {kH(VIP,)} 5 I TV(x)I 5 exp { k H ( VIP,)) . 0



3



Pro01 This is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.2. In fact, I T,,(x)l depends on x only through the type of x. Hence we may assume that x is the juxtaposition of sequences x,, a E X where x, consists of N(a1x) identical elements a. In this case Ty(x)is the Cartesian product of the sets of sequences with a running over those elements of X which occur of type V( . la) in YN(uIX), in x. Thus Lemma 2.3 gives



LEMMA 2.7 If P-and Q are two distributions on X such that



then



Proof Write S(x) IP(x) - Q(x)l. Since f (t) f(O)=f(l)=O, we have forevery O S t s l - r ,



- t log t is concave and



1 OSrl-2



If(t)-f(t+r)l6max(f(r),f(l-r))=-rlogr.



whence the assertion follows by (2.3).



1 Hence for 0 S 9 


LEMMA 2.6 For every type P ofsequences in Xkand every distribution Q ; .- . i on X (2.51: Qk(x)=exp { - k(D(PI1Q) H(P))} if x E Tp, -.1..



+



Similarly, for every x E Xk and stochastic matrices V : X-tY, W: X-tY such that TV(x)is non-void,



6 - x1c Sx ( x ) l 0 g S ( x ) = @ 6 e log 1x1- B log e , where the last step follows from Corollary 1.1. Y



Proof' (2.5) is just a rewriting of (2.1). Similarly, (2.7) is a rewriting of the identity ~(bla)~('.~l~.y). wk(ylx)= ucX.bcY



n



The remaining assertions now follow from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5. P(x) log Q(x) appearing in (2.5) is



The quantity D(PIIQ)+H(P)= *EX



2



sometimes called inaccuracy. For Q # P, the Qk-probability of the set T$ is exponentially small (for large k), cf. Lemma 2.6. It can be seen that even P(T$)-t0 as k-tco. Thus sets of large probability must contain sequences of dinerent types. Dealing with such sets, the continuity of the entropy function plays a relevant role. The next lemma gives more precise information on this continuity.



DEFINITION 2.8 For any distribution P on X, a sequence x e X k is called P-typical with constant 6 if



I



I



N(alx) - P(a) 6 6 for every a E X -



and, in addition, no a E X with P(a) = 0 occurs in x. The set of such sequences will bedenoted by Tipl6or simply TfpL.Further, if X is a RV with values in X, Px-typical sequences will be called X-typicat, and we write Tixlaor for Tip, I,. 0 REMARK TiPlais the union of the sets T; for those types d of sequences in Xk which satisfy ld(a) - ~ ( a ) l65 for every a E X and p ( a )= 0 whenever



P(a)= 0 . 0



DEFINITION 2.9 For a stochastic matrix W :X-Y, a sequence y E Yk is W-typical under the condition x E Xk (or W-generated by the sequence x E Xk) with constant 6 if



It



N(a, blx. y)



1 k



- - N(aIx)W(bjo)ls 6



Proof It suBices to prove the inequalities of the remark. Clearly, the second inequality implies the first one as a special case (choose in the second inequality a one-point set for X). Now if x = x , . . .xk, let Y,, Y,, . . ., Yk be independent RV's with distributions P x = W( . Ix,). Then the RV N(a, blx, Yk) has binominal distribution with expectation N(alx)W(bla) and variance 1 k N(a1x) W(bla)(l - W(b1a))5- N(a1x) $- . Thus by Chebyshev's inequality 4 4



for every a s X. b s Y.



and, in addition, N(a, blx, y)=O whenever W(bla)=O. The set of such sequences y will be denoted by TfwL(x)or simply by TiWL(x). Further, if X and Y are RV's with values in X resp. Y and P Y I X= W. then we shall speak of YIX-typical or YIX-generated sequences and write Ttylxl,(x) or Tlulxl,(x) for TiwL(x).0 LEMMA 2.10 If x s Tfxldand y E T~,lxl,.(x) then (x, y ) s Ttx consequently, y s TtylA,for 6"A(6+6')IXI. 0 4



for every a EX, b s Y. Hence the assertion follows. LEMMA 2.13 There exists a sequence odepen pending only on 1x1and IYI (cf.the Delta-Convention) so that for every distribution P o n X and stochastic matrix W : X+Y



and.



For reasons which will be obvious from Lemmas 2.12 and 2.13, typical sequences will be used with 6 depending on k such that



j



Throughout this book, we adopt the following CONVENTION 2.1 1 (Delta-Convention) To every set X resp. ordered pair of sets (X, Y ) there is given a sequence {6,}:= =, satisfying (2.9). Typical sequences are understood with these 6,'s. The sequences (6,). are considered as fixed, and in all assertions, dependence on them will be suppressed. Accordingly, the constant 6 will be omitted from the notation, i.e., we shall write Tipl, Tiwl(x),etc. In most applications, some simple relations between these sequences 16,) will also be needed. In particular, whenever we need that typical sequences should generate typical ones, we assume that the corresponding 6,'s are chosen according to Lemma 2.10. 0 LEMMA 2.12 There exists a sequence~,+Odepending only on 1x1and IY1 (cf. the Delta-Convention) so that for every distribution P on X and stochastic matrix W: X+Y Wk(Ttwl(x)lx)2 1 - E, REMARK



More explicitly,



Proof The first assertion immediately follows from Lemma 2.3 and the uniform continuity of the entropy function (Lemma 2.7). The second assertion-containing the first one as a special case--follows similarly from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7. To be formal, observe that-by the Type Counting Lemma-T~wI(x) is the union of at most (k+ l)lxllyldisjoint V-shells T,(x). By Definitions 2.4 and 2.9, all the underlying V's satisfy IP,(a)V(bla) - P,(a) W(bla)l$6;



for every a E X, b E Y ,



where (61) is the sequence corresponding to the pair of sets X, Y by the DeltaConvention. By (2.10) and Lemma 2.7, the entropies of the joint distributions on X x Y determined by P, and V resp. by P, and W differ by at most 1 -IXllYl6; log 6; (if IXllY16' 


for every x E Xk . 0 On account of Lemma 2.5, it follows that (k+ l)-lX1lY1 exp !klH(WlP,)+IXIIYIS; log 6;)) 6



....



for every 6>0. 0



(2.10)



6 1 T t w l ( ~g) I( k + l)IXIIYIexp {k(H(WIPx)- IXllY16; log 6;))



(2.11)



.



Finally, since x is P-typical, i.e. IP,(a) - P(a)llG, for every a E X , I



Substituting this into (2.1 I), the assertion follows. 0 The last basic lemma of this section asserts that no "large probability set" can be substantially smaller than TIPIresp. Tiwl(x). LEMMA 2.14 Given O < q < l , there exists a sequence E,+O depending only on q, (XI and IY( such that (i)if



(ii) if



AcXk, p ( A ) z q then 1 - log IAlz H(P) - E, k 5 c Y k , Wk(BJx)zq then



THEOREM 2.1 5 For any finite set X and R > 0 there exists a sequence of k-to-nk binary block codes (f,,cp,) with



i



- .



COROLLARY 2.14 There exists a sequence E;-0 depending only on q, 1x1, IY((cf. the Delta-Convention)such that if B c Y kand Wk(BJx)>= q for some x E TIPlthen 1 -logIB(2_H(WJP)-&;. k 0 Proof It is sufficient t o prove (ii). By Lemma 2.12, the condition 1 Wk(BJx)2_ q implies Wk(BnTrwl(x)lx)2Z for k 2 k,(q, 1x1, IYI). Recall that TIwl(x)is the union of disjoint V-shells T V ( x ) satisfying (2.10),cf. the proof of Lemma 2.13. Since Wk(y(x)isconstant within a V-shell of x, it follows that



for at least one V :X+Y satisfying (2.10). Now the proof can be completed using Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7 just as in the proof of the previous lemma. 5



k-length messages of a DMS with generic distribution P is a consequence of Lemmas 2.12 and 2.13, while the necessity of this maiy binary digits fotlows from Lemma 2.14. Most coding theorems in this book will be proved using typical sequences in a similar manner. The merging of several nearby types has the advantage of facilitating computations. When dealing with the more refined questions of the speed of convergence of error probabilities, however, the method of typical sequences will become inappropriate. In such problems, we shall have to consider each type separately, relying on the first part of this Section. Although this will not occur until Section 2.4, as an immediate illustration of the more subtle method we now refine the basic source coding result Theorem 1.1.



Observz that the last three lemmas contain a proof of Theorem 1.1. Namely, the fact that about kH(P) binary digits are sufficient for encoding



such that for every DMS with alphabet X and arbitrary generic distribution P the probability of error satisfies



log ( k + 1) 1x1. k This result is asymptotically sharp for every particular DMS, in the sense



with q, 4



that for any sequence of k-to-nk binary block codes, 2 + R 


,k



k



- min D(QIIP). 0 Q:H(Q)gR



1x1implies (2.13)



REMARK This result sharpens Theorem 1.1 in two ways. First, for a DMS with generic distribution P it gives the precise asymptotics-in the n the probability of error of the best codes with ! +R k (of course, the result is trivial when R =< H(P)). Second, it shows that this optimal performance can be achieved by codes not depending on the generic distribution of the source. The remaining assertion of Theorem 1.1, namely n that for 2 + R < H ( P ) the probability of error tends to 1, can be sharpened k similarly. 0



exponential sense-of



4 lnrormsrion Theory



6



Proof



Write



Then, by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3,



+



lAkl5(k 1)Iwexp{kR) , further, by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.6, p(Xk-Ak)s(k+ l)lXlexp



(2.14)



- k min D(QIIP) Q:H(Q)hR



Let us encode the sequences in A, in a one-to-one way and all others by a fixed codeword, say. (2.14) shows that thiscan be done with binary cqdewords of length n, satisfying nk - -.R. For the resulting code, (2.15) gives (2.12), with k log (k+ 1) 'lk 1x1.



*



On the other hand, thenumber ofsequences in Xkcorrectlyreproduced by.ak-to-nk binary block code is at most 2"b. Thus, by Lemma 2.3, for every type & of sequences in Xk satisfying .- . -..$ (k+ 1)-IXIexp{kH(Q))22"1+',



(2.16)



at least half of the sequences in TQ will not be reproduced correctly. On account of Lemma 2.6, it follows that



Definition 2.8; in particular, the entropy-typical sequences of P.5 are widely used. The latter kind of typicality has the advantage that it easily generalizes to models with memory and with abstract alphabets. For discrete memoryless systems, treated in this book, the adopted concept of typicality often leads to stronger results. Still, the formalism of typical sequences has a limited scope, for it does not allow to evaluate convergence rates of error probabilities. This is illustrated by the fact that typical sequences led to a simple proof of Theorem 1.1 while for proving Theorem 2.15, types had ro be considered individually. The technique of estimating probabilitieswithout merging types is more appropriate for the purpose of deriving universal coding theorems, as well. Intuitively,universal coding means that codes have to be constructed in complete ignorance of the probability distributions governing the system; then the performance of the code is evaluated by the whole spectrum of its performance indices for the various possible distributions. Theorem 2.15 is the first universal coding result in this book. It is clear that two codes are not necessarily comparable from the point of view of universal coding. In view of this it is somewhat surprisingthat for the class of DMS's with a fixed alphabet X there exist codes universally optimal in the sense that for every DMS they have asymptotically the same probability of error as the best code designed for that particular DMS.



Problems 1. Show that the exact number of types of sequences in Xk equals



tor every type Q satisfying (2.16). Hence 1 min e(X, vk)2 - (k 1)-IXIexp { - k D(QIIP)}, 2 Q:H(Q)PR+e.



+



where Q runs over types of sequences in Xk and



(y?;l).



.



m- 1



2. Prove that the size of T$ is of order of magnitude k- 7e&p{kH(P)) where s(P)is the number ofelements a E X with P(a)>O. More precisely, show that 1 P)s(p) s(P)- 1 log I T & = ~ H ( P-) -log (2nk) - ~ , : P ( , ) > o log P(a)- 121n2 2



w*



7



By continuity,for large k the last minimumchanges little if Q is allowed to run over arbitrary distributions on X and ek is omitted. IJ DISCUSSION The simple combinatorial lemmas concerning types are the basis of the proof of most coding theorems treated in this book. Merging "nearby" types, i.e., the formalism of typical sequences has the advantage of shortening computations. In the literature, there are several concepts of typical sequences. Often one merges more types than we have done in



where Os9(k, P ) s 1. Hint Use Robbins' sharpening of Stirling's formula:



1 (cf. e.g. Feller (1968), p.54), noticing that P(a)T- whenever P(a)>O. -k



3. Clearly, every y l Ykin the V-shell of an x G Xk has the same type Q where



(a) Show that TV(x)# TQeven if all the rows of the matrix V are equal to Q (unless x consists of identical elements). (b) Show that if P,= P then



,I



6. (Codes with rate below entropy) Prove the following counterpart of Theorem 2.15 : (a) For every DMS with generic distribution P, the probability of error of k-to-nk binary block codes with



j



more exactly.



3 -r R 


-



lim log (1 -e(fk, cpkN $



k- m



1 exponentially;



- min D(QIIP). Q:H(Q)LR



(b) The bound in (a) is exponentially tight. More exactly, for every R >O



-where' I(P. V)hH(Q)-H(V1P) is the mutual information of RV's X and Y such that P x = P and PYIX= V. In particular, if all rows of V are equal to Q then the size of TV(x)is not "exponentially smaller" than that of TQ. 4. Prove that the first resp. second condition of (2.9) is necessary fos Lemmas 213 resp. 2.12 to hold. :-. >:J



there exist k-to-nk binary block codes with 2 -r R such that for every DMS k with an arbitrary generic distribution P we have



I



5. (Entropy-typicalsequences) Let us say that a sequence x E Xk is entropyP-typical with constant 6 if



(The limit given by (a) and (b) has been determined in Csiszir-Longo (1971), in a dilTerent algebraic form.) Hint (a) The ratio of correctly decoded sequences within a TQis at most (k + 1)IXIexp { - IkH(Q)- nkl+), by Lemma 2.3. Hence by Lemma 2.6 and the Type Counting Lemma -1



lim - log (1 - e(A, cpkN S - min (D(QIIP)+IH(Q)- RI '1. r-a k Q



further, y eYk is entropy-W-typical under the condition x if



In order to prove that the last minimum is achieved when H(Q)$R, it suffices to consider the case R=O. Then, however, we have the identity 1 min (D(QIIP)+ H(Q))= log -= min D(Q1IP). Q max P(x) Q: H(Q)=O



(a) Check that entropy-typical sequences also satisfy the assertions of Lemmas 2.12 and 2.13 (if 6=6, is chosen as in the Delta-Convention).



xex



Hint These properties were implicitely used in the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. (b) Show that typical sequences-with constants chosen according to the Delta-Convention-are also entropy-typical, with some other constants 6; = cp - Skresp. 6; = cw. 6,. On the other hand, entropy-typical sequences are not necessarily typical with constants of the same order of magnitude. (c) Show that the analogue of Lemma 2.10 for entropy-typical sequences does not hold. (This concept of typicality is widely used in the literature.)



(b) Let the encoder be a one-to-one mapping on the union of the sets TQ with H(Q)$R. 7.



(Non-typewise upper bounds) (a) For any set FcXk, show that IF1 5 exp {kH(PF)j where PF A



(Massey (1974).)



1



- C P~ IF/ X P F



where ck-rOand the maximum refers to RV's X. X', Y such that Px. x. = PK, and PYlx=Pylx.=V. (b) Generalize the result for the intersection of several V-shells, with possibly different V's.



(b) For any set F c Xk and distribution Q on X, show that Qk(x) P,(a) .



Qk(F)5 exp { -kD(P1IQ)) where P(a) A .€



F QkV)



Notice that these upper bounds generalize those of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.6.



10. Prove that the assertions of Lemma 2.14 remain true if theconstant q > 0 is replaced by a sequence {q,) which tends to Oslower than exponentially, i.e.



Hint Consider RV's XI, . ..,.Xk such that the vector (XI, . . .,X,) is uniformly distributed on F and let J be a RV uniformly distributed on (1, ...,k) and independent of XI, . ..,X,. Then k



log IF1 5 H(X,,



1



- log qr-+0. k



(Large deviation probabilitiesfor empirical distributions) (a) Let 9be any set of PD's on X and let 9, be the set of those PD's in 9 which are types of sequences in Xk. Show that for every distribution Q on X



. ,



11.



...,Xk)6 C H(X,)= kH(Xj1J)S kH(XJ)= kH(PF). i=1



This proves (a). Part (b) follows similarly, defining now the distribution of (XI, . .,Xc) by , .y ,-2 Qk(X) if x E F and 0 else. Pr {X,.. .Xk=x) A P(F)



.,



(b) Let B be a set of PD's on X such that the closure of the interior of 9 equals 9.Show that for k independent drawings from a distribution Q the probability of a sample with empirical distribution belonging to 9 has the asymptotics



(c) Conclude from (b) that the upper bound in Theorem 2.15, though asymptotically sharp, can be significantly improved for small k's. Namely, the codes constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.15 actually satisfy



4f,, cp,) S exp I -k



min



1 lim -log Qk({x:P , E ~ ) ) = - rnin D(P1IQ).



D(QIIP))



Q:H(Q)ZR



k-,



"



for every k.



- 1.



P€9



(c) Show that if B is a convex set of distributions on X then



8. Show that for independent RV's X and Y most pairs of typical sequences are jointly typical in the following sense: to any sequence (6,) satisfying (2.9) there exists a sequence {&) also satisfying (2.9) such that lim IT!XYL~,-I T!x]*,x T!yl6! k-m lT!~]a,xT!~~a,l



k



1 log Qk({x:P, E 8) ) k



- inf D(PIIQ) P



E



~



for every k and every distribution Q on X. (Sanov (1957). Hoeffding (1965).)



(Compare this with P.3.)



Hint (a)follows from Lemma 2.6 and the Type Counting Lemma; (b) is an easy consequence of (a). Part (c) follows from the result of P.7 (b).



9. (a) Determine the asymptotic cardinality of the set of sequences in Yk which are in the intersection of the V-shells of two different sequences in Xk. More specilkally, show that for every stochastic matrix V :X-rY and every x, x' with Ty(x)nTy(xl)#Q)



(Hypothesis testing) Strengthen the result of Corollary 1.2, as follows: (a) For a given P there exist tests which are asymptotically optimal simultaneously against all alternatives Q, i.e., there exist sets AkcXksuch that F(A,)+ 1 while 12.



1 lim - log Qk(Ak)=- D(PIIQ) for every Q. k-*



k



Defining



Hint Set A,& Tfpl. and apply (a) of the previous problem. ( b ) For any given P and a > O there exist sets A k c X 4such that 1 lim - log (1 - Pk(A,))= -a k



conclude that



t-z



min D(Q(IP)=F(R, P ) .



and for every Q



H ( Q ) tR



Hint



First show that for every Q and O$a$ 1



where Hence for H(Q) 2 R This result is best possible in the sense that if the sets A, satisfy (*) then for every Q 1 . .~lim - log Qk(A,)2 - b(a, P, Q) . G k (Hoeffding (1965))



(c) For arbitrary distributions P # Q on X and O S a 6 1 . define the distribution pe by



u



T$ do have the claimed properties by P:D(~IP)SU P.ll. On the other hand, for every E>O, any set A, with 1 -P*(Ak)$ l e x p ( -&(a - E ) ) must contain at least half of the sequences of type P whenever D ( P I I P5) a - ZE,by Lemma 2.6. Hence the last assertion follows by another application of Lemma 2.6 and a continuity argument. Hint The sets A,&



;



13. (Evaluation of error exponents) The error exponents of source coding resp. hypothesis testing (cf. Theorem 2.15 and P.12 (b)) have been given as divergence minima. Determine the minimizing distributions. (a) For an arbitrary distribution P on X and any O s a S l , define the



Show that H(P,) 1s a continuous function of a, and this function is strictly decreasing (unless P is the uniform distribution on X) with H(P,)= log 1x1, H(P,)=H(P). (b) Show that for H ( P ) S R 5 log 1x1 the divergence minimum figuring in Theorem 2.1 5 is achieved when Q = P,. where a* is the unique O$ a $1 for which H(P,) = R .



Show that D(FJP) is a continuous and strictly decreasing function of 2. (d) Show that for 0 S u 6 D ( Q J I P )the divergence minimum defining the exponent b(a, P, Q ) of P.12 (b) is achieved for P= P,. where a* is the unique O S a s l with D(P&P)= a . Hint For an arbitrary p,express D ( ~ I Qby) D(PIIP)and D ( P I I P ~to) ,the analogy of the hint to part (b). (Exact asymptotics of error probability) (a) Prove directly that for a DMS with generic distribution P the best n k-to-nk binary block codes with -? + R yield k 1 lim - log e(fk, cp,) = - F(R, P) 14.



k-



r



k



where F(R, P ) has been defined in P.13 (b). More exactly, show that if A k c X k has maximum P-probability under the condition IA,I =rexp kR1 then
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(b) Show that, more precisely,



INFORMATION MEASURES for every k, where K ( P ) is a suitable constant. 1 where P, is the 2 same as in P.13 (a). Then a,+a* by Theorem 1.1. Now ( a )follows from the Neyman-Pearson Lemma (P.1.4) and Corollary 1.2. For (b), use the asymptotic formula of P.1.8 rather than Theorem 1.1 and ~ o r o l l a r1.2. ~ (DobruSin (1962a),Jelinek (1968);the proof hinted above is of Csiszar-Longo (1971) who extended the same approach to the hypothesis testing problem.)



Hint



Let a, be determined by the condition P:,(A,)



Story of the results



=-



.._



'



The asymptotics of the number of sequences of type P in terms of H ( P ) plays a basic role in statistical physics, cf. Boltzmann (1 877). The idea of using typical sequences in information-theoretic arguments (in fact, even the word) emerges in Shannon (1948) in a heuristic manner. A unified approach to information theory based on an elaboration of this concept was given by Wolfowitz, cf. the book Wolfowitz (1961). By now, typical sequences have become a standard tool; however, several different definitions are in use. We have advpted a definition similar to that of Woifowitz (1961). "Type" is not an established name in the literature. It has been chosen here in order to stress the importance of the proof technique based on types directly, rather than through typical sequences. The material of this sectlon is essentially folklore; Lemmas 2.10-2.14 are paraphrasing Wolfowitz (1961). Theorem 2.15 comprises results of several authors. The exponentially tight bound of error probability for a given DMS was established in the form of P.14 by Jelinek (1968b) and earlier, in an other context, by DobruSin (1962a). The present form of the exponent appears in Blahut (1974) and Marton (1974). The universal attainability of this exponential bound is pointed out in Krii5evskiiLTrofimov (1977). (Added in proof) The simple derivation ofTheorem 2.15 given in the text was proposed independently (but relying on the first part of the manuscript of this section) by Longo-Sgarro (1979).



-



The information measures introduced in Section 1 are important formal tools of information theory. often used in quite complex computations. Familiarity with a few identities and inequalities will make such computations perspicuous. Also. these formal properties of information measures have intuitive interpretations which help remembering and properly using them. Let X, Y, Z. . . . be RV's with finite ranges X, Y, 2, . . .. We shall consistently use the notational convention introduced in Section 1 that information quantities featuring a collection of RV's in the role of a single RV will be written without putting thiscollection into brackets. Weshall often use a notation explicitly bringing out that information measures associated with RV's are actually determined by their Cjoint) distribution. Let P be a distribution on X and let W = ( W(ylx) : x E X, y E Y ) be a stochastic matrix, i.e.. W( . Ix)h (W(yIx):J E Y ) is adistribution on Y for every fixed x E X . Then for a pair of RV's ( X . Y ) with P x = P , P y I x =W, we shall write H(WIP) for H ( Y ( X ) as we did in Section 2, and similarly. we shall write I(P. W) for 1 ( X A Y). Then, cf. (1.7), 11.8). we have



Here PW designates the distribution of Y if P x = P , P,,,= W. i.e.,



Since information measures of RV's are functionals of their Cjoint) distribution, they are automatically defined also under the condition that some other RV's take some fixed values (provided that the conditioning event has positive probability). For entropy and mutual information determined



by conditional distributions we shall use a self-explanatory notation like H(XI Y = y, Z = z), I(X A YIZ=r). Averages of such quantities by the (conditional)distributionof some of theconditioning RV'sgiven the values of the remaining ones (if any) will be denoted similarly, omitting ;he specification of values of those RV's which were averaged out. E.g.,



1(X A YIZ)fi



1 Pr { Z = z j l ( X YIZ=z), ~ zeZ



.2



with the understanding that an undefined term multiplied by 0 is 0. These conventions are consistent with the notation introduced in Section 1 for conditional entropy. Unless stated otherwise, the terms conditional entropy (of X given Y) and conditional mutual information (of X and Y given Z ) will always stand for; -. quantities averaged with respect to the conditioning variable(s). Sometimes information measures are associated also with individual (nonrandom) sequences x E X", y E Y", etc. These are defined as the entropy, mutual information, etc. determined by the (joint) types of the sequences in question. Thus, e.g.,



We send forward an elementary lemma which is equivalent to the fact that D(PIIQ)BO,with equality iffP=Q; the simple proofwill not rely on Corollary 1.2. Most inequalities in this section are consequences of this lemma. LEMMA 3.1 (Log-Sum Inequality) For arbitrary non-negative numbers {ai):=, , {bi)Y=,we have



a = b , since multiplying the b,'s by a constant does not affect the inequality. For this case, however, the statement follows from the inequality log x



x- 1
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In 2 bi . substituting x = ai The following four lemmas summarize some immediate consequences of the definition of information measures. They will be used throughout the book, usually without reference. LEMMA 3.2 (Non-Negativity) (a) H(X)LO, (b) H(YIX)1-O, (c) D(PIIQ)20, (d) I(XAY)>=O,(e) I ( X A YIZ)hO. The equality holds iff (a) X is constant with probability 1, (b) there is a function f : X+Y such that Y=f(X) with probability 1, (c) P = Q , (d) X and Y are independent, (e) X and Y are conditionally independent given Z (i.e., under the condition Z = z, whenever Pr{Z = z) > 0). 0 Proof a ) is trivial, c) follows from Lemma 3.1 and d ) follows from c) since l(X A Y)=D(PXyllPXx P y ) b) and e) follow from a) and d), respectively. LEMMA 3.3 H ( X ) = E ( - log Px(X))



H(YIX)=E(-log P Y I X ( Y J X ) )



where a,, b A



a 4 i= 1



1 b,. i= 1



The equality holds iff a,b= b,a for i = 1, . . ., n . 0 Proof We may assume that the a;s are positive since by deleting the pairs (ai, b,) with a,=O (if any), the left-hand side remains unchanged while the right-hand side does not decrease. Next, the b;s may also be assumed to be positive,else the inequality is trivial. Further, it suffices to prove the lemma for



LEMMA 3.4 (Additivity) H(X, Y)= H ( X ) + H(YIX)



H(X, YIZ)=H(XIZ)+H(YIX, 2 )



I(X,Y A Z ) = I ( X A Z ) + I ( Y AZIX), AZIX, U). 0 I(X, Y AZIU)=I(X A Z I U ) + ~ ( Y



Proof The first identities in the first two rows hold by definition and imply those to their right by averaging. The fifth identity follows from



Summing for x E X, it follows that



by Lemma 3.3 and it implies the last one again by averaging. IJ



a H ( P l ) + ( l -a)H(PJ$H(P),



COROLLARY 3.4 (Chain Rules)



aD(P1IIQl)+(l -a)D(P,IIQ,)LD(PIIQ), proving (a) and (c). Now (b)follows from (a) and (3.1) while (d) follows from (a), (c) and (3.2). 0 The additivity properties of information measures can be viewed as formal identities for RV's as free variables. There is an interesting correspondence between these identities and those valid for an arbitrary additive set-function p. To establish this correspondence, let us replace RV's X, Y, . . . by set variables A, B, . . . and use the following substitutions of symbols , * u



slmilar identities hold for conditional entropy and conditional mutual. -~ * information. 0 IJ It is worthemphasizing that thecontent of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 completely conforms with the intuitive interpretation of information measures. E.g., the identity I ( X , Y A Z ) = I ( X A Z ) + I ( Y A Z / X ) means that the information contained in (X,Y) about Z consists of the information provided by X about Z plus the information Y provides about Z in the knowledge of X. Further, the additivity relations of Lemma 3.4 combined with Lemma 3.2 give rise to a number of inequalities with equally obvious intuitive meaning. We thus have



etc. Such inequalities will be used without reference in the sequel.



I



* -



tr n. Thereby we associate a set-theoretic expression with every formal expression of RV's occurring in the various information quantities. Putting these set-theoretic expressions into the argument of p, we associate a realvalued function of several set variables with each information quantity (the latter being conceived as a function of the RV's therein). In other words, we make the following correspondence:



A



*



LEMMA 3.5 (Convexity) 3



(a) H ( P ) is a concave function of P; (b) H(WIP) is a concave function of Wand a linear function of P ; (c) D(PIIQ) is a convex function of the pair (P, Q); (d) I(P, W) is a concave function of P and a convex function of W 0 Proof Suppose that P = a P l +(1 -a)P,, Q = a Q I +(1 -a)Q2 i.e., P(x)= a P l (x)+ (1 - a)P,(x) for every x G X and similarly for Q, where O


l(X A Y)c-*p(AnB),



l ( X A YIZ)+y((AnB)- C) etc.



In this way, every information measure corresponds to a set-theoretic expression of form p((An 6 ) - C) where A, 6,C stand for finite unions of set variables (A and B non-void, C possibly void). Conversely, every expression of this form corresponds to an information measure. THEOREM 3.6 A linear equation for entropies and mutual informations is an identity iff the corresponding equation for additive set functions is an identity. 0



-p((AnB) - C) would be 1(X A Y)-l(X no natural intuitive meaning. 0



Prooj' The identities I(X A Y ) = H(X)-H(XIY), I(X A YIZ)= H(X1Z)-H(XIX Z),



A



YIZ); this quantity has, however,



4



For non-negative additive set functions, p(A o B) is a pseudometric on the subsets of a given set where A o B &(A- B)u(B -A) is the symmetric difference of the sets A and B. Although p(Ao B) has no direct informationtheoretic analogue, the identity p(A o 6 )= p(A - B) p(B - A) suggests to consider H(XIY)+ H(YIX). This turns out to be a pseudometric.



have the trivial analogues



+



LEMMA 3.7 A(X. Y)AH(XIY)+H(YIX) is a pseudometric among RV's, i.e., Using them, one can transform linear equations for information measures resp. their analogues for set functions into linear equations involving solely unconditional entropies r a p . set-function analogues of the latter. Thus it :' suffices to prove the assertion for such equations. To this end, we shall s h o d 2 that a linear expression of form ..-,&3



(i) A(X, Y)20, A(X, X)=O (ii) A(X, Y)= A(X X ) (iii) A(X, Y)+ A ( X Z)LA(X, 2). 0 Proof that



It suflices to prove the triangle inequality (iii).To this end we show H(XIY)+H( YIZ)2H(XIZ).



In fact, on account of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.2



..



with a ranging over the subsets of (1, 2, . . k ) vanishes identically iff all coefficientsc, are 0. Both statements are proved in the same way, hence we give the proof only for entropies. We show by induction that if C C J I ( { X ~ ~ ~ , , ) = for O every choice of (X,,



...,.X,)



(3.3)



then ca=Ofor each a c (1, ...,k ) . Clearly, this statement is true for k = 1. For an arbitrary k, setting X,=const for i < k , (3.3) yields C c,=O. This a:kea



implies for arbitrary X,, .... X,-, that the choice X,P(X,, . .., X,-,) makes the contribution of the terms containing X, vanish. Hence



and the induction hypothesis implies c,=O whenever k @ u. It follows, by symmetry, that c, = 0 whenever CT# { 1, . . .,k } . Then (3.3)gives c,= 0 also for a= {l, . . k ) . 0



..



REMARK The set-function analogy might suggest to introduce further information quantities correspondingto arbitrary Boolean expressions of sets. E.g., the "information quantity" corresponding to p(AnBnC) =p(AnB) -



The entropy metric A(X,Y) is continuous with respect to the metric Pr{X f Y), as shown by the following lemma frequently used in information theory. LEMMA 3.8 (Fano's Inequality) H(XIY)SPr{X# Y) log (1x1-l)+h(Pr{X# Y)). 0 Proof Introduce a new RV Z by setting 2 - 0 if X = Y and Z = 1 else. Then .



Clearly, H(Z)=h(Pr{X# Y]). Further, for every y E Y



where the second inequality follows from (1.2). Hence
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In the space of k-length sequences of elements of a given set X a useful metric is provided by the Hamming distance dH(x, y), X,Y E Xt, defined as the number of positions where the sequences x and y differ. The following corollary relates the entropy metric to expected Hamming distance.



Proof It suffces to prove the first assertion. We show that I(X,. . . .,Xi-, A Xi+ ,IXi)=O for every i implies the same for the y s :



COROLLARY 3.8 For arbitrary sequences of X-valued RV's Xk X I . . . X,, Y k 4 Y, . . . Yk we have



c



H(X'IYt)J EdH(Xk, Yt) log (1x1- l)+kh -EdH(X: Y')). 0 Proof



Using the Chain Rule (Corollary 3.4), Lemma 3.8 gives In a Markov chain, any two RV's depend only through the intermediate ones, hence intuition suggests that their mutual information cannot exceed that of two intermediate RV's. A related phenomenon for hypothesis testing is that one cannot gain more information for discriminating between the hypotheses P and Q when observing the outcome of the experiment with less accuracy. possibly subject .to random errors. These simple but remarkably useful facts are the assertions of



Since



and h(t) is a concave function, the Corollary follows. The next lemmas show how information quantities reflect Markov dependence of RV's. DEFINITION 3.9 A finite or infinite sequence X,, X,, . . . of RV's is a Markov chain, denoted by X , e X, -e . . ., if for every i the RV X i + , is conditionally independent of (XI, . . ., Xi- ,) given Xi. We shall say that X I , X,, . . . is a conditional Markov chain given Y if, for every i, X i + , is conditionally independent of (XI, . . ..Xi-,) given (Xi, Y). 0 6



LEMMA 3.10 X , e X , - e - . . . iff I(X,, . . .,Xi-, AX,+~IX,)=Ofor every i. Moreover X I , X,, . . . is a conditional Markov chain given Y iff I(X,, . . .. X i - , A Xi+,lXi, Y)=O for every i. 0 Proof



7



-LEMMA 3.1 1 (Data Processing) (i)IfX,-eX,%X,%X4 thenI(X1hX4)SI(X2~X3). (ii) For any distributions P and Q on X and any stochastic matrix W={W(ylx):x€X, yeY}, D(PWIIQWSD(PlIQ). 0 Proof (i) By Corollary 3.10 I(X, A X41X,)=I(X2 by the Additivity Lemma



A



X41X3)=0. Thus,



I(X, ~ X 4 ) 6 1 ( X 1 , X zhX4)=I(X2 A X J S =


See Lemma 3.2.



COROLLARY3.10 I f X , - e X , e . . . a n d l ~ k , ~ n , < k , S n , 


Finally, the Log-Sum Inequality implies various upper bounds on the entropy of a RV. Such bounds are given by



8



LEMMA 3.12 Let f(x) be a real-valued function on the range X of the RV X, and a an arbitrary real number. Then



4. Show that the last inequality ofP.3 holds if X, Y, Z form a Markov chain in any order, but does not hold in general. 5. Prove the following continuity properties of information measures with respect to the entropy metric:



Roof Apply the Log-Sum Inequality with Px(x) and exp ( -a f (x)) in the role of a, and b,, respectively. H(N) < log EN + log e. 0 Proof



EN With f (N)&N, a& log -the lemma gives EN-1



H(N)$aEN



counterexample. ..



.L J



exp (-4 + log 1-exp (-a)



9. A natural candidate for the mutual information of three RV's is D(PxyZIIPxx P y x PZ). Show that it equals H(X)+ H(Y)+ t- H(Z)- H(X, Y, Z)=I(X, YA Z)+ I(X A Y). More generally, show that



H(XJ (X))= H(X), H(Y1X.f (X))=H(YIX), I(X,f (X) A Y)=I(X A Y). (b) Deduce from (a) the inequalities H(f (X))$ H(X), H(YIf (X))z 2H(YIX), I(f {X)A Y)51(X A Y) and determine in each case the condition of equality. (c) State the analogues of the above inequalities with a conditioning RV Z and a function f with domain X x 2, e.g. H(f(X, Z)IZ)sH(X1Z). that



if



X,,. ..,X,



are



mutually



independent then



I)



I(Xl, . ..,X,



A



Yl, .... Y,)Z 1I(Xi A Y,), while if given Xi the RV Y, is i= 1



conditionally independent of the remaining RVs for i = l , I(xl,



8. Deduce assertion (i) of Lemma 3.1 1 from its assertion (ii).



Hint S e t P ~ P X , X , , Q A P X 1 ~ PWAPX,X,~X,X,. X,,



1. (a) Check that for an arbitrary function f with domain X,



2. Show



, + . . . + X,iffX,eX,-l+ ...+ X,. 7. Is it true that if X, +X2 + . . . +X, and f is an arbitrary function on the common range of the X;s then f (XI)+ f (X2)+ . . . +f (X,) ? Give a 6. Show that X l + X



COROLLARY 3.12 For a positive integer-valued RV N we have



. ..,n then



rn



CH(X,)-HW,.. . ..x,)=D(Px



,,... X.IIPX,X



and give decompositions of the latter quantity into sums of mutual informations. 10. Determine the condition of equality in Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8. 11. Show that if thecommon range of X and Y consists of two elementsthen H(XlY)+H(YIX)zh(Pr{X# Y}). Is this true in general? Give a counterexample. 12. Show that



...,x, A Yl, ..., X)$ 1I(xiA K). i= 1



3. Show that the concavity of H(P) resp. I(P, W) as a function of P is equivalent to H(XIY)$H(X)resp. to I(X A YIZ)$I(X A Y ) for Y and Z conditionally independent given X.



... xPy.),



i=1



is also a pseudo-metric among RV's. (Rajski (1961); for a simple proof cf. Horibe (1973).)



13. Show that if X, -sX, e X, e X, -s X, then X3 -e-(X,, X,) -e -s(x1vx5).



Hint With A& {x :~ ( x ) z Q ( x ) } , (P(A), P(A)), @(Q(A), Q(A)), we have D(PIIQ)~D(&(?).d(P,Q)=d(p, 0). Hence it suffices to consider the case X = (0,1), i.e., t o determine the largest c such that



14. Let W be doubly stochastic, i.e. a square matrix of non-negative elements with row and column sums equal to'l. Show that then



for every for every distribution P on X. For q = p the equality holds; further, the derivative of the left-hand side with 1 1 1 andp=- itis respect to q is negative for q < p if c 5while for c >2 In 2 2 In 2 2 positive in a neighborhood of p. (b) Deduce from (a) and Lemma 2.6 the statements of Lemma 2.12. Show that the resulting upper bound for the probability of the set of non-typical sequences improves the bound in the Remark to Lemma 2.12.



Hint Use (ii) of the Data Processing Lemma with the uniform distribution as Q.



IS. Show that P> Q iff there exists a doubly stochastic matrix W such that P= QWso that the result of theaboveproblem isequivalent to that of P. 1.10. (cf. Hardy-Littlewood-Polya (1934). Theorem 46).



.-



PROPERTIES O F INFORMATIONAL DIVERGENCE (Problems 16-19)



.



$,



18. (Strong data processing) Show that if the stochastic matrix W is such that for some yo E Y for every x s X W(yolx)hc>O



.;.I



16. D(PIIQ) is not a distance among PD's, for it is not symmetric. Show that the symmetrized divergence J(PIIQ)A D(PIIQ)+ D(QIIP) is not a distance, either; moreover. there exist PD's P,, P,. P3 such that both



then assertion (ii) of the Data Processing Lemma can be strengthened to



+



Hint Write W =(1 -c) W, cW, where W, (yolx)= 1 for every x EX, and use the convexity of informational divergence. *'



(J(P1IQ) was introduced earlier than D(PIIQ) by Jeffreys (1946).)



17. (Divergence and variational distance) The variational distance of two PD's on X is d(P, Q) A IP(x)- Q(x)l.



19. (Divergence geometry) Prove that D(PI(Q) is an analogue of squared Euclidean distance in the following sense: (a) ("Parallelogram identity") For any three PD's P, Q, R on X,



1



xeX



(a) Prove that (b) ("Projection") Let b be a closed convex set of FD's on X. Show that any PD R with inf D(PIIR) < oo has a unique "projection" onto 9,i.e., there exists P€9



Further, this bound is tight in the sense that the ratio of D(PIIQ) and d2(P. Q) 1 can be arbitrarily close to 2In2' (Csiszh 41967). Kemperman (1967), Kullback (1967); the bound D(PIIQ)Lcd2(P, Q b w i t h a worse constant c-was first given by Pinsker (19W.)



a unique Q E b minimizin2 D(PIIR) for P E 8. (c) ("Pythagoras theorem") Let 9 be a linear set of PD's on X, i.e., the set of all P s such that for some fixed matrix M (with arbitrary real entries) PM equals some fixed vector. Show that the projection Q of a P D R onto b satisfies the identity D(PIIQ)+ D(QIIR)= D(PIIR) for every P €9.



I



Hint If P= P :



1 P(x)M(ylx)=a(y) for every y e Y x..



I



w.NON-BLOCK SOURCE CODING



, let A be the set



of those x e X which have positive probability for at least one P € 9 with D(PIIR)< co. Show that the projection Q of R onto P has the following form:



QW=



exp



{1



b ( y ) ~ ( ~ l x ) }if



x eA



Y ey



if x$A. In this section we revisit the source coding problem of Section 1 that has motivated the introduction of entropy. First we consider more general codes for a DMS, and then turn to sources with memory and codes with variable symbol costs. The solutions will still be given in terms of entropy, providing additional support to its intuitive interpretation as a measure of the amount of information. Let {Xi},", be a (discrete) source with (finite) alphabet X and let Y be another finite set, the code alphabet. A codefor k-length messages is a pair of mappings f :Xk+Y*, cp :Y* +Xk. The sequences in the range of f are called codewords. Here Y* denotes the set of all finite sequences of elements of Y. Thus, contrary to $ 1, the codewords may be of different length, i.e., we are dealing with variable length codes (more precisely, fixed-to-variable length codes). We shall assume that the void sequence is not a possible codeword. As a fidelity criterion, it is reasonable to impose one of the following



(d) (Iterated projection) Show that if 9 is a linear set of PD's and 9,is any closed convex subset of P then the projection of any R onto 9,can be obtained by first projecting R onto 9 and then projecting the resulting distribution onto 9,. (Csiszir (1975)) .- .



,



L



Story of the results



. -..r;



The standard introductory material in this section is essentially due to Shannon (1948). Since in the early days of information theory many results appeared only in internal publications of the MIT where most of the research was concentrated, by now it is hard to trace individual contributions. In particular. Lemma 3.8 is unanimously attributed to Fano (1952. unpublished), cf. e.g. Gallager (1968).Corollary 3.8 appears in Gallager (1964). Theorem 3.6 was proved by Hu Guo Ding (1962); the analogy between the algebraic properties of information quantities and those of additive set functions was noted also by Reza (1961). The pseudo-metric A(X, Y) of Lemma 3.7 was introduced by Shannon (1950).



..



(i)



Pr {cp(f (Xk))= Xk}= 1



(ii)



Pr {cp(f (Xk))= Xk}2 1 -E



where d(x, x') A



1dH(x,



(4.1)



is the fraction of positions where the sequences k x E Xk and x' E Xk differ. Clearly, these criteria are of decreasing strength if 0 


j : Xk+Y* is a one-to-one mapping and its range is separable resp. it has the prefix property, we shall speak of a separable code resp. prefix code f. Separable codes are often called uniquely decodable or uniquely decipherable codes. One often visualizes codeword sets on an infinite (rooted) tree, with IY( (directed)edges-labelled by the d~fferentelements of Y-starting from each vertex. To this end, assign to each vertex the sequence of labels on the path from the root to that vertex. Thls defines a one-to-one correspondence between the sequences y 6 Y* and the vertices of the infinite tree. Clearly, a subset ofY* has the prefix property it7 the corresponding set of vertices is the set of terminal vertices of a finitesubtree. In particular, prefix codes f :X+Y* are in a one-to-one correspondence with finite subtrees having 1x1 terminal vertices labelled by the different elements ofX (the vertex corresponding to the codeword f (x) is labelled by x). Such a finite tree is called a code tree. -



and there exists a prefix code satisfying



The bound (4.2)"almost holds3'even for non-separable codes whenever they meet the weakest fidelity criterion of (4.1). with a *small" E. More exactly, if 1 (iii) of (4.1) holds with E < - then 2



log IX' e being the base ofnatural logarithms. If the range off is where d A e log lYl ' separable, the last term in (4.4) mdy be omitted. 0



,



. Fig. 4.1 Representation of a prefix code on an idmite tree. The solid subtree is the code tree



A natural performance index of a code is the per letter average length of the codewords: 1 T ( f ) 4 E l(f (Xk))



where I(y) designates the length of the sequence y EY*. THEOREM 4.1 (Average Length) If {Xi).,%,is a DMS with generic distribution P then every separable code j' :Xk-.y* has per letter average codeword length



COMMENT In order to compare Theorem 4.1 with the simple blockcoding result of Theorem 1.1, it is convenient to reformulate the latter so that for binary block codes meeting the criterion (ii) of (4.1), the minimum of T(f ) converges to H ( P ) as k + a . Theorem 4.1 says that this asymptotic performance bound cannot be significantly improved even if the weaker fidelity criterion (iii) is imposed and also variable length codes are permitted, provided that one insists on a small average error frequency. On the other hand, the same limiting performance can be achieved also with prefix codes, admittingcorrect decoding with certainty, rather than with probability close to 1. 0 Proof First we prove (4.4).To this end we bound H(f (Xk))from above in Y of Y-valued RV's of random terms of T(f). Consider any sequence Y, . . . , length N. Then



. .,. Y,IN=n)+H(N) =~pr{N=n}H(~ Here



and by Corollary 3.12 H(N) < log (eEN) .



dk f (X'), one may assume that EN < When applying (4.5) to Y,...YNh e EN d log 1x1 since else T(f) = -2 - = - and (4.4) would automatically hold. k e log lYl Thus (4.3, (4.6). (4.7) give



is a prefix code. Also, by definition, if f (x,)=y,.. .y, then the interval [ ~ ( y., ..y,- ,), a(y, . ..y,- ,)+ q-"-") contains at least one of a,+ and a,Hence, putting I, A l(f (x,)), we have



,



,.



q-tI~-~)> min (P(x,- ,), P(xi))=P(x,) . Thus.



-log P(x,)>(1, - 1)log q



and



Notice that condition (iii) of (4.1) implies by Fano's Inequality (Corollary3.8)



r



H(P)=



- 1 P(x,) log P(x,)> log q i= I



proving that



This yields



,



. ! Thus from (4.8) we obtain (4.4). We now show that if the range off is separable then the last term in (44) may be omitted; this will also prove (4.2), setting E=O. To this end, exteiiil'fhe code (f, Q) to a code (f,, Q,) for messagesof length mk as follows:decompose each x E X'"' into consecutive blocks xi E X,' i = 1, . . .,rn and let f,(x) be the juxtaposition of the codewords f(x,). By assumption, sequences of form f,(x), xcXm' can be uniquely decomposed into fcodewords, thus Q, :Y* -Xmi can be naturally defined so that Q,( f,(x)) be the juxtaposition ofthe blocks~(f(x,)),i= 1, . .,m.Clearly.T(f,)=T( f ),and thecode (J,, cp,) also meets the criterion (iii) of (4.1) if (f,cp) does. Applying (4.4) to (f,, Q,) instead of (f;Q). we see that (4.4) is true also if in the last term k is replaced by km. Since m can be arbitrarily large, this term may actually be omitted. To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have to construct a prefix code satisfying !4.3). Clearly, it suffices to give the construction for k= 1. Withoui restricting generality, suppose that Y is the set of non-negative integers less than q IY).Thcn everyelement y =yl . ..y, of Y* corresponds in a one-to-one manner to the point a(y) of [O, 1) where a(y) is the number represented in the q-ary number system as 0. y, . . .y,. Now order theelements of X according to decreasing probability: P(x,)2P(x2)L . . . 2 P(x,), rbIXI and write



.



Now let XmA{Xi}i", be an arbitrary discrete source with alphabet X. If the limit 1 B(Xw)A lim - H(Xk) r-m



k



exists, it will be called the mtropy rate of the source Xm.The entropy rate of a DMS is just the entropy of its generic distribution. A source X Q is stationary if the joint distribution of the RV's Xi. Xi+ . . .,Xi+, does not depend on i (k= 1.2, .. .).



,,



-



I: I:=,



LEMMA 4.2 For a stationary source. - H(Xk)



is a non-increasing



sequence and, consequently, k ( X m )always exists. Moreover, R(Xw)= lim H(X,IX,. . . ..X,- ,). 0 k-



Proof



w



For any positive integer k



where the last equality holds by stationarity. In view of the Chain Rule (Corollary 3.4) this implies both



i- 1



a, 4



C P(xJ



j= I



Define f (x,) as the sequence y E Y* of smallest length I for which the interval [a(y), a(y)+q-I) contains a, but does not contain any other a,. Clearly, this



and the last assertion of the lemma. 0 We shall generalize the Average Length Theorem 4.1 to sources with memory, consideringat the same time more general performance indices than



average codeword length. Suppose that each y E Y has a cost c(y)>O (measuring, e.g., the time or space needed for the transmission or storage of the symbol y) and let the cost of a sequence y = y, . . .y, be



Given a source {Xi}?=,, the per letter average cost of a code for k-length messages is



H ( Y ) for Y-valued RV's Y is the LEMMA 4.3 The maximum of Ec( Y) positive root a, of the equation



Moreover, for every k there exists a prefix code such that



H(X') c* F(f < -+ -, ka,



c * P maxc(y). 0



k



~



E



Y



(4.12)



COROLLARY 4.4 If the given soxce has entropy rate H(Xm)then to any 6 > 0 there exist E > 0 and k, such that every code for messages of length k l k, meeting (iii) of (4.1) with this E satisfies



Further, for every 6 > 0 and sufficiently large k there exist prefix codes satisfying R(XZ)



?(.f1 < -+ d . a0



For stationary sources and separable codes, the lower bound can be sharpened to Proof The left-hand side of (4.9) is a strictly decreasing function of a taking the value IYI at a=O and approaching 0 as a-co. Hence the equation has a unique positive root a,. Now the assertion follows from Lemma 3.12. The promised generalization of the Average Length Theorem 4.1 is THEOREM 4.4 (Average Cost) For an arbitrary discrete source {X,!IP"_, , any code (f,cp) for k-length messages meeting the error frequency criterion 1 (iii) of (4.1) with E < -, satisfies 2



where a, is the positive root of (4.9) and d4



e 1% 1x1 a, min cCy)



If the range off is separable, the last term in (4.10) may be omitted. In particular, every separable code has per letter average cost



COMMENT It is instructive to send forward the following interpretation: suppose that a noiseless channel is capable of transmitting sequences of symbols y E Y, and c(y)is thecost of transmission of symbol y. Corollary 4.4 says that the minimum average per letter cost at which long messages of a given source are transmissible over the given channel (allowing variable- 6 length codes), is asymptotically equal to L H ( x r n ) . This fact has two an consequences for the intuition. On the one hand, it justifies the interpretation of entropy rate as the measure of the amount of information carried, on the average, by one source symbol. On the other hand, it suggests to interpret a, as the capacity per unit cost of the given channel; this capacity can be effectively exploited for a wide class of sources, applying suitable codes. For stationary sources, the latter result holds also in the stronger sense of nonterminating transmission; in fact, by successively encoding consecutive blocks, one can achieve non-terminating transmission with average per-letter cost equal to that for the first block. It is intuitively significant that the capacity per unit cost of a noiseless channel in the above operational sense equals the maximum of%, as one would heuristically expect based on the Ec(Y) intuitive meaning of entropy. 0



Proof of Theorem 4.4. (4.10) is proved exactly in the same way as (4.4, the only difference is that in (4.6) H(Y,IN = n) should be upper-bounded by Lemma 4.3-rather than by log JYJ.If the range off is a,E(c(Y,)IN = n-f. separable, in order to get rid of the last term in (4.10) we introduce a new source (gi);,_,such that the consecutive blocks (XI,+,, . ..,8,,+,,), 1= 0,1, . . . are independent copies of Xk.We construct the codes (f,, q,) as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Applying inequality (4.10) to these codes and the source we get (log (dkm)l+ 1 ~(8") c(f)=c(f,) 2- -(&log(JXJ-l)+h(~)) - a,kni kma, a,



The following lemma highlights the concept of capacity of a noiseless channel from a different point of view. Let A(t)cY* be the set of those sequences of cost not exceeding t which cannot be prolonged without violating this property. Formally, put A(t)e{y: y EY*, r - c o < c ( y ) j r )



(4.13) where t>O is arbitrary and c,Pminc(y). Then the largest 1 for which the



{xi}?=,



Since here H ( ~ " ) = ~ H ( x ~ letting ), m+a, thedesired result follows. (4.11)is just the particular case E = 0. T o establish the existence part (4.12), the construction in the proof of Theorem 4.1 has to be modified as follows (again, it suflices to consider the case k = 1): i Identifying the set Y with the integers from 0 to q - 1 as there, to-every y = y . . .y, E Y * we now assign the real number



..C" ,=



-



I-length binary sequences can be encoded in a one-to-one manner into sequences y E A(?)equals bog IA(t)ll. Thus, intuitively, 1 lim - log (A(t)( r-m ,



'



f



is the average number of binary digits transmissible (by suitable coding) with unit cost over the given channel.



LEMMA 4.5



,



1 lim - log IA(r)l= a, ; 1 - a



t



more exactly where D(y)is theset ofthose ~ ' E Y with * l(y')=jfor which a(y')


form a partition of [0, 1)for every fixed I. Definef(xi) as the sequence y E Y* of smallest length 1 for which Y(y) contains ai but does not contain any other a,, where ai is the same as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Then we have



where c* = max c(y). 0 YEY



Proof Consider a DMS { defined by



x},p"=,with alphabet Y and generic distribution



by the definition of a,--cf. ( 4 . 9 t t h i s is, indeed, a distribution on Y For any r>O, let N, be the smallest integer n for which consider the sequence of random length



" c ( x ) > r and i=I



,



if f (xi)= y . . .yl,. This implies - log P(x,)> aoCc(f (xi))-c*] whence the assertion follows. The corollary is immediate, using-for



the last assertion-that,



by Lemma



Let B ( r )be theset ofpossible values ofZ,, i.e., theset of those sequences y E Y* for which c(y)>r but after deleting the last symbol of y this inequality is no longer valid. Then



Since every sequence y E Y* of cost exceeding t -c* has a unique prefix in



source coding problem without this assumption is to adopt the point of view of universal coding, cf. the Discussion of Section 2. Theorem 2.15 illustrated the phenomenon that for certain classes of sources it is possible to construct codes having asymptoticallyoptimal performance for each source in theclass. There we were concerned with block codes and the performance index was the probability of error. We conclude this Section by a theorem exhibiting universally optimal codes within the framework of variable length codes with probability of error equal to 0, and with the average cost as the performance index to be optimized.



B(t -c*), we have IA(t)lLIB(t-cell.



This and the previous inequality establish the lower bound of the lemma. Moreover, since A ( t ) c B(t - c,), one also gets



COROLLARY 4.5



THEOREM 4.6 Given a cost function c on Y , for every k there exists a prefix code j :Xk+Y* such that for every distribution P on X, the application of thiscode to k-length messages of a DMS with generic distribution P yields per letter average cost



For every separable code f :X+Y*,



1 exp { - aoc(f( x ) ) )5 1 . 0



8



xex



Proof Apply Lemma 4.5 to the set of codewords { f ( x ):x e X } in the rAe of Y , and let A , ( [ ) be the set playing the role of A ( t ) with this choice.



'



~ h ~ i



1 lirn -logIA,(t)l=a, I--



f



where



1 exP { - a A f



( x ) ) )= 1.



(4.14 )



xeX



By the separability assumption, different elements of A , ( r ) are represented by different sequences y E Y * . Further, by the definition of A , (t),every such y has cost c(y)$ t while c(y)+c( f ( x ) )>t for each x E X. This implies that every such sequence y may be extended to a y' E A ( t ) by adding a suffix of length less than no min I( f ( x ) ) , and thus xsx



IAl (t)l n,lA(t)l



for every t > 0.



It follows that 1 1 a, = lirn - log IA, (t)l 4 lirn - log IA(t)l= a, I-a f ,-a t



which together with (4.14) gives the assertion. IJ Though Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 are of rather general nature, their existence parts involve an assumption seldom met in practice, namely that the pertinent distributions are exactly known at the encoder. One way to deal with the



Here a is a constant depending only on 1x1, IYI and the cost function c. 0 Proof Let the codeword f ( x ) associated with an x l Xk consist of two parts, the first one determining the type of x and the second one specifying x within the set of k-length sequences having the same type. More exactly, let f , :Xk-.Y' be defined as f , ( x ) A f ( P , ) where Pis a one-to-one mapping of types (of sequences in Xk) into Y'. By the Type Counting Lemma, one may choose



Further, for any type Q of sequences in Xk, set 1 Qo log ITbl+ c* [(Q)A -



.



(4.16)



Let f, :Xk-.Y* mapeach T $ in a one-to-one way into A(r(Q)),cf. (4.13).Such an f, exists by Lemma 4.5, and it yields, by definition. c(f 2 ( x ) )5 t(P,) for every x e Xk .



(4.17)



Let f ( x )be the juxtaposition of j, ( x )and f2(x). As the set A ( [ )has the prefix property for every t >0, f :Xk+Y* is a prefix code. Since for any DMS, sequences x e X k of the same type have equal probability, theconditional distribution of Xkunder the condition X k E Ti; is uniform on Ti;.



4. (Huffman code) Give an algorithm for constructing to a RV X a prefix code f :X+Y* minimizing 1(f ) A E/(f (x)).



Using (4.16) and (4.17), it follows that



Hence, taking into account the obvious inequality Ec(fl(Xk))61c* and (4.15), we get 1 E(f )=E Mf1(Xk))+c(f2(Xk)))J . c*



1x1log (k+ 1) lolllYl



H(P)



c*



I+a_+rn .:.."



Problems



d



?



1. (Instantaneous codes) Every mapping f :X-Y* has an extension f :X8+Y*, defied by letting f (x) be the juxtaposition of the codewords f (x,), .. .,f (x,) if x =x, ...x,. This mapping is called an i n s t ~ t m e o ucode, s if upon receiving an initial string of form y =f (x) of any sequence of code



Hint One may assume that the code tree is saturated, except possibly for one vertex which is the starting point of d edges, where d = 1x1(mod (IYI - I)), 25dJlYJ. Replace the d least probable values of X by a single new value x,. Show that any optimal code for the so obtained RV X' gives rise to an optimal code for X when adding a single symbol to the codeword of xo in d different ways. (Huffman (1952).)



5. Show that for a stationary source R ( x m ) =H(x,) iff the source is a DMS and R ( X m ) =H(X,IX,) iff the source is a Markov chain. 6. (a) Show that for a DMS the second inequality of Corollary 4.4 can be achieved also with block codes, meeting fidelity criterion (ii) of (4.1). for arbitrary 0 < e < 1. (b) The entropy rate of a stationary source is not necessarily a relevant quantity from the point of view of block coding, with fidelity criterion (ii) of (4.1). Let {Xi}s, and {Y,}; be two DMS's with entropy rates H, > H,. Let U be a RV independent of both sources, Pr {U= I} =a, Pr {U= 2) = 1- cf, and set



,



symbols, one can immediately conclude that x is an initial string of the encoded message. Show that this holds iff f :X-Y* is a prefi code.



2. (a) Show that the prefix property is not necessary for separability. Find separable codes which arc neither prefix nor are obtained from a prefix code by reversing the codewords. (For a deeper result, cf. P. 10.) (b) Give 'an example of a separable code f :X+Y8 such that for two different infinite sequences x,x, . .. and xixi. .. the juxtaposition of the f (xi)'s resp. f (x;)'s gives the same infinite sequence.



3. (Kraft inequality) (a) Show that a prefix code f :X-Y* with given codeword lengths I(f (x))=n(x) (x e X) exists iff IYI-"'"'Jl (cf. also P.8). xsX



(b) Show that for a prefix code, the Kraft inequality holds with equality iff the code tree issaturated,i.e., ifexactly IYI edges start from every non-terminal vertex. Hint Count at the n'th level of the infinite tree the vertices which can be reached from the terminal vertices of the code tree, where n 4 max n(x). xeX (Kraft (1949, unpublished).)



Show for this mixed source {Z,};, lim



that-with



--



r-m



k



H, H,



the notation off 1-



if & < a if & > a



while R(Zm)=aH,+ (1 -a)H,. (Shannon (1948).)



7. Consider, in addition to A([) defied by (4.13), also the sets A,(t)A{y :c(y)=t} and :c(y)$t}. Then ~ , ( t ) c ~ ( t ) c A ( tShow ). -1 1 that lim - log IA,(t)l= lim - log lA(t)l. 1-m t 1-m t 8. (Genmalized Kraft inequality) The inequality



of Corollary 4.5 is a generalization of Kraft's inequality (P.3)to code symbols of different costs and to separable (rather than prefix) codes. (a) Conclude that to any separable code there exists a prefix code with the same set of codeword lengths. (b) Show that in general, the inequality



exp { -aot(x)j l l is not xeX



sulficient for the existence of a prefix (or separable)code with codeword costs c(f (XI)=E(x). Remark It is unknown whether to every separable code there exists a prefix code with the same set ofcodeword costs. In other words, it is unknown whether every separable code can be obtained from a &fix code by permuting the letters of each codeword, cf. Schutzenberger-Marcus (1959). (c) Give a direct proof of the generalized Kraft inequality (*). Hint Expand



( Z exp { -a,,c(f(x))~)I where n is an arbitrary positivs ' x r ~



/



.- %:)



integer. Grouping terms corresponding to Y-sequences of the same length, check that this expression is bounded by a constant multiple of n. (Karush (1961). Csiszar (1969).) (d) Show that the inequality (*) implies assertion (4.1 1) of Theorem 4.4. Hint Use the Log-Sum Inequality. (McMillan (1956). Krause (1962).)



9. Find an algorithm for deciding whether a given code f :X-Y* separable range.



has



Hint Denote by S, the set of codewords, i.e., S, A { f (x):x E X) . Define the sets SicY* {i=2,3, . . .) successively,sothat y E S, iff there is acodeword y' E S , such that y*y E S,- Show that f has separable range iff none of the Sls with i> 1 contains a codeword. (Sardinas-Patterson (1953).)



,.



10. (Composed codes) (a) Let g :XdY* and h :Y-Z* be separable codes and consider the composed code f :X+Z* defined as follows: ifg(x)=y, . . .y, then let f ( x ) be the juxtaposition of h(y,), . ..,h(y,).Show that this composed code is again a separable code. (b)* A suBx code is one obtainable from a prefix code by reversing the cdewords. Show that not every separable code is a result of successive composition of prefix and suffix codes. (Cesari (1974).)



Hint Consider the binary code having codeword set B B,uB, where B, A{1,01, 100, OOOO} and B, is obtained from the set B, A {01,10,11,0000,0100,1000,1100} by prefixing to each of its elements the sequence 0100. (Boe (1978)has proved by algebraic methods that this binary code belongs to a class of indecomposable codes.) 11. (Synchronizing codes) A separable code f :X-Y* is synchronizing if there exists a sequence of codewords a such that an arbitrary sequence in Y* that has a as a sulfix is a sequence of codewords. (Synchronizingcodes are very useful in practice. In fact, a long sequence of code symbolscan be cut into shorter ones, each delimited by the synchronizing sequence a, in such a manner that the shorter sequences are known to be sequences of codewords. Thus these sequences can be decoded into elements of X* independently of each other.) (a) Show that if a mapping f :X+Y* is a synchronizing separable code then (i) the codeword lengths n(x)Al(f (x)) satisfy Kraft's inequality with equality (cf. P.3), (ii) the greatest common divisor of the n(x) is 1. (b)*Show that to every collection of positive integers n(x), x E X satisfying (i)and (ii) there exists a synchronizing prefix code f :X-rY* with codewords having lengths I(f (x))=n(x), x E X. (Schiitzenberger (1967).)



12. (Codeword length and information of an event) It is a common interpretation-suggested by the expectation form of entropy-that the amount of information provided by a random event of probability p equals -log p. This interpretation is supported by the fact that to every distribution P on a set X with P(x)=p for some x E X, there exists a binary prefix code which is "nearly" optimal in the sense of average codeword length, such that the codeword of x has length [-log pl. Show, however, that in an optimal code the codeword of x may be substantially longer. 1 (a) Denote by I,, the largest integer I with f; < - where {A).,"= is the P Fibonacci sequence defined recursively by



,



Show that



[



'P lim = log- '+2Jj]-'>l. p-o -log P



(b) Show that if f :X-{0, I)* is a prefix code of minimum average codeword length with respect to a distribution P on some set X such that P(x)= p for some x s X then



4f( x M fp-



1



(This equivaknca of search strategies and codes was first used by Sobel (1960) in the solution of a search problem.) (b) When searching for the unknown element x* of an ordered set X, the possible search strategies are often restricted by allowing only partitions into intervals. Show that these search strategies correspond to alphabetic prefix caies, i.e. to order-preserving mappings f :X-Y*, where Y is an ordered set and Y* is endowed with the lexicographic order. (c) To an arbitrary distribution P on X, construct alphabetic prefix codes f :X-Y* with



3



and this bound is best possible. (Katona-Nemetz (1976).) Hint Let P be any distribution on X with P(x)=p for some xeX. Consider thecode tree of an optimal prefix code f :X-r{O, I}*. Denote by A,. A,, . . .,A, the vertices on the path from the root A, to the terminal iertex A, corresponding to x, and by Bi the vertex connected with A,-, which is not on this path. The optimality of the code implies that the probability of the set of terminal vertices reachable from B, cannot be smaller than that of those reachable from A,, . This proves f,, ,p < 1, i.e., IJIp- 1. A distribution P , achieving this bound can be easily constructed so that the only vertices of ths optimal code tree be A,, A,, . .., A,, B,, . .., B,. *. . ...:


,



(Nemetz-Simon (1977).) 13. (Search strategies and codes) Suppose that an unknown element x* of a set X is to be located on the basis of successive experiments of the following kind: The possible states of knowledge about x* are that x* belongs to some subset X' of X. Given such a state of knowledge, the next experiment partitions X' into at most q subsets, the result specifying the subset containing x*. A q-ary search strategy gives successively-starting from the state of ignorance, i.e. X' PX-the possible states of knowledge and the corresponding partitions; each atom of the latter is a possible state of knowledge for the next step. (a) Show that q-ary search strategies are equivalent to prefix codes f :X-Y* with IYI=q, i.e., to code trees. Each possible state of knowledge is represented by a vertex of the tree; the edges starting from this vertex represent the possible results of the experiment performed at this stage. Reaching a termind vertex of the code tree means that the unknown x* has been located.



j



Hint Use the construction of the proof of Theorem 4.1, resp. 4.4, without reordering the source symbols, and giving the role of a i to i-1



'i,



1



1 p(Xj)+: 2 P(xi).



j= 1



(In addition to the alphabetic property, this code construction of GilbertMoore (1959) has a computational edge for it does not require reordering.) 14. (a) Given a code tree with terminal vertices labelled by the elements of X having probabilities P(x), for each vertex A let P(A) be the sum of probabilities of terminal vertices reachable from A. If the edges starting from A lead to vertices B,, . . ., B,, set P,P{P(B,IA): i = 1, . . ., q} where



Po.Show that



P(BilA)= P(A



here summation refers to the non-terminal vertices. Interpret this identity in terms of the search model of the previous problem, supposing that x* is a RV with distribution P. (b) Deduce from the above identity the bounds (4.2) and (4.11) for the average codeword length resp. cost of prefix codes, including the condition of equality. Hint Use the bound H(PA)I; log IYI resp. H ( P A ) s ~ E A where , ZA is the expectation of c ( y ) with respect to the distribution P,. 15. Let Xm= {Xi}%, be a discrete source and N a positive integer-valued RV with finite range such that the values XI, .. X, uniquely determine whether or not N =n (i.e.. N is a stopping time). Represent the sequence



..



{XJP", by an infinite rooted tree and show that stopping times are equivalent to saturated (finite)subtrees (cf. P.3 (b)). Deduce from the result of P.14 (a) that in case of a DMS with generic distribution P



17. (Conservation of entropy) (a) Let X" be any discrete source whose entropy rate exists and let { N , ) ~ =be , a sequence of positive integer-valued



RV's (not necessarily stopping times) such that lirn E k- m?



constant czO. Show that 1 lirn - H(X, ...XN,)=cB(Xm) k-m



k



and deduce hence the result of P.15. (b) Show that if {Nit)),"=,and {N:2)),"=1are two sequences of positive integer-valued RV's such that Fig. P.16 Code tree of a variabk-to-fixed length code (solid).In a suecessiveconstruction of optimalcode trees. the next tree is obtained by extending a path of maximum probability, say path 10 +



- .3 16. (Variable-to-jixed length codes) Let X" be a discrete source and N a stopping time as in P.15. Let AcX* be the range of XN=( x ~ ,. XN). A one-to-one mapping f :A+Y1 is a variable-to-Jxed length code for Xm. Set



1



lirn - EINil) - Nr'l=O k-(F



k



then 1 lim -IH(X,,



...



t-m



k



.. .,XNit,)- H(Xl, . ..,Xxlb)J = 0.



Hint



1



T(f)AEN. (a) Show that if Xm is a DMS with generic distribution P, then H(P) and. moreover, to any 6 > 0 there exists an N such that the T(fklog M



corresponding f has T( f ) 


+ 1.



Hint For proving the existence part, construct in a recursive manner code trees such that min P(x) 2min P(x). max P(x) XEA



XGX



XE



A



Hence the assertion follows by P.3.5 and Corollary 3.12. (c)Let the mapping f :X*4Y* be a progressiae encoder, i.e., if x' is a prefix of x then so is f (x') for f (x). Let Xm be a discrete source with alphabet X, having an entropy rate, and suppose that l(f(Xk))-rca as k d o o with probability 1. Then encoding Xa by j results in a well-defined source Y" with alphabet Y. Suppose that there exists a constant m such that for every k at most m different sequences x E Xk can have the same codeword. Show



Ifi'lc"'"



1



where P(x)4 P ( x ) if x E Xk. (Jelinek-Schneider (1972); they attribute the optimal algorithm to Tunstall (1968, unpublished).) (b)Show by counterexample that for stationary sources



that if for some T>O one has E --



need not hold.



18. (Conservation of entropy and ergodic theory) In this problem, a source with alphabet X means a doubly infinite sequence of RVs with values in X. A sliding block code for such a source is a mapping f of doubly infinite sequences



Hint Consider the mixed source of P.6 (b).



-+



0 then H(Ya) exists and



Hint Apply (a) to Y setting N, A 1(f(xk)). (Csiszar-Katona-Tusnidy (1969).)



. . .x - ,x,x, . . . into



sequences



.



. .y- ,y,y, . . . determined by a mapping + 1, . . .. Unlike the



19.



f0..X Z m + ' - + Ysetting , yiA fo(xi-,, . . .,xi+,), i=O,



codes considered so far, sliding blockcodes have the property that applying -, (where them to a stationary source (Xi)%- =, the resulting source Y,= f,(X,-,, . . .,Xi+,)) is again stationary. An infinitecode j'for the source { X i } g- is a stochastic limit of a sequence ofsliding block codes determined a where by mappings f XZm.+l+Y, i.e., f maps {Xi)im_- a into



{Y,)z



{x::=



t):



Two stationary sources are called isomorphic if there exists an infinite codef for the first source which is invertible with probability 1 and its inverse is also an infinite code, such that it maps the first source into a source having the same joint distributions as the second one. (a) Show that the application of a sliding block code to a stationary source (X,Jy=- a cannot increase the entropy rate, i.e., I



lim t-a,



1 k



1 k



- H(Y,, . . ., Yk)Slim - H ( X l , . . ., xk). t-e



If the mapping f is one-to-one, the equality holds. (b) Prove the inequality of (a) if { x),E= - , is obtained from { X,;=: - ,by any infinite code.



Hint Writing Y?)PfF)(xi-mm, . . .,Xi+,.), notice that



Now use (a) and Fano's Inequality. (c) Conclude from (b) that sources with different entropy rates cannot be isomorphic. (The question of when two stationary sources are isomorphic is an equivalent formulation of the isomorphy problem of dynamical systems in ergodic theory. The discovery that the latter problem is inherently informationtheoretic is due to Kolmogorov (1958). He established (c) and thereby proved-settling a long-standing problem-that two DMS's with generic distributions of different entropy cannot be isomorphic. The result of (b) is known as the Kolmogorov-Sinaitheorem (Kolmogorov (1958), Sinai (1959)). A celebrated theorem of Ornstein (1970) says that for DMS's the equality of the entropies of.thegeneric distributions already implies isomorphism. For this and further rel3ted results cf. the book Ornstein (1973).)



(a) Give a non-probabilistic proof for Lemma 4.5.



Hint Write a difference equation for IA(t)(, splitting A(t) into sets of sequences with the same initial symbol, and use induction on the multiples of the minimum cost c,. (Shannon (1948). Csiszar (1969).) (b)Show that lirn IA(t)l.exp { -a,[) exists, whenever the costs c(y) are not I-



,



m



all integral multiples of the same real number d. In the opposite case, prove that the limit exists if t+co running over the integral multiples of the largest possible d. Evaluate these limits. Hint Proceed as in the text, and apply the Renewal Theorem, cf. Feller (1966) p. 347. (Smorodinsky (1968).) GENERAL NOISELESS CHANNELS (Problems 20-22) So far we have considered a noiseless channel as a device capable of transmitting any sequence in Y*, the cost of transmission being the sum of the costs of the individual symbols. In the next problems we drop the assumption that every sequence in Y* is transmissible. Also, we shall consider more general cost functions. 20. A general noiseless channel with alphabet Y is a pair (V, c) where V c Y* is the set of admissible input sequences and c(y) is a cost function on V such that if y' is a prefix of y then c(y')$c(y). Let A , ( f ) c V consist of those sequences y E V for which c(y) r and let A ( ( )c A, (t) consist of those elements of A,(t) which are not proper prefixes of any sequence in A,((). Consider two kinds of capacity of (V, c): 1 1 C,4 lirn - log lA,(t)l, C k lirn - log lA(t)l, I-a



t



I-e



t



provided that the limits exist. C(Y



(a) Show that if - a, uniformly as l(y)+ a, then C, = C (provided log I(Y) that either limit exists). (b) Show that for encoders f : Xk+V, the first assertion of Corollary 4.4 holds if a, is replaced by C, . (c) Denote by A,.([)the subset ofA(c(y)+ t) consisting of those sequences of which y is a prefix. Suppose that there exists a constant a>O such that



22. (Conservation of entropy) Generalize P.17 (c) to codes for transmi$on over an arbitrary noiseless channel (V, c), cf. P.20. Let X",f and Y m be as in P.17 (c), with the additional assumption that f maps X* into V. (a)Defining the R V Nk as the largest. -n for which c(Yl . . . Y,) 5 k, show that if



Show that then C exists and the second assertion of Corollary 4.4 is valid (with prefix codes having codewords in V) if' a, is replaced by C. (Csiszar (1970).) 21. (Finite state noiseless chmnels) (a) Suppose that at any time instant, the admissible channel inputs are determined by the "state of the channel", and this input and state determine the state at the next time instant. Formally, let Y and S be finite sets, and let g be a mapping of a subset of Y x S into S. y E Y is an admissible input at state s E S if g(y, s) is defined, which then gives the next state (this model is also called a Moore automaton with restricted input). Fixing an initial states, c S, the set V of admissible input sequences consists of those y cY* for which si+ =g(yi, s,), i = 1.2, . . . I(y ) are defined. Suppose that for any choice of s,, every s c S can be reached by some admissible input sequence, i.e. there exists y E V yielding sl(,,+, =s. Show that! if c(y)Pl(y)for all y c V then the capacity C (cf. P.20) equals the logarithm' of the greatest positive eigenvalue of the matrix {n,.)s,,,s where



,



.



then 1 E lim - H(Yl, . . ., YN,)=R(xm). k-m k



'



Hint Use the results of P.17. (b) Give regularity conditions under which the convergence in probability of c(f (xk)) to E implies the assumption of (a), k (c) How are these results related to P.20 (b)? (Cs~szar-Katona-TusnIdy (1969).)



I



c(yi, si) for y = y, . . .y,,



n,,.Al{y :g(y, s)=se)l. More generally, set c(y)P i= I



where c(y, s) is a given positive-valued function on Y x S. Prove that C equals the largest positive root a, of the equation Det {d,.(a) - 6,.}s,.,s=0 where exp {-ac(y,s)) and 6 is the Kronecker symbol; more y:z(y.s)=s' exactly, prove the analogue of Lemma 4.5 with this a,. (Shannon (1948), Ljubit (1962). Csiszar (1969)) (b)In a more general type of finite state noiseless channels the output is not necessarily identical to the input but is a given function of the input and the state. Let g : Y x S - 4 and h :Y x S+Z be the mappings determining the state transition and the output (for the sake of simplicity, input restrictions are not imposed; this model is called a Mealy automaton), and let W c Z * be the set of all possible output sequences. Construct a channel such as in (a), having alphabet Z, for which the set of admissible input sequences equals W. (Csiszar-Komlos (1968).) (c) For the channel (b), the admissible separable codes are those for which the output sequences corresponding to different codewords are different. Prove the analogue of Corollary 4.4 for the case c(y)A l(y), with the capacity of the finite state channel constructed in (b). d,,.(a)P



23. (Exisrence ofuniversally optimul codes) Show that for a class of sources with the same finite alphabet X and acode alphabet Y with given symbol costs c(y)>O, there exist prefix codesf,: Xk-+Y*and a sequence ck+O such that C(X) I-+ rkfor each source in the given class iff there exist probability kao 1 distributions Qk on Xk such that -sup D(Px.llQk)+O as k-+ca. Here the k supremum is taken over all sources in the class. Hint For the necessity part, take Qk(x)Aakexp {-a,f,(x)) where a,>= 1 by Corollary 4.5; for sufficiency, use the construction in the proof of Theorem 4.4 with Qk playing the role of P. (Davisson (1973); he considered the case of equal symbol costs.) 24. (Asymptotics of minimax redundancy) The redundancy of a separable code f : Xk+{O, I)* for a source {Xi),E I is



Determine the asymptotics of the minimax redundancy for the class of DMS's with alphabet X. Set r(k)Pmin max r(J Xk)where the maximum is taken for all DMS's with alphabet X and the minimum is taken for separable codes



minimum of this average is approximated within constant 2 by a code f obtained by suffixing the same f, as above to an fl which assigns a fixed length binary sequence to each type. Now the desired lower bound follows from ( * ) and P.2.2.



f :Xk+{O, l}*. Show that r(k) is asymptotically equal to



1x1- 1log k . 2



k



in the sense that the ratio of the two quantities tends to 1 as k + m . Comparlog k ing this with Theorem 4.1, interpret the slower convergence of order k (rather then



i)



as the price that must be paid in redundancy for universal



asymptotic optimality. (KriEevskii (1968). (19701.) log(k+l) 1 + -k. T o get a k sharper bound, consider prefix codes f : Xk+{O, 1). defined by juxtaposing two mappings f,and f,-as in the proof of Theorem 4 . 6 w h e r e flis a prefix code of types of sequences in Xkand f, maps each T$ into binary sequences of length [log IT;I~. In this case Hint



Notice that Theorem 4.6 gives r(k)slXI



for every DMS. Now, using P.2.2, one can see that for a suitable constant b the numbers



'



n ( P ) k r - I o g P ( Tk p ) + ---Z-- logk+bl satisfy Kraft's inequality. Iff, has these codeword lengths, we obtain from (*)



A lower bound on r(k) is the minimum over separable codes 1' : Xk+ (0, 1). of



the average of r(f, Xk) for all possible generic distributions P. Take this average with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the set of PD's on X (considering this set as a simplex in the 1x1-dimensional Euclidean space). Notice that the resulting averaged distribution Q on Xk assigns equal probabilities to each Ti, further, Q(x) is constant within each T;. For any j; the average of EI( f (Xk))equals Q(x)l(f (x)).Thus by Theorem 4.1, the



1



XEX'



I



Story of the results The results of this Section, except for Theorem 4.6, are essentially due to Shannon (1948). The code construction by which he proved (4.3bgiven in the text-was found independently also by Fano (1948, unpublished); it is known as the Shannon-Fano code. Its extension to thecase of unequal symbol costs is due to Krause (1962); a similar construction was suggested also by Bloh (1960). For the lower bound of the average codeword length resp. cost (formulas (4.2), (4.11)) Shannon gave a heuristic argument. The first rigorous proof of (4.2) was apparently that of McMillan (1956), based on his generalization of Kraft's inequality (cf. P.3) to separable codes. (4.11) was proved similarly by Krause (1962), starting with Corollary 4.5. We stated the lower bounds under somewhat weaker conditions than usual. The proofs are elaborations of Shannon's original heuristic argument, following Csiszar-Katona-Tusnady (1969) and Csiszk (1969); we preferred this information-theoretic approach to the rather ad hoc proofs mentioned above. Lemma 4.5 is a variant of the capacity formula of Shannon (1948). Corollary 4.5 was proved by Schiitzenberger-Marcus (1959) and Krause (1962). Universally optimal codes were first constructed by Fitingof (1966). Lynch (1966) and Davisson (1966). Theorem 4.6 uses the construction of the latter authors, extended to unequal symbol costs.



depending only on {I,), IYI and mpAmin P ( y ) such that for every B c Y n



55. BLOWING UP LEMMA: A COMBINATORIAL DIGRESSION



Y ~ Y



Proof Given a finite set Y, the set Ynof all n-length sequences of elementsfrom Y is sometimes considered as a metric space with the Hamming metric. Recall that the Hammingdistance of two n-length sequences is the number of positions in which these two sequences differ. The Hamming metric can be extended to measure the distance of subsets of Y", setting dH(B, C) A



- .



min ddy, 9 ) .



Since B c T'B =



one-point sets. Clearly,



U fl{y}, it sufices to prove both assertions for Y B



AS P"(yl)smpl.Pn(y) for every y' E rl*{y}, this implies 7



.4



yeB.feC



...:



P(~~.{,))~("),YI~..mpl.P(y). 1"



J



Some classical problems in geometry have exciting combinatorial analogues in this setup. One of them is the isoperimerric problem, which will turn out to be relevant for information theory. The results of this section will be used mainly in Chapter 3. Given a set B c Yn, the Hamming I-neighbourhood of B is defined as the set



Since



(L)equals the number of binary sequences of length n and type



(k - i) ,1



, by Lemma 2.3 we have



(I:) 5



exP{nH(k. 1 -



We shall write r for T'. The Hamming boundary dB of B c Y n is defined by 8B A B n T S . Considering the boundary 8B as a discrete analogue of the surface, one can ask how small the "size" l8Bl of the "surface" of a set B cY"can be if the "volume" IBI is fixed. Theorem 5.3 below answers (a generalized form of) this question in an asymptotic sense. Afterwards, the result will be used to see how the probability of a set is changed by adding or deleting relatively few sequences close to its boundary. 1" 4 0 then the cardinality of



B and of its n /,-neighborhood have the same exponential order of magnitude, and the same holds also for their P"-probabilities, for every distribution P on Y. More precisely, one has



One easily sees that if



5



LEMMA 5.1 Given a sequence of positive integers {I,,) with -0 and a distribution P on Y with positive probabilities, there exists a sequence &,+O



k)}



=exp {nh(k)}.



Thus the assertions follow with



Knowing that the probability of the /,-neighborhood of a set has the same exponential order of magnitude as the probability of the set itself (if



I.n -0).



we would like to have a deeper insight into the question how passing from a set to its /,-neighborhood increases probability. The answer will involve the function



1



1'



I



where cp(t)A(2n)-Te-T and @(t)A - P;



q(u)du are the density resp. distri-



bution function of the standard normal distribution, and @-'(s) denotes the inverse function of @(t). Some properties off (s) are summarized in



LEMMA 5.2 T h e function f (s), defined on [0, 11, is symmetric around 1 the point s = -, it is non-negative, concave, and satisfies 2 Here a = awA K



mw



mw is the smallest positive entry of W,and K



,/-Inmi'



is an absolute constant. 0 (ii)



f'(s)=-@-'(s)



Proof



The statement is trivial if all the positiveentries of W equal 1. In the 1 remaining cases the smallest positive entry mw of W does not exceed - . 2 The proof goes by induction. The case n = 1 is simple. In fact, then dB = B for every B c Y . Hence one has to prove that for some absolute constant K



(s~(O,l)),



(iii) COROLLARY 5.2 There exists a positive constant KO such that f(s)gK$=



for



SE[O,



f]. 0



Proof The obvious relation (ii) implies (iii), establishing the concavitepf the non-negative function f (s). The symmetry is also clear, so that it remains to prove (i). Observe first that because of (ii) 1



= lim



1



= lim s-0



1 As m w g -and by Lemma 5.2 f ( t ) s f 2 holds if



-@-l(s)



JTiG.



Hence, applying the substitution s=@(r) and using the well-known fact lim



,-- m



- t@(t) -- 1



*



-t m m !f



,/-



= lim



-2111-



t f-m,,/-2lnv(t)+2ln



= lim



t



1 W(ylx,)



Wn-'(Bylx*) ,



YEY



and since



=l. 0



Now we are ready to give an asymptotically rather sharp lower bound on the probability of the boundary of an arbitrary set in terms of its own probability. This and the following results will be stated somewhat more generally than Lemma 5.1, for conditional probabilities, because this is the form needed in the subsequent parts of the book. THEOREM 5.3 For every stochastic matrix W.X-rY, integer n, set B c Y" and x 6 Xn one has



,



.-



Wn(Blx)=



~7 -t



Suppose now that the statement of the theorem is true for n - 1. Fix some set B c Y nand sequence x = x , . . .x,- ,x, E X". Write x* A x , . . .x,-, ;further, for every y E Y denote by By the set of those sequences y, . . .y,- E Yn- for which y, . . .y ,YE B. Then, obviously,



dt)



(cf. Feller (1968). p. 175). it follows that the above limit further equals



this inequality obviously



also Wn(aBlx)2



1 W(ylxJ.



Wn-'(dB,lx*)



.



Y ~ Y



Put S 4 {y : W(y(x,) >O} and d A max Wn-'(BJx*)-min YES



W"-'(Bylx*) .



yes



Since dB 3(By.- By..) x {Y'}for any y', y" in Y, one gets



(5.2)
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If d 2



a r f (wn(Bk)),



T o complete the proof, we show that



mwc/n



the statement ofthe theorem for n inimediately follows from (5.4). Let us turn therefore to the contrary case of



or, equivalently, that



Combining (5.3) and the induction hypothesis we see that It is sufficient to prove



Notice that on account of Lemma 5.2 and (5.7), uis an endpoint of the interval A. Thus, with the notation ipmin(r, 1-r), one sees that S-d_58sS,



and consider the interval of length d A A [min s,, max s,] YES



Since by (5.2)



.



and therefore, by the symmetry and the concavity o f f (s),



YES



W(ylx,)s,=s, it follows from Taylor's formula Y ~ Y



Thus, using (5.5) and Corollary 5.2, (where u, e A if y e S) that if a E A satisfies Hence, substituting a and using the fact that S z r n L we get then



This, (5.5) and Lemma 5.2 yield, by substitution into (5.6), the estimate



Choosing a K satisfying (5.1)-and 1 - K K o z



Kt In 2



- (5.8) will follow, since



Rearranging this we get For our purpose, the importance of this theorem lies in the following corollary establishing a lower bound on the probability of the I-neighborhood of a set in terms of its own probability.
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~NFORMATIONMEASURES IN



COROLLARY 5.3



SIMPLE CODING PROBLEMS



,



Proof For a fixed W. the existence of sequences {I,),", and {q,).Q= satisfying (5.10) is an easy consequence of Corollary 5.3. The bound of



For every n. I, B c Y" and x e Xn



Corollary 5.3 depends on W through m, as a w = K



Proof We shall use the following two obvious relations giving rise to estimates of the probability of 1-neighbothoods by that of boundaries: r B - B =a(TB)



T B-B = a s .



Denoting tkA 8 - '( W"(TkBlx)), one has @(tk+,)- 9(tt)= Wn(Tk+' B



'



- TkBIx),



..



;



and hence the above relations yield by Theorem 5.3 that



i



r



mw



J - - i n m w e Thus' in order to get such sequences which are good for every W, for matrices with small mw an approximation argument is needed. Let X, Y and the sequence e,+O be given. We first claim that for a suitable sequence of positive integers k, with kJn+O the following statement is true: Setting



for every pair of stochastic matrices W :X+Y, it :X+Y such that IVfbla) - it(bla)lS 6,



for every a E X. b E Y



(5.12)



and for every x E X", B c Y n , the inequality 1 p(Tk*BIx)2 Wn(Blx)- - exp (- nc,,) 2



However, cp is monotone on both (- a,0 ) and (0, a)),and therefore, unless



(5.1 3)



holds. To prove this, notice that (5.12) implies the existence of a stochastic matrix @' :X+Y x Y having Wand p a s marginals, i.e, This, substituted into (5.9). yields by Lagrange's theorem such that



1w(b, bla) 2 1-6,IYI unless t,


for every a e X



.



b€Y



Hence



By the last property of @we have for every (y, f ) E Tml (x)



We concludethis series of estimates by a counterpart of Lemma 5.1. In fact, Lemma 5.1 and the next Lemma 5.4 are those results of this section which will be often used in the sequel.



LEMMA 5.4 (Blowing Up) To any finitesets X and Y and sequence 4 4 0



C -0 and a sequence q.41 there exist a sequence of positive integers I, with n such that for every stochastic matrix W :X-.Y and every n, x e X", B c Y n W"(Blx) hexp { -nc,,)



implies Wn(r'.Blx) 2 % .0



(5.10)



Thus our claim will be established if we show that for Z A Y 2 there exists a sequence 6,+0 (dependingon {e,,), IXI,IZl) such that for every:'%l X - 2 and
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x E X" 1 ~ ( T ~ w l b m ( x1 ) l1x-) - exp ( - n ~ , .) 2



(5.14)



To verify (5.14), denote by c(6) the minimum of D(VI1WIP) for all stochastic matrices V:X-rZ, W:X-rZ and distributions P on X such that IP(a)V(cla)- P(a)W(cla)lz6 for at least one pair (a, c) E X x Z. Then Lemma 2.6 and the Type Counting Lemma'give



Denoting by ij, the lower bound resulting from (5.16)for 1 A [,we have'ij,-rl as n+ w . Applying (5.13) once more (interchanging the roles of W and it), 1 the assertion (5.10) follows with l,A2kn+[, q,Af.- -exp 2 {-ne,).O



Choosing 6,-+0 suitably, this establishes (5.14) and thereby our claim that (5.12) implies (5.13). Notice that we are free to choose a, to converge to 0 as slowly as desired. We shall henceforth assume that



Problem



--



1. (Isoperimetric problem) The ndimensional Hamming space is {O,ljnwith the Hamming metric. In this space, a sphere with center y and radius m is the set Tm{y). (a) Check that Theorem 5.3 implies



Consider now an arbitrary W : X-rY and x EX", B c Y n for which



Approximate the matrix W in the sense of (5.12) by a



w :X-+Ysatisfying



-1



m



and apply Corollary 5.3 to the matrix and the set B Ark.B. Since by (5.13) we have mn(TkmBlx) hexp{ - ne, - I} , it follows, using also Lemma 5.2 (i), that for every positive integer 1



-



for every B c (0, I)", where L is an absolute constant. Prove that this bound is tight (up to the constant factor L ) if B is a sphere. (b)* Show that if B is a sphere in the Hamming space then every set B1c{O, 1)" with IB'I=IBI has boundary of size IdB'lhlaBl. (Harper (1966); for further geometric properties of the Hamming space, cf. Ahlswede-Katona (1976).) 1 2. Show that if A,cY", B,cYn, lim - dH(A,, B,)> 0, then for every n-m n distribution P on Y P"(A,). Pn(B,)-,O .



Here K is the constant from Theorem 5.3 and b>O is another absolute constant. By (5.15), there exists a sequence of positive integers ( such that



3. For a set B c (0, 1)" denote by d(B) the largest integer d for which there exists a ddimensional Hamming subspace of (0,l)" with the property that the piojection of B onto this space is the whole {O,ljd. Show that if 1 d(B") > O lim - log lBnl> 0, then & n-r n n



Hint Show that for every B c (0, 1)" the relation



implies d(B)2 k. This can be proved by induction. For n= 1 the statement is obvious. Suppose that it is true for every n' i=O



(;).



Denote by B the set of those x s (0,I)"-' for which both Ix



and Ox are in B, and denote by B- the set of those x E (0, 1)"-' for which precisely one of lx and Ox is in B. Clearly, IBI=zIB+I+IB-~=IB+I+(B~~B-I.



Since



we have either



Apply the induction hypothesis to both sets and notice that



d(B)>,d(B')+ 1 . (Sauer (1972).)



Let g(n) denote the maximum cardinality of sets B c {O, 1)" with dB = B. Show that



4.



"-10



'



(Hamming (1950).)



Story of the results This section is based on Ahlswede43cs-Korner (1976). The key result Theorem 5.3 is their generalization of a lemma of Margulis (1974). The uniform version of their Blowing Up Lemma is new.



CHAPTER 2



Two-Terminal Systems



51. THE NOISY CHANNEL CODING PROBLEM



Let X and Y be finite sets. A (discrete)channel with input set X and output set Y is defmed as a stochastic matrix W :X-rY. The entry WCylx)is interpreted as the probability that if x is the channel input then the output will b e y . We shall say that two RV's X and Y are connected by the channel W if P Y I X =W , more exactly, if PYIX(yIx)=W(yIx)whenever Px(x)>O. A code for channels with input set X and output set Y is a pair of mappings (1;c p ) where f maps some finite set M = M, into X and cp maps Y into a finite set M'. The elements of M are called messages, the mapping f is the encoder and cp is the decoder. The images of the messages under f are called codewords. One reason for allowing the range of cp to differ from M is mathematical convenience; more substantial reasons will be apparent in $ 5. However, unless stated otherwise, we shall always assume M'D M. Given a channel W :X-Y, a code for the channel W is any code (f,c p ) as above. Such a code and the channel W define a new channel T : M-rM', where % .



~ ( m ' l mA) W(cp-'(mt)lf (m))



(m E M, m' E M')



is the probability that using the code (f,c p ) over the channel W the decoding results in m', provided that m was actually transmitted. The probability of erroneous transmission of message m is



The maximum probability oferror of the code (f,cp) is



If a probability distribution is given on the message set M, the performance of the code can be evaluated by the correspondingoverall probability of error. 2 In particular, the overall probability of error corresponding to equiprobable messages is called the average probability of error of the code (5 cp):



The channel coding problem consists in making the message set M possibly large while keeping the maximum probability of error epossibly low. We shall solve this problem in an asymptotic sense, for channels W" :Xn-rY". Intuitively speaking, the "channel" of the communication engineer operates by successively transmitting symbols, one at each time unit, say. Its operation through n time units or "n uses of the channel" can be modeled by a stochastic matrix W, :X"-+Ynwhere W,(ylx) is the probability that the input x = x , . . .x, results in the output y = y , . . .y,. In other words, the n-length operation of the physical channel is described by the mathematical channel W, : Xn+Y". This means that the mathematical model of a physical'channel is of channels in the mathematical sense. Of course, a sequence { W, :Xn+Y"}: not every sequence of stochastic matrices W, :X"+Yn is a proper model of a physical channel. With some abuse of terminology, justified by the intuitive background, a ! sequence {W, :Xn+Yn),"= will also be called a (discrete) channel. (Lateriin this book, the term channel will be used also for some other families'of individual channels.) The finite sets X and Y are called the input a l p M e t and the output alphaber of the channel { W, :Xn+Y"},"= Within this framework, noiseless channels are characterized by the condition that W, is the identity matrix, for every n. Given { W, :Xn-.Y"},", ,,one is interested in the trade-off between the size of the message set and the probability of error for the channel W,, as n-. a.In this book, the discussion will be centered around the special case W,= W", where



,



,



,.



Wn(ylx)P



n W(y,IxJ -



i=l



,



A sequence of channels {Wn: X"-+Y"},", is called a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) with transition probabilities W This DMC is denoted by { W :X+Y} or simply { W}. An n-length blockcode for a channel {W, :X"+Yn},", is acode (f, cp) for the



,



1



channel W,. The rate of such a code is - log IM,I. Note that for an error-free n transmission of messages m E M, over a binary noiseless channel log IMrI binary digits are needed. Thus transmitting messages over the given channel 1



by means of the code (f, cp), one channel use corresponds to - log lM,l uses of n the "standard" binary noiseless channel. Of course, such a comparison makes sense only if the error probability of the code is reasonably small.



,



An n-length block code for the channel { W, : Xn+Yn)2= with maximum probability of error e(W,,f, cp)S&will be called an (n, E)-code. DEFINITION 1.1 Given O ~ E 1,< a non-negative number R is an E-achievablerate for the channel { W, :X"+Yn),"= if for every b>O and every sufficiently large n there exist (n, E)-codes of rate exceeding R - 6. R is an achievable rate if it is E-achievable for all O < E < 1. The supremum of E-achievable resp. achievable rates is called the E-capacity C, resp. the capacity C of the channel. 0



,



REMARK



lim C,= C. 0 c-0



In this Section, we shall determine the capacity of a DMC, showing, in particular, that C>O except for trivial cases. This fact, i.e., the possibility to transmit messages over a noisy channel at a fixed positive rate with as small probability of error as desired, is by no means obvious at first sight; rather, it has been considered as a major result of information theory. It will also turn out that in case of a D M C C,=C for every O < ~ t l . More generally, by using properties of typical sequences established in Section 1.2, we shall obtain asymptotic results on the maximum rate of (n, E)codes with codewords belonging to some prescribed sets A,,cXn. This maximum rate will turn out to be asymptotically independent of &andrelated to the minimum size of sets B c Y" which have "large" W"( . Ix)-probability for every x E A,. DEFINITION 1.2 A set B c Y is an 7-image (0 t q,< 1) of a set A cxover a channel W :X-.Y if W(BIx) 2 q for every x E A. The minimum cardinality of q-images of A will be denoted by g&, q). 0 If (Jcp) and (f;+) are codes for a channel W : X-Y, we shall say that (f;ij) is an extension of (Jcp), or (f, cp) is a subcode of ij), if Mf c M,- and f ( m ) = f(m) for m e Mr. Notice that no assumption is made on the relationship of rp and @.



(x



LEMMA 1.3 (Maximal Code) For O < T < E 


3



$1. THENOISY CHANNEL CODING PROBLEM and the rate of the code satisfies
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(cf. Lemma 1.2.12). it follows that WR(Blx)> E - r for every x E A .



(1.3)



Thus. by Delinition 1.2,



provided that'



n hno(lXI. IYI. r ) . 0



COROLLARY 1.3 F o r T. E E (0.1 ). to every DMC W :X-Y) and distribution P o n X there exists an (n, &)code(f,cp) such that for every m E M, (i) I ( m ) e Tipl (ii) cp-'(mK TFwl(l(m))



.-



and the rate of the code is at least IfP, W)-2r. n Lno(lXl. IYI. r, 4. 0



provided that



REMARK We shall actually prove that (1.2) holds for every (n. ode satisfying (i), (ii)of the Lemma that has no extension with the same propert&. The namenMaximal Code Lemma"refers to this. Condition (ii) is a tedhiical one; the main assertion of the lemma is the existence of (n,~)-codeswith codewords in A and of rate satisfying (1.2). 0



I !



Proof Let (1;cp) be an (n, +code satisfying (i). (ii) that has no extension with the same properties. and set



Fig. 1.1 Maximal code



if no (n.&)-codesatisfies (i). (ii). we set M = 6AQ. Notice first that if we had



W"(Tpq(l)- Bli)>E1 - E for some l c A, then the code (1;cp) would have an extension satisfying (i). (ii). contradicting our assumption. This can be seen by adding the new message P to the message set and setting f(m)&i. Now if for y E Tcwl(i)- B we modify the decoder accordingly. requiring cp(y)Atit, we obtain the promised extension. This contradiction proves that Wn(Tlwl(x)- B)x)< 1 - G for every x E A .



-



On the other hand, by (ii) and Lemma 1.2.13. for sufficiently large n (depending on 1x1, IY(, r )



Comparing this with the previous inequality we obtain IMI Lgw-(A. G-r) exp ( -n(H( WIP)+ r): proving (1.2). The Corollary is immediate as by Lemma 1.2.14



Since for sulficiently large n (depending on 1x1, IY1.r) Wn(T~wl(x)lx) 2 1 - r for every x EX"



Ti,



' Actually. no depends also on the sequences 16,;. occurring in the definition of Ti,, ,Ix):following the Della-Convention 1.2.1 1. this dependence is suppressed.



if n is sufficiently large (depending on and



1x1,IYI, r, E) .



A counterpart of the existence result Lemma 1.3 is given by



TWO-TERMINAL SYSTEMS
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LEMMA 1.4 For every E. T E (O,1), if (f,cp) is an (n. &)code for the DMC { W :X-Y such that all the codewords belong to the set A c TFp,, then 1 n



By Corollary 1.3, for every OCE< 1 and every distribution P on X, the mutual information I(P. W) is an &-achievablerate for the DMC { W). Hence



1 n



C,z maxI(P, W ) .



- ~o~IM,I


P



In order to prove the opposite inequality, consider an arbitrary (n, &)-code for the D M C { W) and denote by M the corresponding message set M,. For any type P of sequences in X". let M(P) be the set of those messages which are encoded into sequences of type P. i.e.,



whenever n zno(lXI, IYI. T). 0 COROLLARY 1.4 For every E,7 E (0, I), if (f,cp) is an (n, &)-codefor the DMC {W :X-Y) such that all the codewords belong to TFpl, then



1 -log IM,I


,



T~). M ( P ) A { ~ ME : By Corollary 1.4, for every T > 0, every type P and suficiently large n



whenever n zno(lXI. IYI. T,E). 0 Proof Let (f,cp) be any (n.~)codefor the DMC {W). such that A'&{ f ( m ) : m ~M,)cA. Let further B c Y n be an (E+T)-imageof A'.f& - -. which IBI=gW.(A',~+r). As e , = l - W " ( c p - ' ( m ) l f ( m ) ) s ~ . we have Wn(Bncp-'(m)l f ( m ) ) Z r for every m E M,. Hence, applying Lemma 1.2.14 we see that for n large enough (depending on 1x1, IYI and T)



Now, since the sets cp-'(m) are disjoint.



1 IBncp-'(m)lhIMI .exp[n(H(WIP)-T)] . As A' c A implies gw.(A', E + r )sgw.(A, E + T).the lemma follows. gw.(A', E + T ) = I B I ~



m e M,



In order to prove the Corollary, notice that by Lemma 1.2.10 TFpwl,.is an ( E + T)-imageofevery subset of Tfq,, provided that 6 : =26,IXI. Consequently, the Corollary follows from the firsi statement of Lemma 1.2.13. The capacity of a DMC can be determined by combining Corollaries 1.3 and 1.4. THEOREM 1.5 (Noisy Channel Coding Theorem) For any O


where the last maximum refers to RV's connected by channel W. 0 Prooj' Since I(P. W) is a continuous function of the distribution P, the maximum is, in fact, attained.



IM(P)IS exp {n(l(P. W ) + ~ T ) ) . A



(1.4)



Thus, by the Type Counting Lemma, I M I = x ( M ( P ) I s ( n + l)lXImaxIM(P)IS P



P



where P runs over the types of sequences in Xn. Clearly, we further increase when taking the maximum for all PD's on X. Hence C,Smax 1(P, W). 0 P



(1.5)



COMMENT The mathematical significance of Theorem 1.5 is that it makes possible to compute channel capacity to any desired degree of accuracy, at least in principle (the question of actual computation will be considered in Section 3). The fact that capacity equals the maximum mutual information of RV's connected by the channel reinforces the intuitive interpretation of mutual information. It should be pointed out that although the proof of Theorem 1.5 suggests that (n, &)codeswith rate close to capacity can be constructed in an arbitrary manner by successive extension, such a construction would involve an insurmountable amount of computation, even for moderate block lengths. Thus, Theorem 1.5 should be considered an existence result. Its practical significance consists in clarifying the theoretical capabilities of communication systems. This provides an objective basis for evaluating the effciency of actual codes by comparing them with the theoretical optimum. Similar comments apply to ail the other coding theorems treated in the sequel. 0



Theorem 1.5 was obtained as a consequence ot the asymptotically coinciding lower and upper bounds of Corollaries 1.3 and 1.4. It is less obvious but easily follows from the results of 5 1.5 that the lower and upper bounds of Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 alsoCoincideasymptotically. The proof of this fact relies on LEMMA1.6 Foreveryr,~',e"~(O,l),DMC{W: X-rY)andsetAcX" we have



whenever n hn,(lXI, IYI, T, e', Proof



E")



.0



Proof



The statement is a combination of Lemmas 1.3, 1.4 and 1.6.



THEOREM 1.9 For any 7, E', e" G (0, l), every DMC { W : X+Y) and set AcXn IC(A, e') - C(A, &")I< r, whenever n Zn,(lXI, IYI. r, e'. e"). 0 COROLLARY 1.9 If &'>enand n hn,(lXI, IYI, r, e', en);then every (n, el)code (f ',cp') for the DMC { W} has a subcode (f ",@"' with maximum 1 1 probability of error less than e" and with rate n log IM,..I >-n log IMrI - r . 0 Proof Suppose el> en. Then C(A, e') - C(A, e") 2 0. To prove the other inequality, notice that the sets



Let el>e", say. Then clearly



A(P)4A n TP Further, by the Blowing Up Lemma 1.5.4 and Lemma 1.5.1, there exists a sequence {In)such that for suffiiently large n (depending on E', e", 1x1and M) 1



1



-n log IT'-BI - log 101< r for every B c Y n n



partition A as P runs over the types of sequences in Xu.By the Type Counting Lemma,for sufficiently largen (dependingon r) there exists a type P such that A'AA(P') yields 7 C(A', E')2 C(A, e') - 2' (1.7)



(1.6)



and Wn(r'-Blx)he' if Wn(BIx)Ls". Now if B is an &"-imageof A with lBl =gw(A,e"), the last relation means that T1.B is an &'-imageof A. Thus I ~ ~ * B I L S ~8'). .(A,



By Lemma 1.8, ifn is large enough (dependingon 1x1, IYI,el, e", r) then both for and e = e"



E = e'



I



C(A',E) --loggw. I



3



A',-



I;.



+H(WJP) 


(1.7) and (1.8) imply



This and (1.6) complete the proof. 0 DEFINITION 1.7 The &-capacityC(A, E)=CW(A,E)of a set A c X nis the all codewords of which maximum rate of those (n, e)-codes for the DMC {W) belong to A. 0



This proves the Theorem. The Corollary follows by taking for A the codeword set off'.



LEMMA 1.8 For any T,E', E"E(0, 1). distribution P on X, DMC {W: X-Y} and set A c T f f l we have



Finally, we determine the limiting &capacityin a particular case. More than an interesting example, the next result will be useful in later sections. THEOREM 1.10 For every q, e, r E (0,l) and every DMC { W : X+Y} P"!A)Lq



provided that n hno(lX1,IYb T,E', e'). 0



implies Cw(A,e)hl(P, W)-3r,



whenever n zn,(lXI. IYI. T, e, q) . 0
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TWO-TERMINAL SYSTEMS



1



4



Consider the set A ~ nTfpl. A By Lemma 1.2.12, for n z n , we have



Proof



i.,%I 1



'l



P " ( A ) ~- .In virtue of Lemma 1.3 it is sufficient to prove that for some n z n , 2 we have 1 -IO~~~(A,E-T)LH(Y)-~T n



1 " c(x)A- c(xi) for x =x,x, n,,,



1



. . . x,,



..



and the constrainr upon the codewords is c(f (m)) r T for some fixed number f. Definition 1.1 can be modfied incorporating this additional constraint on possiblecodes so that one arrives at the notion of the &-capacityresp. capacity of a channel under input constraint (c, f ) , denoted by C,(T) resp. C(T). These capacities are defined if f 2 f, A min c(x). For a DMC { W), setting xox



we have



ref,. o Proof



Let B c Ynbe any (E -T)-image of A. Then, by definition. (PW)"(B)2-tl (E- T) -2 and hence the above inequality follows by Lemma 1.2.14. For proper modeling of certain engineering devices it is necessary to incorporate into our model the possibility that not every combination of the elements of the input alphabet of the channel can be used for transmission. The physical restriction on possible channel input sequences can often be given in terms of a non-negativefunction c(x)defined on the input alphabet X. This function is extended to X" by ,



where the last maximum refers to RV's connected by the channel W and such that Ec(X)ST. The capacity C(T) is a nondecreasing concave function of



'.



1



;I;



?IL



Write, for a moment,



The maximum is attained as I(P, W) is a continuous function of P. Clearly, e ( f )is a nondecreasing function of T; tocheck itsconcavity,suppose that P I resp. P, maximize I(P, W) under the constraint c(P) 6 f , resp. c ( P ) s T 2 . Then by the concavityof I(P, W) as a function of P (Lemma 1.3.5), we have for arbitrary a E (0,l)



. 4 1I a



:i



l



:I 5



i/ iI



.",I



where ~ & a P , + (-a)P,. l As c ( P ) = a c ( P , ) + ( l - a ) c ( P 2 ) s a T l+ ( l-a)f,, (1.9) gives aC(T,)+(l - a ) e ( T , ) ~ e ( a r , + ( l - a ) T , ) , as claimed. For T=TO,the assertion C,(f )= e ( T )follows from Theorem 1.5, applying it to the DMC with input alphabet Xo A {x :c(x)= f O }c X. Thus suppose that r>rw If P is any PD with c(P)< T, we have for every x E TCPl= Tfflg.



q ( r ) 4 {X: x E Xn, C(X)5r ) , if n is sufficiently large. Hence. by Corollary 1.3, I(P, W) is an achievable rate for the DMC { W)under input constraint (c, T). On account of the continuity of e(T) (implied by its concavity), it follows that



Clearly, C ( f )5C, and for sufficiently large T the equality holds. For distributions P on X write



To complete the proof, it suffices to show that The hitherto results easily imply THEOREM 1.11 For any E E (0,l)and f z T othe~capacityof the DMC { W) under the input constraint (c, T) is C,(T)= C ( f ) =



max I(P, W)= max l(X A Y) P:c(P)Lr



!G



i



c , ( T ) ~e ( f ) for every 0 < E < 1.



i



We proceed analogously to the proof of (1.5). If (f, cp) is an arbitrary (n, E)code for {W}meeting the input constraint (c, f), let M(P) be the set of those messages m E M, for which f (m) is of type P ; by assumption, M(P) is nonvoid only if c(P)S T . Thus, by Corollary 1.4 and the Type Counting Lemma



!



(1.10)



,



establishing (1.10).



When proving Theorems 15 and 1.1 1, we have actually proved a bit more than asserted. In fact, (1.5) and (1.10) only mean that it is impossible to construct (n, &)codesfor every suffiiently large n with rates exceeding the claimed value of the capacity by some fixed 6>0.We have proved that such codes do not exist for my suffiently large n. For its conceptual importance we note this fact as THEOREM 1.12 For any sequence (f,,cp,) of (n, &)-codesfor the DMC {w} satisfying the input constraint (c, T),



1 1



;



-1 lim - log IMLI C(T). 0 0



1. (a) Let (f,cp) be a code for a channel W.X-rY with message set Mf = M.



s



1



n-oo



Show that D(WJ cp)se(Wf, cp), and for some 6l c M with



COROLLARY 1.12 The functions c k ( r ) 4 max P:c(P)ST



-where



82 IMI. the -



restriction f of f to IQ yields e(Wf, cp)422(Wf, cp). (b) Consider a DMS {S,}:, with alphabet S and generic distribution P. Given E>O,6 >O and any code (f,cp) for a channel W: X+Y with message set of size IM I Lexp {k(H(P)+6)), kLk,(lSI, &,a),



1



- I(P, Wk)



k



the maximum refers to arbitrary PD's on Xk--satisfy c k ( r ) = c , ( r ) = c ( r ) for k=2,3,



. .. . 0



construct a code (f ',cp') for the same channel which has message set Mr 4Sk and overall probability of error



Proof By Theorem 1.11, kCk(T)is the capacity under input constraint (c, r)of the DMC {@} with input alphabet Xkand output alphabet Yk,where @A Wk. Every (nk, &)-codefor the DMC {W} is an (n, &)codefor and conversely. Thus on account of Theorem 1.12 the capacity of the DMC {@) under input constraint (c, r)equals kC(T).



{w)



6



converse. Notice that for a DMC more than this is true, namely, every "bad code has a "good" subcode of "almost" the same rate (Corollary 1.9). Some authors include into the very concept of capacity the validity of the strong converse, saying in the opposite case that the channel has no capacity. By the definition we have adopted, every channel { W, :Xn+Yn},", has a capacity. However, Definition 1.1 reflects a "pessimistic point of view" 1 inasmuch as it defines C,as the supremum of lim - log IMLI for sequences of n-co n (n, &)-codes(f,,rp,). An optimist's candidate for C, might have been the -1 supremum of lim - log IMLI By Theorem 1.12, for a DMC these definitions "- m n coincide.



DISCUSSION The typical results of information theory are ot asymp totic character and relate t o the existence of codes with certain properties. Theorems asserting the existence of codes are often called direct results while those asserting non-existence are called converse results. A combination of such results giving acompkte asymptotic solution of a code existence problem is called a coding theorem (such as Theorems 1.5 and 1.1 1 or the earlier Theorems 1.1.1,1.4.1 etc.). in particular, a result stating that for every E E ( 4 1 ) the &-achievablerates are achievable rates as well, is called a strong



I



i



1 Pk(s)e,(Wf ',cp'j $e(Wf, cp) +



E.



srSk



2. Given an encoder f for a channel W: X-rY, show that the average probability of error is minimized iff cp :Y-rM is a maximum likelihood decoder, i.e., iff cp satisfies



Find a decoder minimizing the overall probability of error corresponding to an arbitrary fixed distribution on M.



3. (a)Show that thecapacity ofany channel { W, :Xn-rYn}remains thesame if achievable rates are defined using the condition P s E rather than e 4 ~ .



(b) Check that the capacity of a DMC equals the reciprocal of the LMTR (cf. Introduction) for the transmission over the given DMC of a DMS with binary alphabet and uniform generic distribution, provided that the probability of error fidelity criterion is used. (c) Show that the capacity of a DMC { W} is positive unless all rows of W are identical. Hint Use Theorem 1.5. 4.



(Zero-error capacity) (a) Check that in general Co # limC,( = C). r-0



(b) Co is positive iff there exist x , EX. x2 E X such that W(ylx,)W(ylx,)=O for every y E Y. (Shannon (19561.)



5. ( Weak converse) (a)Give a direct proof ofcorollary 1.12 using only the properties of mutuaf information established in 5 1.3. (b) Use this result to show that C ( T ) s max l(P, W). This weaker form of c(P)sr the converse part of Theorem 1.11 is called a weak converse. (c) When defining C(T),the input constraint c(f (m))$ r has been imposed individually for every m E M/ . Show that the result of (b) holds also under the weaker average input constraint



where



(Invalidicy of strong converse) Let {W,:Xn-+Yn} be the mixture of and O t a t 1 set two DMC's, i.e., for some @: x+Y, W: X-Y ~ , ( ~ l x ) & a * ( ~ l x (1 ) +- U ) @ " ( ~ ~Show X ) . that the capacity of this channel and { w } have the same capacity. does depend on E, unless {I?') (Wolfowitz (1963).) 6.



7. (Random selection of channel codes) Given a DMC { W: X+Y} and a distribution P on X, associate with any encoder f : M -+ Tfpl a decoder rp :Yn-+M' as follows: (i) if there is a unique element of M for which the pair (f (m), y) is typical.with respect to the joint distribution Q on X x Y determined by P and W then put rp(y)bm; (ii) if there is no such m or there are several ones then put cp(y)P m ' E M'- M. Now for every n and message set M, select an encoder f :M,-+Tfpl at random, so that each codeword f(m) is selected from Tepl with uniform distribution, independently of all the others. Show that the expectation of P( W".J rp) for the resulting randomly selected codes tends to 0 as n-+ a: provided that -1 lim - log lM,I < 1(P. W). n



Conclude that these randomly selected codes satisfy Corollary 1.3 with probability tending to 1. Hint The expectation of Oequals that of em,for any fixed m E M,. Clearly,



(Fano (1952, unpublished); cf. Fano (1961).) Hint Any code ( J rp) defines a Markov chain M e Xne Y" e M', where M is uniformly distributed over M,, X n P f(M), X" and Y" are connected by channel Wn and M' &q(Yn).Then log IM, I =H(MIM1)+l(M A M'). Bound the first term by Fano's Inequality. Further, notice that by the Data Processing Lemma, P. 1.3.2 and the Convexity Lemma 1.3.5 one has ~ W), 1(M AM')^ l l ( X i Y,)snl(P, i= l



+



Wn(ylx) Pr {(f (61). y) E T b l for some m # m}]. Y : (x. Y) E TIQl



P(x)W(ylx),the Denoting by @: Y-+X the backward channel, i.e., @(xly)& ( PW) (Y relation (x, y ) E TeQl implies x E Teq(y ). Thus Pr {(f (m), y) E TTQ1 for some whence by Lemma 1.2.13 the assertion follows. (This proof was sketched by Shannon (1948).)



8. (Capacity of simple channels) (a)The DMC with X=Y = ( 4 1 ) and W(110)= W(OIl)=p iscalled a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover probability p. Show that the capacity of this BSC is C = 1 - h(p). (b) Given an encoder f, a decoder is called a minimum distance decoder if



I



4



1 the 2 maximum likelihood decoders are just the minimum distance decoders. (c) The DMC with X= {O, 1). Y = {O,l, 2) and



for every y cYm.Show that for a BSC with crossover probability p


iscalled a binary erasurechannel (BEC). Showthat for this channel C = 1 -p. 9. Let W:X-.Y be a stochastic matrix and *:R-.Y be a maximal submatrix of W consisting of linearly independent rows. Show that the DMC's { W} and { i t }have the same capacity. (Shannon (1957b).)



I



10. (Symmetric channels) Let the rows of W be permutations of the same distribution P and let also the columns of W be permutations of each other. Show that in this case the capacity of the DMC { W} equals log IYI - H(P). (Shannon (19481.)



I



11. (Linear channel codes) Let X be a Galois field. An (n, k) linear code for a channel with input alphabet X is an n-length block code (f,cp) with message set M, AXk such that f (m)PmF where m E Xkdenotes the message and F is some k x n matrix over the field X. Further, (f,cp) is a shijted linear code if f (m) P r n +xo ~ for some fixed xo c X". (a) Show that if W: X+X is a channel with additive noise, i.e., W(ylx)= = P(y -x) for some fixed distribution P on X, then the capacity of the DMC { W) can be attained by linear codes. In other words, for every E E (0,1), S>O k and sufficiently large n there exist (n, k) linear codes with - log 1x1> C - S n and maximum probability of error less than E. A simple example of channels with additive noise is the BSC of P.B(a). (Elias (1955).)



Hint



Letg :x"+xtbe theencoder ofa linear sourcecode with probability



L



of error less than E for a DMS with generic distribution P. By P.1.1.7, -can n



H(P) .Now set k An - k, and consider a linear channel be arbitrarily close to 1% 1x1 code whose codewords are exactly those x c Xn for which g(x)=O. (b) For any { W : X+Y), determine the largest R for which there exist shifted linear codes with ratesconverging to R and with average probability of error tending to 0. Show that this largest R equals l(Po,W), where Po is the uniform distribution on X. (Gabidulin (1967).) Hint Select the shifted linear encoder f at random, choosing the entries of the matrix F and of the vector xo independently and with uniform distribution from X. For each particular selection of f consider the corresponding maximum likelihood decoder. Show that if klog 1x1< n(l(Po, W) - 6) then the expectation of the average probability of error of this randomly selected code (f,cp) tends to 0.The converse follows from Fano's 1nequality.cf. the hint to P.5. (Product of channels) The product of two channels Wl :XI +Yl and W,:X,-Y, is thechannel W, x W,:X, xX2+Yl xY, defined by



12.



Show that the capacity of the DMC {Wl x W,} equals the sum of the capacities of the DMC's {W,} and {W,}. 13. (Sum of channels) The sum of two channels Wl : Xl+Yl W, :X,+Y, with XlnX2=Y ,nY, =0 is the channel



and



Show that the capacity of the DMC { W, @ W,} equals log (exp C, +exp C,) where Ci is the capacity of the DMC { 41. (Shannon (1948).)



I



I



COMPARISON O F CHANNELS (Problems 14-16) 14. A channel @: X+Z is a degraded version of a channel W: X+Y if there i.e. exists a channel V: Y+Z such that @equals the product matrix



Show that in this case to every n-length blocksode (1;@)for the DMC { @) there exists a block-code (f,rp)for the DMC { W) (with the same encoder f ) such that I(Wn,f, ~p)sI(*, I,@)..(Intuitively,the channel is interpreted as a noisy observation of the output y of the channel Wn.)



15. A DMC { W :X-Y] is better in the Shannon sense than a DMC {p:R+?} if to each code for @" there exists a code for Wmwith the same message set and not larger average probability of error, n = 1.2, .. .. (a) Show that for any channels U :x-X, W :X-Y, V: Y-7 the DMC {W) is better in the Shannon sense than {V}if I?' A U WV. Further, ifa DMC {W: X-Y} is better in the Shannon sense than both of {R:P-7). i= 1.2, then {W} is also better than {a@, +(1 -a)V2}, for every O s a s 1. (Shannon (1958).) (b) Give an example of DMC's where { W} is better in the Shannon sense than {p} but @cannot be represented as a convex combination of channek obtained from W as in (a). (Karmaiin (1964).) 1-26 Hint S e t @ ( :
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1-28 l a n d
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Hint Show by induction that (*) implies I(XnhYn)>,l(XnAZ") whenever P,.,,.= W". Pax.= checking first for Yn ++ X" + Zn the identity I(xnA yn)-l(XmA r)= [I(XmA YnIYn-') - I(XnA Zn[Ym-')] + +[r(xn-' Y ~ - ~ I z ,-) 1(Xn-l AZ"-~IZ,,)]. For proving the relation "morecapable" one may supposc A c T> Show that then for some q= q(IY(, r)



1 n l(XnA Z")> Cw(A E ) -7, apply Lemma 1.8. if Pr {XnE A) = 1. Letting (K6mer-Marton



(1977a). For more on this, cf. P.3.3.11.)



Hint Use P.1.2.10 for lower bounding gwm(T",E). 18. (Maximum mutual information decoding) For two sequences x EX": y E YndefineI(x A y) as the mutual informationof RVs with joint distribution P,,. Given an n-length block-encoder f: M-Xn for a DMC { W: X-Y), a MMI decoder is a cp :Y"-M satisfying



(a)Show that for any DMC, there exists a sequence ofencoders j" with rate converging to C such that if cpn is a MMI decoder then e( W", 1".cp,)-rO. The significance of the MMI decoder is that unlike the maximum likelihood decoder it depends only on the encoder and not on U! (Goppa (1975)) Hint A more general result will be proved in Q 5.



6 The DMC { W: X-Y} is more capable than a DMC { @: X-Z} if for every 0 < ~ < 1 , 6 > 0 , n & n ~ ( ~ . 6 ) aAcXn n d we have CW(A,&)>,Cw(A,&)-6. show that this holds iff l(P, W)zI(P, V ) for every distribution P on X



17. (Constant composition codes) Show that for a DMC {W:X-.Y) Corollary 1.3 remains true also if the codewords are required to have type exactly P, provided that Pis a possible type of sequences in Xn.Conclude that cpn)with rate tending to C and such that there exist n-length block codes (L. the codewords f,(m), m E ML have the same type P,.



(b)In case of a binary channe1,show that for a given y E (0.1 in an x E (0.1)" maximizes l(x A y) ifl dH(x1y)=O or n. Further, if the types of x and y are fixed, then I(x A y) is a function of dH(x,y); show that this function is convex. 19. (Several input constraints) Consider a DMC (W: X-Y3 with several input constraints (cj. Ti),j = I, . . .,r on the admissible codewords, and define the capacities Cc(Tl, . .,r,), C(T,, . . .,T,). Show that they are equal to maxl(P. W) where the maximum is taken for PD's P on X such that cj(P)Srj, j = 1. . . .,r.



.



20. (Output constraint) Consider a DMC { W: X-Y: and let c ( y )20 be a given function of ~ E extended Y to Y" by c(y)h-1 C" r ( y i ) (y=yl . . . ):I. "



.'i=1



Suppose that for some physical reason, the decoder is unable to accept any meM if for the received sequence c(y)>f. Define the &-capacity resp. capacity of the DMC {W) under this output constraint, i.e., admitting only such codes (f,cp) for which c(y)>T implies cp(y)$ M. Show that these capacities are equal to max I(X A Y ) for RV's connected by the channel W and such that Ec( Y) f.



ZERO-ERROR CAPACITY AND GRAPHS (Problems 21-23)



21. With any channel W: X-+Y let us associate a graph G=G(W) with vertex set X such that two vertices x' EX and X"E X are adjacent iff ~ graph G, let a(G) be the maximum W(ylx')W(ylx")>Ofor some y E Y. F Oany number of vertices containing no adjacent pair. (a) Show that the zeroerror capacity C, of { W) depends only on the graph G= G(W) and that C , z log a(G). (b) Defme the product of two graphs G, and G, so that if G, =G(W,), G, = G(W,) then G, x G, = G(W, x W,). Show that a(G, x G,)Za(G,)a(G,) and give an example for the strict inequality.



1



Hint Prove that G" is perfect for every n ;2 1 imrhc.adjacency of vertices is an equivalence relation in G. T o this end, nonce that if L is a graph with 3 vertices and 2 edges, then L3 has a pentagon subgraph. (Korner (1973c).)



24. (Remainder terms in the Coding Theorem) For a DMC {W: X-rY], denote by N(n, E)the maximum message set size of (n, &)-codes. (a) Show that to every E>O there exists a constant K=K(IXI, IYI, E) such + for every n. that exp { n c- K&) $ N(n, E)s e x p { n ~ K&} (Wolfowitz (1957).) (b)* Prove that 1 n c - &.Trnin+~,, log n if 0 < E 


Hint Let G, = G, be a pentagon. 1 (c) Show that C, = lim - log a(Gn)where G= G( W). ,,-% n (Shannon (1956).) Remark Determining this limit for a general G is an open problem. Even the simplest non-trivial case, the pentagon, had withstood attacks for more than 1 20 years. until Lovksz (1979) proved that for this case C, = -log 5 . It is 2 interesting to notice that the zeroerror capacity of the product of two channels (cf. P.12) may be larger than the sum of their zero-error capacities, as shown by Haemers (1979). 22. For a graph G with vertex set X. let /?(G)be the minimum number of subsets of X consisting of mutually adjacent vertices. the union of which equals X. (a) Show that for any G and natural number n, [/?(G)72/?(Gn)2 2a(Gn)2[a(G)J' . Conclude that if G = G( W) has the property P(G)=a(G) then C, = log a(G). (b)* Let { W: X-Y) be a DMC with output alphabet Y = (1, . . .,IYI) and such that for every XEX, { y : W(ylx)>O) is an interval in Y. A graph G corresponding to such a channel is called an intervalgraph. Show that in this case P(G) = a(G) and thus C, = log a(G) always holds. (Gallai (1958))



23. (Perfect graphs) The zero-error capacity problem stimulated interest in the class of graphs all subgraphs of which satisfy a(G')=/?(G') (G' is a subgraph of G if its vertex set is a subset of that of G and vertices in G' are adjacent iff they are,in G). Such graphs called perfect graphs have various



interesting properties, e.g., the complement of a perfect graph is also perfect, as conjectured by Berge (1962) and proved by Lovisz (1972). Show, however, that the product of two perfect graphs need not be perfect.



I



where IK,,,I is bounded by a constant depending on W and E while L = A(&)is defined as in P.1.1.8; Tminresp. T,,, is the minimum r a p . maximum standard deviation of the "information density" log W ( YIX) for RV's X and Y (PxW )( y connected by the channel W and achieving I(X A Y)= C . 1 (Strassen (1964); the fact that log N(n, E) -nC < - K& if E < - was proved 2 earlier for a BSC by Weiss (1960).)



I



25. (Variable length channel codes) A variable length code for a channel { W, :Xn-rY"},", is any code (1;cp) for the sum of the channzls W, (this sum channel, cf. P.13, has countable input and output sets X* and Y*). 1 The rate of a variable length code is defined as -loglMfI where



,



I I I



1



4f



l(f(m)) is the average codeword length. (It f(m)=n for I(f )AlMfl - m...-r M.... every m E M,, this gives the usual rate of an n-length block code.) (a) Prove ;hat for a DMC with capacity C every variable length code of )) where d(t)-0 average probability of error I has rate not exceeding C + 1-2 log (2et) as t-m. More exactly, 6(t) = -where e is the base of natural t logarithms.



(b) Prove the analogous result in case of an input constraint.



The error probabilities associated with the code ( J cp) are defined as in the non-feedback case, except that instead of (1.1) we now write ~ ( m ' l m ) PW,(cp-'(m1)lm). Prove that admitting codes with complete feedback does not increase the capacity of a DMC. (Shannon (1956), DobruSin (1958).) (b) Generalize the above model and result for variable length codes where the length of transmission may depend both on the message sent and the sequence received. As a further generalization, show that feedback does not increase the capacity per unit cost. (Csiszar (1973).)



Hint Show that for any X N and YN connected by the sum of the channels .. . (where X N=X I . ..XN, Y = Y ...YN are sequences of



W", n = 1, 2,



N



RV's of random length N),the condition E



c(Xi) S T . E N implies i= l



l ( x NA y N )



+



EN. C(T) log (eEN) .



Then proceed as in P.5. (A more precise result appears in Ahlswede-Gkcs (1977).) 26. (Capacity per unit cost) So far we have tacitly assumed that the cost of transmitting a codeword is proportional to its length. Suppose, more generally, that the cost of transmitting x =x,



. ..x, E X"



n



equals



1 c(xi) 151



where c is some given positive valued function on X. For an encod& f : Mp X * , let c(f ) be thearithmetic mean of thecosts of thecodewordsl~he capacity per unit cost of achannel { W , :X"+Yn) isdefined as the supremum of 1 lim -log lMXlfor sequences ofcodes (A,cp,) with IMLI+a, and average ,c(X) probability of error tending t o zero. w , W ),moreover, it Show that for a D M C {W), thiscapacity equals max P c(P) can be attained by constant composition block codes. Hint Cf. Problems 25 and 17.



27. (Feedback does not increase the capacity of a DMC)The previous code concepts have disregarded the possibility that at every time instant some information may beavailableat thechannel input about the previouschannel outputs. As an extreme case, suppose that at the encoder's end all previously received symbols are exactly known before selecting the next channel input (completefeedback). (a) An n-length block code with complete feedback for a DMC { W :X+Y) is a pair (j;cp) where the encoder f = (1,. . . .,f,)is a sequence of mappings j ; : M, x Yi-'+X and the decoder cp is a mapping cp :Yn+M' (M'I M/). Using the encoder f, the probability that a message m E M, gives rise to an output sequence y E Yn equals I



:



Hint Let M be a message RV and x N , YN the corresponding input and output sequences (of random length) when using a variable-length encoder f with complete feedback. Though I(XNA y N )now cannot be bounded as in the hint to P.25, show that I(M A y N )can, by looking at the decomposition



(Zero-error capacity withfeedback) Let Car be the zero-error capacity of a given D M C {W', when admitting block codes with complete feedback. (a) Show that Cos=O iff C, =O. Further, if C, is positive. Car may be larger than C,. (b)* Show that if C,>O then



28.



Co,r=max min { - log P



FEY



1



P(x)) .



x : W(JIX)>O



(Shannon (1956), who attributes the observation C,f Car to Elias, unpublished.) (c) Show that whenever W has at least onezero entry in a non-zero column, one can attain zero probability of error at any rate below capacity if variable length codes with complete feedback are admitted. (BurnaSev (1976).) Hinr One can build from any (n, c-:)-code (j'.cp) a variable length code with feedback that has almost the same rate (if n is large and e: is small) and zero probability of error. Pick x'EX, x"EX, y EY such that W(y'1x') > W(y'lxn)=O. To transmit message m, send first the codeword f(m). Then, depending on whether the received sequence y was such that cp(y)=rn



or not, send k times x'or k times x". If at least one of the last k received symbols was y' then stop transmission and decode m. Otherwise retransmit f (m) and continue as above.



52. RATE-DISTORTION TRADEOFF IN SOURCE CODING AND THE SOURCECHANNEL TRANSMISSION PROBLEM



Story of tbe results The Noisy Channel Coding Theorem (Theorem 1.5) was stated as Theorem 12 by Shannon (1948). He accepted the converse on an intuitive basis, and sketched a proof for thedirect part, elaborated later in Shannon (1957a).The first rigorous proof of the capacity formula of Theorem 1.5 appears in Feinstein (1954), who attributes the (weak) converse to Fano (1952, unpublished). Shannon (1948) also claimed the independence of C, of E (strong converse) though this was not proved until Wolfowitz (1957). The present proof of Theorem 1.5 via Corollaries 1.3 and 1.4 follows Wolfowitz . . (1957). In this section the noisy channel coding problem is presented in a ?o;e general framework than usual. Lemmas 1.3, 1.4 and 1.8 are streamlined versions of results in Kiirner-Marton (1977~).The proof techniqueof Lemma 1.3, i.e., the use of maximal codes originates in Feinstein (1954). cf. also Thomasian (1961). Lemma 1.6 was found by Ahlswede-Gacs-Kiirner (1976). Theorem 1.9 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.8; Corollary 1.9 was, however, proved earlier by Ahlswede-Dueck (1976).Theorem 1.10 appears in Thomasian (1961). Theorems 1.1 1 and 1.12 are hard to trace, cf. Thomasian (1961).



,



Let {Xi},", be a discrete source with alphabet X and let Y be another finite set called the reproduction alphabet. The sequences y eYkare considered the possibledistorted versions of the sequences x E Xk.Let thedegree ofdistortion be measured by a non-negative function dkwith domain Xkx Yk;the family d A {dh}c= of these functions is called the distortion measure. A k-length block code for sources with alphabet X and reproduction alphabet Y is a pair of mappings (f,cp) where f maps Xk into some finite set and cp maps the range of f into Yk.The mapping f is the source encoder and cp



,



:



, .



%



the source decoder. The rate of such a code is defined as I k log 11j'II.



.



Observe that a k-length block code for a source is a code in the sense of Section 1 for a noiseless channel, with message set M, 4 Xk and with M' A Yk. The reason for now defining the rate in terms of the range of j' (rather than its domain) will be apparent soon. As a result of the application of encoder f and decoder cp, a source output x E Xk is reproduced as g(x)Acp(f (x))eYk. The smaller the distortion dk(x,g(x)),the better a reproduction of x is provided by the code (jicp). We shall say that the source code (f,cp) meets the &-fidelitycriterion (d, A ) if Pr {dk(Xk, g(Xk)) A) 2 1- E . Instead of this local condition, one often imposes the global one that the source code should meet the average fidelity criterion (d, A), i.e., Edk(Xh,g(Xk))4d. Given a fidelity criterion, the source coding problem consists in constructing codes meeting the fidelity criterion and achieving maximum data compression, i.e., having rates as small as possible. The very first theorem in this book dealt with such a problem. DEFINITION 2.1 Given a distortion measured, a non-negative number R is an &-achievablerate at distortion level A for the source {Xi),", if for every 6 > 0 and sufficientlylarge k there exist k-length block codes of rate less than R + 6, meeting the &-fidelitycriterion (d, A). R is an achievablerateat distortion



,



1



2



3 4



level A if it is &-achievable for every O


I I



Proof The minimum in the definition of R ( P , A ) is achieved as I(P. W )is a continuous function of Wand the minimization is over a non-void compact set. The monotonicjty is obvious. The convexity,follows from that of I ( P , W ) as a function of W (Lemma 1.3.5) since d(P, W , ) S A , , d(P, W 2 ) S A 2imply d ( P , a W , + ( 1 -a)W2)$aA, + ( 1 -a)A, for any O


I



T o prove the joint continuity of R(P,A), suppose that P,+P, A,-rA. If A>O.pick some W : X - + Ysuch that d(P, W ) < A , I ( P , w) O as for fixed P the convexity of R(P, A ) implies its continuity. If A=O, pick a W :X+Y such that W(ylx)=O whenever d ( x , y)>O and I ( P , w ) = ~ ( P0.) . By the continuity of I(P, W ) and d(P. W ), it follows in both cases that for n suficiently large both 1(P,, W ) < 


lim R , ( A ) = R ( A ) . 0 c-0



The Adistortion rate might have been defined also by using the average fidelity criterion. For the DM model we shall treat, however, this approach leads to the same result, as it will be seen below. In thesequel we assume that the distortion between sequences is defined as the average of the distortion between their corresponding elements, i.e.,



1 ddx. y)=d(x, Y I P d(xi.yi) k 1 if x = x x,, y = y ,...y,.
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Iim R(P,, A,) ~ R ( PA,) .
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,



.-I



,



On the other hand, let W,: X-Y achieve the minimum in the definition of R(P,, A,). Consider a sequence of integers {n,) such that



(2:ij



In this case we shall speak of a n averaging disrorrion measure. Here d ( x , y ) is a non-negative valued function on X x Y . It will also be supposed that to every x E X there exists at least one y E Y such that d ( x ,y)=O. With some abuse of terminology, we shall identify an averaging distortion measure with the function d ( x ,y ) . We shall show that for a D M S with generic distribution P.



and W,,+ W , say. Since then d(P. W ) = tlim - a d(Pn,, W,,)= A, it follows that



B ( P , A ) S I ( P . W ) = lim I(Pn,, Wn,)= &R(P,, k-



'



R(A)=R(P.A)=



I(X A Y ) .



min P,=P EdlX. Y)SA



Temporarily, we denote this minimum by R(P, A), i.e.. we set



R(P.A ) &



min



I(P. W )



W:d(P.W l j A



where W ranges over stochastic matrices W : X-Y



and



Later, after having proved Theorem 2.3, no distinction will be made between R ( P , A ) and R ( P , A). LEMMA 2.2 For fixed P , R ( P , A ) is a finite-valued, non-increasing convex function of A 2 0 . Further. R(P.A ) is a continuous function of the pair (P, A ) where P ranges over the distributions on X and A z 0 . 0



6



5



A,).



1-0



THEOREM 2.3 (Rate Distortion n e o r e m ) For a DMS { X i ) , " , , with generic distribution P. we have for every O


R,(A)=R(A)=



Pmin X=P



I(X



A



Y). 0



Ed(x. Y l j A



Proof First we prove the existence part of the theorem, i.e., that R(P,A)is an &-achievable rate at distortion level A. T o this end we construct a : Y - X } and k-length block codes for the DMC {&I. "backward" DMC { I? Source codes meeting the &-fidelitycriterion (d, A ) will be obtained by choosing for source encoder the channel decoder and for source decoder the channel encoder. The point is that for this purpose channel codes with large error probability are needed. If A > 0, let X and Y be RV's such that Px = P. E d ( X , Y ) < A, and fix OO),considerthe DMC {I% : Y o - X ) with w 4- p x l y. Let ( f , 4)be a (k, &)codefor this DMC such that for every m E MI



and the code (3.4)has no extension with these properties. Then for sufficiently large k, (cf. (1.3) in the proof of Lemma 1.3), the set



U



B4



4-'(m)cXk



m e q



As X and Y were arbitrary subject to theconditions Px=P, Ed(X, Y )< A, it follows that R(P,A - 0 ) is an tiachievable rate at distortion level A. By the continuity of R(P,A), this proves the existence part of the Theorem for A >0. If A =0, we repeat the above construction starting from any RV's X and Y with Px =P, Ed(X, Y )=O. Notice that on account of (2.3), +(x)= m 6 MI implies W k ( x fl ( m ) )>0. Hence, by the condition Ed(X, Y )=O. the resulting source code (2.6) has the property that



satisfies



d(x. cp( f (x)))=O ;or



@ ' ( B l y ) ~ E - r for every y 6 Tty,.



Hence. as by Lemma 1.2.12 P y ~ ( T t y l ) + lwe , obtain



1



P(B)L Y



~ y * ( y ) @ ~ ( B2l ty-)2 r .



(2.4)



T~Y]



Further, if k is large enough then 1 - l o g l M j l < I ( X ~Y ) + 2 r , k



Thus R(P.0 ) is an &-achievable rate at distortion level 0. Now we turn to the (strong) converse. Somewhat more ambitiously, we shall prove the following uniform estimate: Given any E E (0, 1), 6 > 0 and distortion measured on X x Y, the rate of a k-length block code meeting the Efidelity criterion (d, d ) for a DMS with generic distribution P satisfies



2



(2.3)



by Corollary 1.4. The channel decoder 4 maps Xk into a set M ' Z JM j . We may assume that IM'I =IMjI + 1, for changing 4 outside B does not affect the conditions on (3.4).Now define a source code by f e ) A ~ ( x:)



x cB.



m ) if m ~ M j cp(m)4{ft arbitrary else '



Put dM4 max d(a, b). By (2.2) and (2.3). for x c B, y 4cp( f ( x ) )we have aeXbeY



y c TIyl and x c TfXly1(y), thus in virtue of Lemma 1.2.10



whenever k 2kg(&,6, d ) . Let (f.cp) be such a code, i.e., setting g(x)Acp(f (x)),suppose that



Fix some r>O to be specified later. Then by Corollary 1.2.14, the set A A { x :x



l TIpl,



d(x,g(x))SA}



has cardinality IAI



L exp { k ( H ( P -7)) )



(2.8)



if k 2k, (7, E, 1x1). For every fixed y EY' the number of sequences x EX' with joint type pXVy=Pis upper bounded by exp ( k ~ ( R l 8 )where ) 9,8 denote RV's with joint distribution P, cf. Lemma 1.2.5. Notice that d(x, y ) 6 A and x c TIPl imply This means that for k sufficiently large, every x c B is reproduced with distortion less than A. On account of (2.4) and (2.5). choosing r>O sufficiently small and B4 4 1 - E + ~ T , wearrive at a sourcecode ( f ,cp) that meets the &-fidelitycriterion (d,A ) and has rate



8 ) which maximizes ~ ( 2 8 )subject , to (2.9). Denoting Consider the pair (2, by C the set of those y c Y k which satisfy y =g(x) for some x E A, we have



TWO-TERMMAL SYSTEMS



128



As by Lemma 1.2.7 the relation (2.9) implies



COROLLARY 2.3 Set



I H ( P ) ~ H ( R< ) Ir



R,(A)P



Ed(Xm.Y " 1 6 A



if k is sufficiently large, (2.8) and (2.10) yield



where the minimum refers to RV's X" and Yn with values in X" resp. Yn such that Px. = Pn. Then



exp {~(H(&ZT)J ~1A161lg11 exp { k ( ~ ( x I ? ) + r ) } .



R,(A)=R,(A)=R(A)



Hence. putting P A Pd.



On account of the uniform continuity of R(P, A ) -which follows from Lemma 2.2 and the fact that R(P, A ) vanishes outside a compact set-the j' 6 choice T = - in (2.11) gives (2.7). A



4



COMMENTS Theorem 2.3 is as fundamental for source coding as are Theorems 1.5 and 1.10 for channel coding. and the comments to Theorem 1.5 apply to it, as well.These results have acommon mathematical background in Corollaries 1.3 and 1.4. Notice that the definition of &-achievable ratedistortion pairs contains a slight asymmetry. However, by Theorem 2.3 and the continuity of R(A), one sees that a pair (R. A ) is E-achievablefora DMS iff for every 6 > 0 and sufliciently large k there exist k-length block codes having rate less than R +b and satisfying Pr (d(Xk,g(Xk))sd+ 6) 3 1 - E. Finally. as R,(A) is the infimum of



over all sequences of mappings gk:Xk-+Yksatisfying Pr {d(Xk.gk(Xk))$A)2 2 1-E, Theorem 2.3 asserts that this infimum equals min



~(XAY).



Px=P Ed(X. Y ) S A



By (2.7), the previous infimum does not decrease if in (2.12)the %is replaced by b. i.e., once again, the "pessimistic" and the "optimistic" viewpoints lead to the same result. For channels, the analogous observation was stated as Theorem 1.12. 0 Corollary 1.12 has now the following analogue:



1 -I(Xn~Y")



min



for n=2,3, ... 0



Proof By Theorem 2.3. nRn(A) is the Adistortion rate of a DMS with alphabet X" and generic distribution P".Clearly. k-length block codes for the latter DMS meeting the &-fidelitycriterion (d. A ) are the same as nk-length block codes for the original DMS meeting the E-fidelitycriterion (d. A). Hence. taking into account (2.7). the Adistortion rate of the new DMS equals nR(A). 0 Let us turn now to the problem of reliable transmission of a DMS over a DMC, illustrated on Fig. 2.1. Combining the source and channel coding theorems treated so far, we can answer the LMTR problem exposed on an intuitive level in the Introduction. Namely, we shall show by composing source and channel codes that the LMTR equals the ratio of Adistortion rate and channel capacity.



Fig. 2.1 Given a source (Si):, with alphabet S. a channel ( W,: X"-+Ynj:= , with input and output alphabets X and Y , and a reproduction alphabet U. a k-to-n block code is a pair of mappings j : Sk+X". cp :Y"+Uk. When using thiscode, the channel input is the RV X n Af'(Sk). The channel output is a RV Y n connected with Xn by the channel W,, and depending on Sk only through Xn (i.e., S k eXn-eY"). The destination receives V k&cp(Yn). For a given distortion measure d on S x U. we say that the code (f.cp) meets the arerugr fidelity criterion (d. A ) (AhO) if



Further. for a given constraint function c o n X, the code (f,cp) is said to satisfL the input constraint (c, r ) ( T Z O ) if c ( x ) S r for every x in the range of f.



THEOREM 2.4 (Source-Channel Transmission Theorem) If isi}:, is a DMS and { W :X-rY) is a D M C then to every ( d , A ) and (c, T ) with A > 0 there exists a sequence of k-ton, block codes ( fk, cp,) meeting the average fidelity criterion (d, A ) and satisfying the input constraint (c, T ) such that



n(r)



such that this code meets the average fidelity criterion (d, A ) and satisfies the input constraint (c, r).On account of the continuity of R ( A ) , this will prove the existence part. Fix an E > O to be specified later. Consider k-length source block codes (f,,$,) meeting the &-fidelitycriterion (d,A - 6 ) and (n,&)-codes(A,@,)for the DMC { W ) satisfying the input constraint (c, T),such that 1



lim - log ~lf,ll=R(A - 6 ) k-m



k



lim



(2.16)



4,(4n,(y)) if 4n,(y) E Mk arbitrary else .



This code satisfies the input constraint (c, T ) by construction. We check that it also meets the average fidelity criterion (d, A ) provided that E>O is sufliciently small. In fact, d(Sk,cpk(Ynb))>A - 6 can occur only if either d ( S k , @ , ( f , ( s k ) ) ) >A - 6 or @ , , ( Y h ) # f , ( ~ ' ) .As (f,,4,) meets the &-fidelity criterion (d, A ) and ( f , , , 4 , ) has maximum error probability not exceeding E, both events have probability at most E . Thus writing d M A maxd(s, u) S.Y we have Ed (Sk,cpk( Yn1))5 A - 6 2&dM5A if & S 6 ( 2 d M ) - ' .



On the other hand, if a k-to-n block code meets the average fidelity criterion (d, A ) and satisfies the input constraint (c, r )- or the weaker constraint



Proof We shall prove that for every 0 < 6 < A and sufficiently large k there exists a k-to-n, block code with



{



+



'



Turning to the converse part of the Theorem, suppose that (f; cp) is any k-to-n block code meeting the average fidelity criterion (d, A) and satisfying the constraint Ec( f ( S k ) )S T . Then



where the equality follows from Corollary 2.3 and the inequality holds by the definition of R k ( A ) .By the Data Processing Lemma 1.3.11



By the definition of C , ( T ) and Corollary 1.12 we further have



Comparing this with (2.18) and (2.19) we obtain (2.14).



1



- log IMlI= C V ) .



"- m n



Let n, be the smallest integer for which the size of the message set of f,, is at least I I ~ IThen I . by (2.16) and (2.17) we have



I I



!



I Source encoder



I



Chmnel decoder



' II



Source decoder



I



Fig. 2.2 We may suppose that the range off,, to be denoted by M,, is a subset of the message set of A,. Then the source code (f,,4,)and thechannel code ( f n , ,@,,) can be composed to a k-to-nk block code ( fk, cp,) setting



DISCUSSION It is an interesting aspect of Theorem 2.4, both from the mathematical and the engineering point of view, that asymptotically no loss arises if the encoder and decoder of Shannon's block diagram Fig. 2.1 are composed of two devices, one depending only on the source and the other only on the channel, see Fig. 2.2. This phenomenon is a major reason for



studying source and channel coding pmblems separately. l t is no wonder that source block codes, i.e., codes designed for transmission over a noiseless channel perform well also when composed with a good channel code for a noisy channel. In fact, this is a consequence of the almost noiseless character of the new channel defined in the sense of (1.1) by such a channel code. Theorem 2.4 is also relevant to non-terminating transmission. As explained in the lntroduction,reliable non-terminating transmission can be achieved by blockwisecoding whenever the fidelitycriterion has the following property: if succasive blocks and their reproductions individually meet the fidelity criterion then so do their juxtapositions. This property is now ensured by assumption (2.1). if the average fidelity criterion (d.A) is used. Notice that this is not the case for the &-fidelitycriterion (d, A).



4. (Zero-error rate) Show that in general



R O ( A ) # R ( d ) Alim R,(A). r-0



(The zero-error problem for sources, unlike for channels, has been solved, cf. Theorem 4.2.)



5. If



d



is an arbitrary finite-valued function defined on X x Y , set



d(x, y ) B d ( x ,y ) - min d(x, Y). Find equivalents of the results of Section 2.2for YEY



I? by means of this transformation. 6. (Weak converse) (a) Prove Corollary 2.3 directly, using the properties of mutual information established in Section 1.3. (b) Use this result to show that



--



Problems



R ( A ) h min I ( X A Y ) . Px=P



1. (Probability of error and error frequency $ d e l i ~criteria) ~ Let X=Y, and let the distortion between k-length sequences be defined as the Hanlming 1



distance divided by k, i.e. d,(x. y ) A -k dH(x,y). Check that in this case a code



(5 r p ) meets the r-Yelity criterion (d.0 ) iff



sf:. Further.



~ r { q ( f ( X ~ xk; ))#



(I, r p ) meets the average fidelity criterion (d. A ) iff the expected relative



Ed(X.Y&4



7 . (Average fidelity criterion) (a) Check that Theorem 2.4 contains the counterpart of Theorem 2.3 for codes meeting the average fidelity criterion (d, A) provided that A>0. (b) Show that for A-0 that counterpart does not hold, rather, the minimum achievable rate in the latter case is Ro(0).



frequency of the erroneously reproduced digits of Xk is at most A.



8. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.4, prove that the LMTR for reliable



2. Suppose that X=Y and dk is a metric on Xk for every k . Consider the spheres S(y. A ) P { x :d,(x, y)LA;. Let Nc(k,A) be the minimum number of such spheres covering Xk u p to a set of probability at most + ic.. the smallest integer N for which there exist y y,, . . ., y~ such that



transmission in the sense of the &-fidelitycriterion (d, A) also equals R(A) Unlike Theorem 2.4, this is true also for A =0. c(r)'



,,



Verify that



-1 lim t-o



- log N,(k, A) =R,(A) . k



The same is true for an arbitrary distortion measure. except for the geometric interpretation of the sets S(y, A). Hint



Let the yis be the possible values of rp( f (x)).



3. Check that R.(A) equals the LMTR (cf. Introduction) for reliably transmitting the given source over a binary noiseless channel, in the m s e of the &-fidelitycriterion (d, A).



9. (Error frequencyfidelity criterion) Show that if X = Y and thedistortion measure d ( x , y ) is 0 if x = y and 1else then for a DMS with arbitrary generic distribution P



in case A 5 (1x1- I ) min P(x) the equality holds. xsx



Hint Use Fano's Inequality and follow carefully its proof for the condition of equality. (A formula of R ( A ) Tor every A 2 0 was given by Jerohin (19581.) . .



10. (Variable disrorrion level) (a) For a DMS,show that the minimum of



1 lim -log



IIj& for sequences of codes meeting the &-fidelitycriteria (d, Ak)



k equals R(& k-m



k- m



A,).



(b) Prove the same for average fidelity criteria, provided that



& Ak>O. k- a



11. (Product sources) The product of two DMS's with input alphabets XI, X, and generic distributions PI, P, is the DMS with input alphabet XI xX, and generic distribution P I x P,. Show that if the two sources have Adistortion rates R,(A) resp. R,(A) for given distortion measures dl rap. d, then the Adistortion rate of the product source with respect to d((xt, x,), ( ~ 1y2))'dI(xt, , ~t)+dz(x2* ~ 2 is )



R(A)=



(i) to every x E X there is a y E Y with d,(x, y) =O for every 1c A; (ii) d,(x, y) is less than some constant D < a, unless it is infinite. Given a source { X , } ~ , ,a, k-length block code (Jcp) meets the &-fidelity criterion {d,, if Pr {d,(Xk, cp(f (Xk)))6A, for every rl c A} 21 -&. Define R,({A,}) and R({A,}) to the analogy of R,(A) resp. R(A) and show that if inf A,>0 then for a DMS with generic distribution P A,* 0



min {R,(A,)+R,(A,)}.



R,((A,})=min I(X A Y)



A,+A,-A



(Shannon (1959).) 12. (Peak distortion measures) Let the distortion between sequences be defined as the largest distortion between their corresponding digits, i.e., ;.



Show that with respect to this distortion measure, a DMS with generic distribution P has A-distortion rate R(A)=R,(A)=



min



I(X A Y)



for every 0 c E < 1.



Px-P R{d(X.Y)dA)=l



Check that this R(A) is a staircase function and unless A is a point ofjump, the alternative definition of the A-distortion rate imposing the average fidelity criterion (d, A) leads to the same result.



with the minimum taken for RV's X and Y such that P x = P and Ed,(X, Y) 6A, for every 1c A.



15. (Variable length codes) (a) Given a DMS {X,}PD,, and a distortion measure d(x, y) on X x Y, show that to every A 2 0 there exist codes (A, rp,) with /,:Xk+{O, I}*, cpk:{0, l}*-.Yk such that d(Xk, cpk(f,(Xk)))~A with 1 probability 1 and lim - El (/,(Xk)) =R(A). k-a



k



Hint Use Theorem 2.3. (b) With the notation of Theorem 2.4, show that if a variable length code



(f, cp), where f :Sk+X*, cp: Y*-.Uk, meets the average fidelity criterion 1



r(



(d, A ) then the average codeword length f ) A -El (f(Xk))satisfies k



Hint Apply Theorem 2.3 to the averaging distortion measure (6. (2.1))built from Hint Cf. the hint of P. 1.25. with distortion level 0. Or proceed directly as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. 13. (Non-finitedistortion measures) Check that Theorem 2.3 holds also if d(x, y)= oo for some pairs (x, y) E X x Y. Prove a similar statement for the



+



average fidelity criterion (d, A), when A>O, provided that there exists an y0eY such that d(x, yo)< +oo for every X E X with P(x)>O. (Gallager (1968). Theorem 9.6.2.) 14. (Several distortion measures) Let be a not necessarily finite family of averaging distortion measures with common alphabets (cf. (2.1)) such that



(c) Prove that the assertion of (b) holds also for codes with complete feedback. Hint Use P. 1.27. 16.



(Optimal transmission without coding) Let X= Y = (0.1). let {Xi}z, be a



DMS with generic distribution P A



G*.3 -



channel with crossover probability p e



1 2



and {W} a binary symmetric



- Then if both the encoder and the
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decoder are the identity mapping, the average error frequency is p. Show that no code with transmission ratio 1 can give a smaller average error frequency. Hint Cf. Problems 9 and 1.7. (Jelinek (1968b). 5 11.8.)



.



17. (Remote sources) Supposing that the encoder has no direct access to the source outputs and the destination has no direct access to the decoder's output. the following mathematical model is of interest: Given a DMS {Xi},"=,and two DMC's {W, :X-rX}, { W, :Y+Y), a k-length block code is a pair of mappings as at the beginning of this section. However, while the source output is xi, the encoder f is applied to 2'. the output of W: corresponding to input Xi. Similarly, the destination receives Yk, the dutput of Wi corresphding to input Pk4rp( f (zk)). (a) Show that the Adistortion rate corresponding to the average fidelity criterion Ed(Xk, Yi)s A equals min I(X A %') for RV's X -e- e P e Y satisfying Ed(X, Y) jA, where X and 3,resp. ? and Y are connected bythe channels W, resp. W,, and Px = P x , . (b) Prove the corresponding sourcechannel transmission theorem. (Dobruiin


We have seen that the capacity of a DMC {W:X+Y} under input constraint (c, r)is



'



where r o A m i n c(x). Similarly, the Adistortion rate of a DMS with generic XEX



distribution P equals R(A)=R(P, A)=



min



I(P, W)



(A 20).



(3.2)



W : d ( P .W)JA



An analytic solution of the extremum problems (3.1) and (3.2) is possible only in a few special cases. In this section, we give efficient algorithms for computing C(T) and R(A) for arbitrary DMC's and DMS's, respectively. As a by-product, we arrive at new characterizations of the functions C(T) and R(A 1. Fixing a DMC and a constraint function, we shall consider the capacity with input constraint (c, r ) as a function of r, called the capacity-constraint function. Similarly, for a fixed DMS and distortion measure, the Adistortion rate as a function of A will be called the rate-distortion function. The latter is positive iff A c A* g m i n P(x)d(x, y), (3.3) Y



X



since a W with identical rows W ( . (x)satisfying d(P, W) $ A exists iff A 2A*. Thus when studying the ratedistortion function, attention may be restricted to A


$3. COMPUTATION OF CHANNEL CAPACITY AND A-DISTORTION RATES 139 particular, in these intervals, when the extrema in (3.1) resp. (3.2) are achieved then the constraints are satislied with equality. We shall need the fact that the curve C ( T )is the lower envelope of straight lines with vertical axis intercept .



REMARK In the formula for the ratedistortion function, 6 = 0 may be excluded since R(A)>O for A 


T > T , there exists a y 20 with C ( T ) = F(y)+yT. If T Z T * , take y =O. If T o O such that C ( r )s C ( r )+y(r' - r ) for every r' 2 To.



(3.6)



Let P achieve the maximum in (3.1). Then c(P)= r,and for every P-setting r' 4c(P)-the inequality (3.6) implies



.



I(P', w)- y c ( ~ ) s ~ ( r ' ) - y ~ $I (~ P , (w)-YCCP). r)-~r= Thus F(y)= I(P, W )-yc(P)= C ( T )- yT, completing the proof of (3.4). The proof of (3.5) is similar and is omitted. The remaining assertions are obvious. (a)



fa)



Fig. 3.1 (a) Capacity-constraint function;(b) Ratedistortion function



and slope y ( y2 0 ) while the curve R ( A )is the upper envelope of straight lines of vertical axis intercept



Lemma 3.1 shows that the capacity-constraint and ratedistortion functions are easily computed if the functions F(y) and G(6) are known. In particular, C = F(0). We shall deal with the computation of F(y) resp. G(6). Our aim is to replace the maximum in the definition of F ( y ) by a double maximum in such a way that fixing one variable, the maximum with respect to the other one can be found readily. Similarly, we shall express G(6)asadouble minimum. We send forward the obvious identity



G(6)4 min [I(P, W )+ 6d(P, W ) ] W



and slope -6



LEMMA 3.1



which holds for every distribution Q on Y. Consider-for a fixed channel W :X+Y and fixed y h O - the following function of two distributions on X:



(620): We have



R ( A ) = max CG(6)-6A] 6>0



if 0 < A 


(3.5)



Moreoyer, if for some y 2 0 a P maximizes I(P, W )-yc(P) and T % ( P ) then I(P, W ) = C ( T ) . Similarly, if for some 6>0 a W minimizes I(P, W ) + +Sd(P, W )and A$d(P, W ) then I(P, W ) = R ( A ) . 0



LEMMA 3.2 For fixed P, F(P, P') is maximized if P'= P, and max F(P, P') = I(P, W )-yc(P). P



For fixed P', F(P, P') is maximized if 1 P ( X ) = P'(x) ~ exp [ D ( W ( .Ix) 1IP'W)- yc(x)]



$3. COMPUTATION OF CHANNEL CAPACITY AND A-DISTORTION RATES I41 where A, is defined by the condition that P, be a PD on X. Then



where A is a norming constant, and



COROLLARY 3.2A For any PD'S P on X and Q on Y,



converges from below and max [D(W( - Jx)lJPnW)-yc(x)] converges from xsx



above to F(y). Moreover, the' sequence of distributions Pn converges to a distribution P* such that I(P*, W)-yc(P*)=F(y). 0 Proof On account of Lemma 3.2,F(P,, P , ) 6 F ( P 2 , P l ) 6 F ( P 2 ,P 2 ) 5 $F(P,,P,)S.. ., thus F(Pn,P,)=I(P,, W)-yc(P,) and F(P,.P,-,)= =log A, converge increasingly to the same limit not exceeding F(y). If P is any PD for which I(P, W )-yc(P)= F(y) then by the foregoing, (3.9) and (3.7) we get



COROLLARY 3.2B F(y)=max F(P, P'). 0 P. P



Proof



O$ F(y)- log A, =I(P, W )-yc(P)- log A, =



By (3.7). F(P, P') =I(P, W )+D(P WIIP' W )-D(PIIP')-YC(P)



. ...



whence the first assertion follows by the Data Processing Lemma. The second assertion is a consequence of Lemma 1.3.12,applying it with a= - 1 and



+



It remains to check the second inequality of Corollary A. This follows from (3.7), if applied to a PD P maximizing I(P, W)-yc(P):



Corollary 3.2B suggests that F(y) might be computed by an iteration, maximizing F(P, P') with respect to P resp. P' in an alternating manner. The next theorem shows that this iteration converges, indeed, to F(y)whenever we start from a strictly positive distribution P I . THEOREM 3.3 (Capacity Computing Algorithm) Let P I be an arbitrary distribution on X such that P,(x)>O for every x e X , and define the distributions P,, n =2,3,. . . recursively by expCD(W(*1x)llP.-



W ) - yc(x)]



C P(x) log -~



f ( x ) log P ( x ) D( W ( - Ix) IIP W )-yc(x).



Pn(x)AA;'P,,-



5



E



X



P,- ,(x)



Hence it follows that the series



- D(PIIP,,.,) - D(PIIPn).



1 (F(y)-log A,) is



convergent, thus



n=2



log A n d F ( y ) as asserted. To check that the sequence P, also converges, pick a convergent subsequence, P,,,+P*, say. Then, clearly, I(PZ, W ) -yc(Pe)=F(y). Substituting P=P* in (3.10), we see that the sequence of divergences D(P*IIP,) is non-increasing. Thus D(P*IIP,,)+O results in D(P*I(Pn)+O, proving Pn+Pf. Finally, by the convergence relations proved so far, the recursion defining P, gives



But this limit is 1 if P*(x)>O and does not exceed 1 if P*(x)=O. Hence



(3.9) for every x s X ,



with



equality if



P*(x)>O. This



proves that



93. COMPUTATION OF CHANNEL CAPACITY AND A-DISTORTION RATES 143 max [D(W ( .Ix)llP,W )-yc(x)]+F(y), and the convergence is from above



thus (3.8) gives that



x



by Corollary 3.2.A. THEOREM 3.4



!



1



For any y 2 0 ,



The last two formulas prove that D ( W ( .1x)llPW)-yc(x) is constant on the support of P and it nowhere exceeds this constant. Conversely. if a P has this property then



i



where Q ranges over the PD's on Y. The minimum is achieved iff Q =P W for a PD P on X such that



i



XU', W )-yc(P)=F(y).



I



This Q is unique. A PD P satisfies (3.13) ilf D(W(.1x)llPW)-yc(x) is constant on the support of P and does not exceed this constant elsewhere. 0 -.



COROLLARY 3.4



I



(3.13)



I



thus P satisfies (3.13)by (3.8).This completes the proof of the theorem. The Corollary follows by Lemma 3.1. Analogous results hold for the function G(6) and the ratedistortion function. Fixing a distribution P on X and a 6>0, consider the following function of two channels W.X-rY and W' :X-rY:



;



:



For T > T O



C(T)= rnin min rnax [D(W(.Ix)llQ)+y(T-c(x))]. Q 120 X ~ X The minimizing Q is the output distribution of channel W corresponding to any input distribution which achieves the capacity under input constraint (c, 0



LEMMA 3.5



n.



For a fixed W, G ( w W') is minimized by W ' A W, and



+



rnin G(W, W') = 1(P, W ) Sd(P, W ) . W'



COMMENT As F(O)=C,Theorem 3.4 gives the new formula Q



2



For fixed W', G(W,W') is minimized iff



C= min max D( W ( .Ix)llQ)



1



xsX



for the capacity of the DMC { W } . This formula h& an interesting "geometric" interpretation. Since informational divergence is a (non-metric) "distance" between distributions, C may be interpreted as the radius of the smallest "sphere" containing the set of distributions W ( . (x),x E X. Then the minimizing Q is the centre of this "sphere". 0



Proof of Theorem 3.4. (3.12) follows from (3.8) and (3.1 1). If P is any PD with I(P, W)-yc(P)=F(y),then we see from (3.8)(with P A P )that if a PD Q on Y achieves the minimum in (3.12) then D(PW(IQ)=O,i.e., Q=PW Thus, even though there may be several P's maximizing I(P, W)-yc(P), the corresponding output distribution PW is unique and it is the unique Q achieving the minimum in (3.12). Further. if P satisfies (3.13) then by the above we have



-



max [D(W ( 1x)llPW)-yc(x)I =F(Y). XEX



i



I



min G(W,W')= W



P(x)log A(x). 0 XEX



COROLLARY 3.5



G(d)= min w w G(W,W'). 0 Proof The first assertion follows from (3.7). To check the second one, observe that for any positive numbers ~ ( x )x ,E X



I f W : X-+Y is a channel with I(P, W)+Gd(P,W ) = G ( 6 ) then, b y the foregoing and (3.7), =



C P ( X ) log-+B ( x ) C p ( ~ ) w ( y i xlog) P(x)



X



..y



P(x)W(YIX) B ( x ) P w ' ( exp ~ ) [-s ~ ( xy)] ,



0 s-



'



1 P ( x )log A,(x) - G(6)= XEX



=-



1 P(x)log A,(x) - I(P, W )- 6d(P, W ) =



(3.16 )



xeX



=D(WIIPW,-,IP)-D(WIIW,IP)-I(P, W ) = where the last step follows from the Log-Sum Inequality. The equality holds iff P(x)W(ylx)=cB(x)PW'(Y)exp C - w x , y)I for some constant c> 0. Now the assertion follows by setting B ( x )A-P(x) . 4x1 THEOREM 3.6 (A-Distortion Rate Computing Algorithm) Let Wl : X-tY be an arbitrary channel such that PW,(y)> 0 for every y E Y , and definC the channels W,: X-Y (n=2,3, . . .) recursively by



.



=D(PW(IPW,- ,)-D(WIIW,IP)$D(PWIIPW,- l)-D(PWIIPW,), where the last step follows by the convexity of informational divergence. From (3.16) one concludes that - 1P(x)log A,(x)+G(G) and that the



.:



EX



sequence PW, is convergent, just as the analogous assertions of Theorem 3.4 were deduced from (3.10).The convergence of the distributions PW, implies that of the channels W,, by definition of the latter. Setting W * A lim W, and A * ( x ) A lim A,(x), the recursive definition of the n4m W,'s yields



W , ( y l x ) A ~ '(x)PW,; ,(y)exp C- W x ,y)l,



PKOI)



P ( x ) exp [-6d(x,y)] = lim 1Il, A *(XI PW,-,(y)-



where the A,(x) are norming constants. Then -



1 P(x) log A,(x) - max log xex



ysY



P(x) xeXA"(~)



-exp [ - 6d(x,y)] 5



.EX



.-m



(3.17)



with equality if PW*(y)>O. This completes the proof of the Theorem. THEOREM 3.7



For any fixed 6 > 0, a channel W :X-tY achieves



5 G(6J5 - 1P(x)log A,(x) xcx



and both the lower and upper bounds converge to G(6) as n-GO. Moreover, the sequence of matrices W, converges to a matrix W* such that I(P, W*)+6d(P,W*)=G(6).0 Proof The first inequality in (3.15)follows by substituting B(x)A-P(x) in Ah) (3.14) and using Corollary 3.5. On account of Lemma 3.5, one has



iff there exist non-negative numbers B(x), x E X such that for every y E Y B(x)exp C-W x , y ) l 5 1, xeX



with equality if PW(y)>O, and



Further G(6)= max



so =-



that both G(W,, W,)=I(P, W,)+Gd(P, W,) and G(W,, W,-,)= 1P ( x )log A,(x) convergedecreasingly to acommon limit which is not xeX



less than G(6).



B



pex



B(x) P(x)log P(x)



where B ranges over the collections of non-negative numbers satisfying (3.19) for every y E Y . The maximum is achieved ifl the numbers B(x)correspond to 3 a W satisfying (3.18);this B is unique. 0



Problems



COROLLARY 3.7 For 0 t A 


- rnin rnin Q



6>0



I



D(P[IQ)



+ rnax log 1 Q(x) exp [6(A -d(x, Y ~ Y



y))]



1.



(It$ormution radius) (a) Prove directly the capacity formula



xax



C = rnin rnax D(W(. 1x)llQ).



where Q ranges over the PD's on X, and



I



R(0)= - min D(41Q) Q



Q



+ mar log YEY



Q(x)}. 0 x:d(x.y)=O



Hinr Clearly. rnax D(W( . lx)llQ)= rnax D( WIIQIP). Thus, in view of



n-a



B(x)=-(where A*@)& lim A,(x)). This choice satisfies (3.19), with A *(XI I-a equality if PW*(y)> 0, as one sees from (3.17). To prove the Corollary, observe that by Lemma 3.1 the Theorem gives



the maximum being taken for positive numbers B(x) and 6 satisfying (3.19). There is a one-to-one correspondence between non-negative numbers B(x) satisfying (3.19) and PD's Q o n X, given by rnax



1 Q(f)exp [-6d(f



y)]



).EY i a X



This proves the asserted formula for O< A 


2



Q.



+



P



xaX



(3.7). the assertion to be proved is



Proof For any channel W:X-+Y and non-negative numbers B(x) satisfying (3.19) for every y E Y, (3.14) gives



The equality holds iff (3.20) is fullilled and in (3.19) the equality holds whenever PW(y)>O. To complete the proof of the Theorem, it sufices t e show the existence of W and B satisfying the above conditions. ('The uniqueness of B achieving the maximum in (3.21) is clear by convexity.) This follows, however. from Theorem 3.6, as W* 6i lim W. satisfies (3.20) with



xaX



rnax rnin D(WIIQIP)= rnin rnax D(W1IQIP). P



Q



Q



P



This follows. however, from the Minimax Theorem (cf. e.g. Karlin (1959) Theorem 1.1.5). (This proof is of CsiszL (1972); the use of identity (3.7) in this context was suggested by Topsqhe (1967). cf. also TopsBe (1972).) (b) Give a similar proof of formula (3.12) for F ( y ) . (c) An "information radius" of the channel W might be defined also as rnin rnax D(QI1W( . Ix)). This extremum is, in general. different from C. Show Q xax that it equals sup min D(QI1WIP)= sup P



Q



P



n [W(~~X)]~(~'



- log



yay x



s



~



where P runs over the PD's on X with P(x)>O for every x e X. (CsiszL ( 1972).)



2. Conclude from Theorem 3.4 that a distribution P on X maximizes I(P. W) subject to c(P) T iff for some y 2 0 and K we have (i) D( W( .Ix)llP W)-gc(x)sK for every x E X. with equality whenever P(x)>O and (ii) c ( P ) = r if g>O resp. c . ( P ) s r if ;.=0.



3. Given a PD P on X and a channel W: X-Y, the "backward channel" is P(x)W(1.l~) @: P+X, where 7 is the support of PWand @(xly)P PW(Y) . (a) Conclude from Theorem 3.7 that W minimizes I(P. W) subject to d(P. W ) g A (O
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(This characterization of the minimizing W appears in Gallaper (1968) and Berger (1971): the latter attributes the sufficiency part to Gerrish (1963. unpublished).)



The capacity computing algorithm of Theorem 3.3 was suggested independently by Arimoto (1972) and Blahut (1972);theconvergence proofis due to the former. (He considered the unconstrained case.) Theorem 3.4 for the unconstrained case dates back to Shannon (1948); for the general case cf. Blahut (1972). Its derivation via the algorithm is original here. The A-distortion rate computing algorithm is due to Blahut (1972); a gap in his convergence proof was filled by Csiszar (1974). Theorem 3.7 is a result of Gallager (1968); its derivation via the algorithm is new.



(Differenriabiiitjof'capacitj-constrainr funcrion) Show that the concave function C ( r )is continuous also at the point r = r o and it is differentiable in with the possible exception of r = T * . ( r , , z).



4.



Hint



Show that the minimizing y in Corollary 3.4 is unique.



5. (a)Show that if P maximizes I(P, W) then the distribution PW is strictly positive, though P(x) may vanish even if W is a regular square matrix.



(b)If W is a regular square matrix and max I(P. W) is achieved by a strictly P



positive P. then determine this maximum by solving a system of linear equations. .. (Muroga (1953).)



.



'>



6. (Diffrrenriabilityofrute-distortionfunction) Show that R(A)is differentiable in (0. z) with the possible exception of A = A*.



Hinr Use P.3. (Gallager ( 1968).) 7. (Non-finitedistortion measures) (a)If the distortion measure may take the value + s then R(A) may be positive for every AZO. Show that even in this case, R ( d ) = max [G(6)-641. for every A >0. 620



( b ) Extend Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 to such distortion measures, replacing exp [-6d(x,j)] by 0 if d(x, y ) = cc (for every 6 2 0 ) . (c) If d is any distortion measure, setting ~ ( X . ~ ) & if O d(x.j)=O and J(x. j ) 4 + cr; else, show that R(O)=G(O) where G corresponds to 2. Formulate the implications of (b) for R(0). ( d ) Show by an example that the assertion of P.6 need not hold for nonfinite distortion measures. (Gallager (1968)) 8. Show that if X = Y and d(x, j ) = O iff x=y. then for sufficiently small A. R(A)can be given a parametric representation by solving a,system of linear equations. Hint Write A = A(b).R(A)=G(6)-6A(6). where G(6)= P(x)logP(xl B(x)exp [ - 6d(x, p)] = 1, y E X. (B(x))being the solution of



1



1



(Jelinek (19671)



.



A



$4. A COVERING LEMMA. ERROR EXPONENT



IN SOURCE CODING



In this section, the Rate Distortion Theorem will be generalized and sharpened by considering more general source models and by evaluating more precisely the asymptotically best code performance. We shall rely on a covering lemma. Its proof is the first example (in the text part) ofan important technique widely used in information theory as well as in other branches of mathematics. This technique. rundom selection, is a simple but very efficient tool for proving the existence of some mathematical objects without actually constructing them. The principle of random selection is the following! oiie proves that a real-valued function w takes a value less than 1on some element of a set Z by introducing a probability distribution on Z and showing that the mean value of w is less than I. Of course, the principle is efficient only if an appropriate distribution is used. In many cases the least sophisticated choice, the uniform distribution, does it. When applied to proving the existence ofcodes with certain properties, this technique is called random coding. Given an arbitrary distortion measure d on X x Y. let R(P, A)=



. ?



Pro01 Let P be an arbitrary but fixed type of sequences in Xk. For every set B c Y k denote by U(B) the set of those x E Tk for which d(x, B)> A. Fix some q > 0 and consider a pair of RV's (X, Y) such that Ed(X, Y ) s S l A - ql+ and P, =P. Further. let m be an integer to be specified later. We prove the existence of a set B c Y k with U(B)=9 and IB16m by the method of random selection applied to the family 93, of all collections of m (not necessarily distinct) elements of TtYPLet Zmbe a RV ranging over I, withuniformdistribution. Then Zm=ZIZ, . ..Zm,where Ziis the i'thelement of the random melement collection Zm; the Z,'s are independent and uniformly distributed over Ttyl. Consider the random set U(Zm),i.e., the set of thosex E T"pforwhich d(x, Zi)> A for i = 1.2, . ..,m. It isenough toshow that EIU(Zm)I < 1, for this guarantees the existence of a set B c Tf with IB14m and IU(B)I < 1, i.e., U(B)=9. Let us denote by ~ ( xthe ) characteristic function of the random set U(Zm), i.e.



Then IU(Zm)I=



1~ ( x )and , thus



x ~ T p



By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, x s T$ and ~ ) d(x, y ) s A for kzk,(d, q) (resp. for every k if A 5 ~ ) . y E T ~ y I X l (imply Thus



1(P. W )



min W : d ( P .W ) S A



and consequently, by the independence of the Z,'s and Lemma. 1.2.13



be the ratedistortion function of a DMS with generic distribution P.



p r { x ~ U ( Z " ) ) = P r { d ( x , Z ~ ) > Afor 1 5 i 6 m ) =



LEMMA 4.1 (Type Cocering) For any distortion measure d on X x Y , distribution P on X and numbers AZO, 6>0, there exists a set B c Y k such that d(x, B)Amin d(x. y ) l A



for every x s T"p



(4.1)



Yp 6



and provided that k 2 k,(d, q. 6). Applying the inequality (1 - t)" 5 eltp ( - tm) to t aexp 1



provided that kzkb(d, 6). 0 11.



[-



k(I(X



A



Y)



.I)!



+2



the right-most side of (4.4) is upper bounded



Now choose m=m(k) as some integer satisfying



is obvious. To prove the opposite inequality. consider X t as the disjoint union of the sets Tp, with P ranging over the types with support in X,. Clearly, the source output sequence belongs to X', with probability 1. Let BpcYk be the set corresponding to the type P by Lemma4.1 and define B as the union of the Bp's. Then. using the Type Counting Lemma. for sufficiently large k we get



Then, by the last upper bound, we get from (4.4) Pr {x E U(Zm))5 exp Substituting this into (4.3) results in EIU(Zm)IS ITPI. exp if k2 k,(d, q, 6). This proves the existence of a set B c Y k with U(B)=@ and



if k 2 k,(d, q, 6). On account of the uniform continuity of the function R(P. A). if q is sufficiently small, the RV's X. Y can be chosen to satisfy



while d(x, B ) S A for every x E X; . NOWlet j; :Xk+B be any mapping such that d(x,j;(x))=d(x. B) and let cpk be the identity mapping. Recall that the codes guaranteed by the Rate Distortion Theorem essentially depend on the source statistics. Thus the theorem applies only to communication situations in which both the encoder and decoder exactly know this statistics. Dropping this assumption means to look for codes meeting some &-fidelitycriterion for a class of sources. Lemma 4.1 is well suited for treating such problems. even if the source statistics may vary from letter to letter, in an arbitrary unknown manner. Let B = (P,.sc S ) be a (not necessarily finite) family of distributions P>= (P(x1s):. Y E X ) on a finite set X, the source alphabet. An arbitrurily rurying source (AVS)defined by 9 is a sequence of RV's (Xi: ,P_, such that the distribution of Xkis some unknown element ofBk.the k'th Cartesian power of 9. In other words. the X i s are independent and Pr ( X k = x ) can be either of



n Plxils,). where s=s,s, . . .s,



2



3



k



pk(xls)P



E Sf



x=x,x,



. . .x,



E Xk.



Given a



i= l



As a first application of Lemma 4.1, we complete Theorem 2.3 by determining R,(A) (cf. Definition 2.1). The importance of the 0-fidelity criterion (d. A ) for data compression is obvious: this is the proper criterion if nothing is known about the statistics of the source. THEOREM 4.2 For every A 2 0 and every DMS the generic distribution of which has support X,, we have



where the maximization involves all distributions P vanishing outside X,. 0 Prooj' The inequality



distortion measured on X x Y. we say that a k-length block code (.ji,cp,) meets the .+fidelity criterion (d, A ) for this AVS if the criterion is met for every possible choice of s. i.e., Pk(xls)2 1 - c for every s E Sk.



(4.5)



xeXL dlx.cp.1



l.lxlll6A



R,(A) and R(A) are defined for an AVS in the same way as in Section 2. As an easy consequence of the Type Covering Lemma 4.1. we obtain THEOREM 4.3 we have



For the AVS defined by 3.for every A 20 and O



where 9 is the convex closure of 9'. 0



4



Proof' Implicit in the statement of the theorem is that sup R(P, A) is PE9



attained at some distribution in 9.This is an obvious consequence of the continuity of R(P, A). We start by proving



1 1 -1ogIBIS-IXIlog(k+l)+ k k



max P:TpcT



1 -logIBpIs k



(4.9)



R(A)zmaxR(P, A). PEQ



if k 2 k*(d, a), while



By definition, 9 is the closure of the family of distributions P of form P(x)=



x



L(s)P(xls) for every x E X



.



d(x,B)SA for X E T . (4.7)



reS



where L ranges over the distributions concentrated on finite subsets of S. As (4.7) implies Pk(x)=



1 Lk(s)Pk(xls) for every



x e Xk,



reSk



it follows by (4.5) that if a code (fk, qk)meets the &-fidelitycriterion (d. A ) for the AVS, it meets the same criterion for every DMS with generic distributi& belonging to P. This proves (4.6). To prove the opposite inequality, i.e.. the existence part of the theorem. set



where (6,; is some sequence meeting the Delta-Convention 1.2.1 1. For every Sk, the Pk(.Is)-probability of the set



SE



x



1 ' is less than (4k6:)-', by Chebyshev's inequality. Thus for P,BP , E ~ ki=, and the sequence E~ 4 1~1(4k6:)-' +O, we have Pk(TfpJs,b)h 1 - Ek. whence



pk(Tls) 2 1 - E,



for every s E Sk.



Now let f, :Xk+B be any mapping such that d(x,f,(x))=d(x, B) and let cpk be the identity mapping. In virtue of (4.8), (4.10) and (4.9), the proof is complete. So far we have dealt with a generalization of the Rate Distortion Theorem 2.3. Let us revisit now the theorem itself in the light of the Type Covering Lemma. Theorem 2.3 says that given a DMS {Xi).: I , a distortion measured and a distortion level A. there is a number R(A), the A-distortion rate, such that if R >R(A) then a sequence of k-length block codes (f,,cp,) exists such that 1 .i; 1% I l f r b R (4.11) and Pr{d(Xk,cpcp,(f;(Xk)))> Aj.40. O n the other hand, if R tR(A), then for every sequence of k-length block codes satisfying (4.11) we have Pr{d(Xk,cpk(f,(Xk)))>A).+l,a stronger result than just the negation of the convergence to zero of this probability. Our present aim is to investigate the speed of these convergences, as we have done in Theorem 1.2.1 5 for the special case of the probability of error fidelity criterion. DEFINITION 4.4 For a given distortion measure d on X x Y and a klength block code (ficp) for sources with alphabet X and reproducing alphabet Y, we denote by e(j;cp. P. A) the probability that the k-length message Xk of a DMS with generic distribution P is not reproduced within distortion A :



(4.8



Let B p c Y k be the set corresponding to the type P by Lemma 4.1. and set



If T p c T , then, by the definition of T, there exists a P E P such that IP(a)- P(a)l 


We shall show that for appropriate k-length block codes of rateconverging to R the probability e(jk,cp,, P, A ) converges to zero exponentially, with exponent inf D(QIIP) F(P. R, A)& Q:R(Q.Al=-R



provided that R > R(P, A).



5



Further. the next theorem also asserts that this result is best possible.



Further. since R(Q, A) 5 R implies A(Q, R) 4 A, we have



THEOREM 4.5 T o every R < log 1x1and distortion measure d on X x Y there exists a sequence of k-length block codes for sources with alphabet X and reproduction alphabet Y such that



d(x,B)_IA forevery xcXk-U,. The last two inequalities and (4.12) establish the existence part of the theorem. Turning to the converse. consider any distribution Q on X such that R(Q, A)> R. (If no such Q exists, the statement of the converse is void.) Fix some 5 > 0 with R(Q, A)> R + 6. Recall that when proving the Rate Distortion Theorem 2.3 we have shown (cf. the lines preceding formula (2.7)) that for every k-length block code ( j k , c p k ) for sources with alphabet X and reproduction alphabet Y the condition



(ii) for every distribution P on X. A 2 0 and 6 > 0



whenever k 2 k,(lXI, 6). Further. for every sequence of codes satisfying (i) and every distribution P on X ..



.



,



.



implies



1



df,. cpk. Q. AILZ. Proo]'



whenever k 2 k,(d, 6). Since we have R(Q, A)> R + 6, assumption (i) implies (4.14) for sufficiently large integers-k. Hence (4.15) holds, and thus by Corollary 1.1.2 for k large enough



In order to p r p e the existence part. consider the sets



By Lemma 1.2.6 and the Type Counting Lemma we have P ( U , ) S ( k + l)IXIexp{-kF(P, R, A)).



e(L, cpk. P, A)Zexp { -k[D(QIIP)+61). (4.12)



Now, by the Type Covering Lemma 4.1 wecan find a sequence ek-rOsuch that to every type Q of sequences in Xk there is a set BQcYksatisfying



and



1 -k log lBQl$R +ek



(4.15)



(4.13)



.



As Q was arbitrary with R(Q, A)> R and 6> 0 can be made arbitrarily small, the converse part of the theorem follows. It is not hard to establish a result similar to Theorem 4.5 for rates below R(P, A 1. Analogous results for channel codes will be proved in the next section.



d(x, B Q ) 4A(Q, R) for every x e Tb ; here A(Q,R) is the distortion-rate function of the DMS with generic distribution Q, i.e., A(Q.R ) A min d(Q, W ) . W:/lQ. W)SR Setting BP uBQ Q



we see from (4.13) and the Typ Counting Lemma that



Problems 1. Show that Lemma 4.1 implies the existence part of the Rate Distortion Theorem 2.3.



(Universal coding) By the Rate Distortion Theorem. to any R >O and DMS with alphabet X there exist k-length block codes (1;.cp,) depending on 1 the generic distribution P such that -log IIjJI-+R and k



2.



6



where A(P, R ) is the inverse of the rate-distortion function R(P, A ) (with P fixed). Show the existence of codes depending only on the distortion measure but not on P which have ratesconverging to R and satisfy (*)forevery P, with uniform convergence. (This result is partially contained in a general theorem of Neuhoff-GrayDavisson (1975): for a sharper result cf. Theorem 4.5.) Hint



Hint Show that IG(R", A)-G(R1, A)I SIR"-R'I . establishing the continuity of G(R, A). Then proceed similarly to Theorem 4.5. (A weaker existence result was proved by Omura (1975).) 7. (Zero-error rate) Show that for a DMS with generic distribution of support X,



Ro(A)= -min min max log



Apply Lemma 4.1 t o all possible types of sequences in Xk.



Q



3. (Compound DMS) If the generic distribution of a DMS is an unknown element of a family 9 = (P,, s E S j of PD's on X. one speaks of a compound DMS defined by 9.Define RJA) and R(A) for a compound DMS and show that R,(A)=R(A)= sup R(P. A ) for every O


..



T



I



where



,



Ro(0)= - min max log Q(x), Q YEY x:d(x.y)=O



Hint



4. (A~erugejidelirycriterion) Show that both for an AVS and a compound DMS the Adistortion rate remains the same if instead of the &-fidelity criterion (d, A ) the average fidelity criterion (d.A ) is imposed, provided that A>O.



6. (Rates below R(P. A ) ) Given a DMS with generic distribution P. denote I by ek(R,A ) the minimum of e(.f,, cp,, P, A ) for codes of rate - log llhll S R. k Show that for 0 2 R 


Q(x)exp [6(A -d(x, y))]



where Q ranges over the distributions vanishing outside X,.



.



Observe that the existence part of this result is weaker than P.2.



5. (Discussion of F(P. R. A)) (a)Notice that F(P. R. A)>OifR >R(P. A)and F(P. R. A ) = 0 if R < R(P. A). Further. F(P, R. A ) is finite iff R is less than the zeroerror rate Ro(d) of the DMS with generic distribution P. (b) Show that for fixed P and A. F(P. R. A ) is continuous at every R which is not a local maximum of R(Q, A). (W is a local maximum of R(Q. A ) if there A.) = Rsuch that R(Q, A)SR for every Q in some exists a 0 with ~ ( 0 neighbourhood of 0.) (c)Show that for X=Y and theerror frequency fidelity criterion. F(P, R, A ) is a continuous function of R. cf. P.2.9. (Marton (1974).)



z



xaX



if A > O and



I



.



bpO J E Y



Use Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 3.7.



8. (a) Verify that the Adistortion rate of an AVS does not decrease if the code is allowed to depend on s E Sk. (b) Prove the analogous statement for a compound DMS. 9. An AVS defined by a family 9 of distributions on X is the class of all sequences of independent RV's { X i ] : = , such that P x i c B , i = l , 2, . . .. Consider the larger class of all sequences of not necessarily independent RV's i= 1, 2,. . ., and show that Theorem 4.3 remains such that Pxlx ,...,,x,-, €9, valid even for this class. (Berger (1971).) I



I



I



lo.* (Speed of conuergence of average distortion) Given a DMS ; X i :=: a distortion measure d on X x Y, let



and



!



I 1 .i



be the minimum average distortion achievable by k-length block codes of rate at most R. Show that for some constant c>O log k A(R)SD,(R)=


11. (Coveringsoj'product graphs) Let G be a graph with vertex set X and P a distribution on X. With the notation of P.1.22. show that the limits
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.1 &(G) A lim - log j(Gk), k-a



8AG P ) a lim k-a



1



- log



k



min



j(F)



(E



E (0,l))



F:FcXk PIF)>I-c



exist. where Fis the subgraph of Gkwith vertex set F. These limits are given by



where Q runs over the P D s on X and K runs over those subsets of X for w h i d R is a complete subgraph.



Hint Let Y be the set of complete subgraphs of G and define a distortion measure by d(x, y)=O if x is a vertex of y and 1 else. Then jo(G)=Ro(0), &(G,P)=R(P. 0).Use P.7 and Corollary 3.7. (jo(G)was determined by McEliece-Posner (1971), and j,(G, P) by Kijrner (1973a).) Story of the results



The key lemma 4.1 of this section is due to Berger (1971),except for the case A = O which was settled independently by Korner (1973b, unpublished) and



Marton (1974). The very method of random coding has been introduced by Shannon (1948). An early appearance of the technique of proving existence results by random selection is Szekeres-Turan (1937). Theorem 4.2 is contained in Berger (1971) (for A > O ) . Theorem 4.3 is the authors' transcription of a similar result of Dobruiin (1970) and Berger (1971), who used the average fidelity criterion. The present simple proof is that of Berger (1971). Theorem 4.5 was proved by Marton (1974). The problem was investigated independently by Blahut (1974) who derived an exponential upper bound. A previous bound of this kind is implicit in Jelinek (1968b), Theorem 11.1.



In this section we revisit the coding theorem for a DMC. By definition, for every R >O below capacity, there exists a sequence of n-length block codes (1". cp,) with rate converging to R and maximum probability of error converging to 0 as n-m. On the other hand, by Theorem 1.5, for codes of rate converging to a number above capacity, the maximum probability of error converges to 1. Now we look at the speed of these convergences. This problem is far more complex than its source coding analogue and it has not been fully settled yet. We have seen in Section 1 that the capacity of a DMC can be achieved by codes all codewords of which have approximately the same type. In this section we shall concentrate attention on COnStMt composition codes, i.e, codes 1-17 all codewords of which have the very same type. We shall investigate the asyrnptotics of the error probability for codes from this special class. The general problem reduces to this one in a simple manner. Our present approach will differ from that in Section I. In that section, channel codes were constructed by defining the encoder and the decoder simultaneously, in a successive manner. Here, attention will be focused on 1.2 finding suitable encoders; the decoder will be determined by the encoder in a 1.18 way to be specified later. As in the previous section, we shall use the method of random selection. The error probability bounds will be derived by simple counting arguments. using the lemmas of the first part of Section 1.2. For convenience, let us recapitulate some basic estimates on types proved there. Denote by V(P)="Y,(P) the family of stochastic matrices V: X-tY for which the V-shell of a sequence of type P in X" is not empty. By the Type Counting Lemma. Iv.(P)I 2 (n + 1)Ix' IYI . (5.1) Further. by Lemma 1.2.5. for V E Y , ( P ) , x ET;: we have



If W :X-Y is an arbitrary stochastic matrix, Lemma 1.2.6



XE



Tp and y E T,(x), then by



Wn(ylx)=exp { -nCD(VlIWIP)+H(VIP)Il



(5.3)



where



By the same lemma, we also have Wn(Tv(x)lx)Sexp{ -nD(VIlWlP,)) .



(5.5)



One feels that the codewords of a "good" code must be far from each other, though it is not clear at all what mathematical meaning should be given to this statement. We shall select a prescribed number of sequences in X" so that the shells around them have possibly small intersections. A good selection is provided by the next lemma which plays a role similar to that of the Type Covering Lemma 4.1.



Proof' We shall use the method of random selection. F o r fixed positive integers n, m and fixed type P of sequences in X". let %, be the family of all ordered collections C = ( x , , x,. . . ., x,) of m not necessarily distinct sequences of type P in X". Notice that if some C = (x,, x,. . . .. x,) E%, satisfies (5.6) for every i, V, k then the xi's are necessarily distinct. This can be seen by choosing some V = P E V ( P ) such that I(P, V)> R . For any collection C E % ., denote the left-hand side of (5.6) by u,(C, I! P). O n account of (5.2). a C E %, certainly satisfies (5.6) for every i, I/, P if



+



1



u i ( C ) g ( n I ) ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ u,(C. V, P ) e x p {n[l(P, P)- R - H(VIP)]) V E *'(P)



BE* I P ~



is at most 1, for every i. Notice that if for some C E %',



(5.7)



m then u , ( C ) s 1 for at least - indices i . Further, ~f C' is the subcollection of C 2 with the above indices then u,(C') $ u,(C)4 1 for every such index i. Hence. the Lemma will be moved if for an m with



Intersection of V-shells



we find a C E %, siisfying (5.8). Choose C E%, at random, according to uniform distribution. In other words, let Z m = ( Z , . Z,. . . ., Z,) be a sequence of independent RV's. each uniformly distributed over T p = Tnp. In order to prove that (5.8) holds for some C E %,, it suffices to show that



LEMMA 5.1 (Packing) F o r every R>O, 6 > 0 and every type P of sequences in Xn satisfying H ( P ) > R, there exist at least exp{n(R -6)) distinct sequences xi E X" of type P such that for every pair of stochastic matrices V : X+Y, P : X - + Yand every i



T o this end, we bound Eu,(Zm,1! P). Recalling that u,(C, I/, P) denotes the lefthand side of (5.6), we have



Fig. 5.1



lTv(x,)n U T~(x,)lSITv(x;)l.exp { -nll(P,



P)-



RI+)



(5.6)



Ifi



provided that n ln,(lXI, IYI, 6). 0 1



then every TV(x,)nTp(xj)is void. By REMARK Of course, if P ~ # P V (5.6)and (5.2), R < l ( P , P) - H(VIP) also implies Tv(x,)nTp(xj)= 0for every



iij.0



As the Zj's are independent and identically distributed, the probability under summation is less than or equal to



1 Pr { y E TV(Z;)r\Tp(Zj)f= (mI'I*



I



1 ) . Pr {y E T v ( Z l ) ). Pr {y E T c ( Z , ) ) . (5.12)



As the Z i s are uniformly d i s t r b u t over T p . we have for every fixed y E Y"



I



I



A remarkable feature of the next theorem is that the samecodes achieve the bound for every DMC. THEOREM 5.2 (Random Coding Bound, Constant Composition Codes) For every R > 0.S >O and every type P of sequences in X n there exists an n-length block code (1; cp) of rate



The set in the numerator is non-void only if y e T p v . In this case it can be written as T u ( y )where V :Y+X is such that P(a)V(bja)=P V ( b ) P ( a ( b ) . Thus by (5.2) and Lemma 1.2.3



such that all codewords f (m), m e M, are of type P and for every DMC {W:X-rY)



exp { n H ( P J P V ) ) Pr { y E T v ( Z 1 ) )S (n + 1)-IXl exp { n H ( P ) )



4 W n ,1; cp)Sexp { -n(E,(R, P, W ) - 6 ) )



if y E T p y ,and Pr { y E T v ( Z , ) ) = O else. Hence, upper bounding jTpvl by Lemma 1.2.3, from (5.11). (5.12) and (5.9) we obtain



.



(5.14)



whenever n Zn,(lXI, IYI, 6). Here



V ranging over all channels V :X-rY. 0 REMARK E,(R. P. W )is called the random coding exponent function of channel W with input distribution P. 0 On account of (5.7) and (5.1) this results in



This establishes (5.10) for n>,n,(lXI, IYI., 6 ) . 0 As a first application of the Packing Lemma, we derive an upper bound on the maximum probability of error achievable by good codes on a DMC. To this end, with every ordered collection C = { x , , . . ., x,) of sequences in X" we associate an n-length block code (f,cp) with M,={l, . . .. ml. Let f be defined by f ( i ) h x i , further, let cp be a maximum mutual information ( M M I ) decoder defined as follows. Recall that l ( x A y ) means for X E X " , y sY" the mutual information corresponding to the joint type



Proof Let us consider a collection C = { x , , . . .,x,} c T; with m l e x p { n ( R - 6 ) ) satisfying (5.6) for every i, V and ?i We claim that if f ( i )A xi and cp is a corresponding MMIdecoder then the code (1;cp) satisfies (5.14). This means that Theorem 5.2 follows from Lemma 5.1 (one may assume that R < I ( P , W ) S H ( P )for else the bound (5.14) is trivial). By (5.131, if y P Y" leads to an erroneous decoding of the ~"thmessage, then Y c T v ( x i ) n T p ( x j ) with



1(P, V ) g l ( P ,V )



for some j f i and stochastic matrices K P E ( P ) . Hence the probability of erroneous transmission of message i is bounded as



On account of (5.6), (5.2) and (5.3), Now let the decoder cp be any function c p : Y"-t{l, . . .,m f such that cp(y)=i satisfies I ( x i ~ y ) =max l ( x j h y ) . (5.13) 16jSrn 12 Inlormalion Theory



Thus (5.16) may be continued as



(suppose that 6 ~ 1 ) .This means that for some m a M,



the set



S, A {y :cp(y) fm} satisfies



Knowing that the Vn(. If (m))-probability of S, is large, we conclude that its W"(. 1f (m))-probability cannot be too small. In fact, notice that for any probability distributions Q, and Q, on a finite set Z and any S c Z the LogSum Inequality implies



where the last step follows from (5.1 ). As thecodes in Theorem 5.2did not depend on W,one would expect that to every particular DMC, codes having significantly smaller error probability can be found. (Notice that for every encoder 1; the decoder cp minimizing e(W". I; cp) essentially depends on W.) Rather surprisingly. it turns out that for every DMC { W ) . the above construction yields the best asymptotic performance in a certain rate interval. THEOREM 5.3 (Sphere Packing Bound, Constant Composition Codes)F?r every R > 0 , 6 > O and every DMC { W : X-+Y).every constant compositi6n code (1; cp) of block-length n and rate



Hence



'



has maximum probability of error



Wn(Smlf( 4 )2 e x p whenever n zno(lXI, IYI. 6). Here P is the common type of the codewords and E,(R, P,W ) P



1



Applying this to Vn(. If (m)), W"(. If ( m ) )and S, in the role of Q,, Q, and S, respectively, we get by (5.20)



min



D(VI(W1P). 0



1 2



1



i)



nD(v~~wlp)+h(i-



-



1--



6



2



2



h -exp{-nD(VIIWIP)(l +a)},



(5.19)



V:I(P.VIBR



3



REMARK ' E,,(R, P, W),is called the sphere packing exponent function of channel W with input distribution P. This name, sanctioned by tradition,just as the name "random coding exponent function", refers to those techniques by which similar bounds were first obtained. Notice that in some cases E,(R, P, W) may be infinite. Let R,(P. W) be the infimum of those R for which E,,(R, P. W)< +m. For R


Choosing the channel V to achieve the minimum in (5.19), this gives



Clearly, thecondition h



6



no real restriction, as the validity of



the theorem for some So implies the same for every 6>S0. The next lemma clarifies the relation of the sphere-packing and random coding exponent functions, allowing us to compare the bounds of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3.
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LEMMA 5.4 For fixed P and W; E,(R, P, W ) is a convex function of R 2 0 , positive for R 


and proving that



Obviously, ESP@,P)=O if R z I ( P , W ) . On the other hand, if I(P, V ) < Oand V(.Ix)# # W ( . Ix), implying D(V1IWIP)>O. Hence E,(R, P)>O if R 


for R,(P, W ) SR 5 I(P, W ) . As a V achieving the minimum in the definition of E,(R, P) certainly satisfies R,(P, W ) S I ( P ,V ) s I ( P ,W ) , (5.23) implies Fig. 5.2 Sphere packing and random coding exponent functions ( R J



-



min



(ESp(R1, P) + IR'- RI+)=min(Esp(R',P)+ IR'- RI +)



R,(P.WER'SlIP.W)



COROLLARY 5.4



where R=R(P, W )is the smallest R at which the convex curve Esp(R,P, W ) meets its supporting line of slope - 1. 0 REMARK It follows from Corollaq 5 4 and Theorem 5.3 that the codes of Theorem 5.2 are asymptotically optimal (among constant composition codes of type P) for every DMC {W} such that R(P, W ) S R < I ( P , W). 0



R'



where the last step follows as EsP(Rt,P)=O for R121(P, W ) . This proves (5.22) by the monotonicity of ESP. The Corollary is immediate. In order to extend the previous results to arbitrary block codes, we have to look at the continuity properties of the exponent functions. LEMMA 5.5 For every fixed W:X-*Y, consider E,(R, P, W ) as a function of the pair R, P. This family of functionsis uniformly equicontinuous. 0



Proof Let R , # R, be arbitrary non-negative numbers and 0 


Proof Fix an > 0. For given R, P, U! let V achieve minimum in (5.15),and set l x ) A{ V ( ' l x ) if P ( x ) Z ~ W ( . l x ) if P(x)


Then, by the Convexity Lemma 1.3.5,



As D(VII W I P ) sE,(R, P, W )4 1(P, W )4 log 1x1,for every x E X with P ( x ) Z q we have



r(.



with the possible exception of R = R , at which point the second inequality not necessarily holds. 0



while else the left-hand side of (5.24) is zero. It follows that for every R' and every P' satisfying lP(x)- P ( x ) l ~ q ~



1



XEX



COROLLARY 5.6 Let R,,=R,,(W) be the smallest R at which the convex curve Esp(R)meets its supporting line of slope - 1. Then E(R)=EsD(R)=E,(R) if R 2 R,, REMARK



I



By the uniform continuity of 1(P, V ) ,to every e>O thereis an q > 0 such that lP'(x)- P(x)l


of P, Il(P, P )-I(P, V)I


7



.0



R, is called the critical rate of the DMC ( W } . 0



Proof Let P be a distribution maximizing E,(R, P, W ) .For every n, pick a type P, of sequences in Xn such that P,-rP. Then by Lemma 5.5 we have EAR, P,, W)+E,(R).



(5.26)



Given any S>O, by Theorem 5.2 there exist constant composition codes (f,, 9,) with codeword-type P,, rate



d



.=



Now we are ready t o analyze the best asymptotic performance of block codes for a given D M C . A number E L 0 will be called an attainable error exponent at rate R for a DMC { W } if to every 6>0, for every sufficiently large n there exist n-length block codes of rate at least R - 6 and having maximum probability of error not exceeding exp { - n ( E - 6)). The largest attainable error exponent at rate R, as a function of R, is called the reliabilityfunction of the DMC, denoted by E(R)= E(R, W ) . The previous resuits enable us to bound the reliability function, by optimizing the bounds of Theorems 5.2 and 5.4 with respect to P. To this end, define E J R ) = E J R , W ) Amax Esp(R,P, W )



provided that n is large enough. This and (5.26) prove that E,(R) is an attainable exponent at rate R. T o verify the upper bound on E(R), observe that by the Type Counting Lemma any code (f,,rp,) satisfying IMJ) 2 exp {n(R- 6 ) ) has a constant composition subcode @), of rate



(L,



1



-logIMrJ1R-6-



n



P



and E,(R)= E,(R, W )4 max E,(R, P, W) .



log (n+ 1 ) IXlzR-26 n



if n is sufficiently large. Hence, by Theorem 5.3, I



P



These functions a r e called the sphere-packing resp. random coding exponent function of channel W . Further, let R , =R,(W)Pmax R,(P, W ) be the



Using the continuity of ESP implied by its convexity, the last inequality completes the proof of the theorem. The Corollary follows by Lemma 5.4 as (5.22) implies



P



smallest R to the right of which Esp(R)is finite. THEOREM 5.6 (Random Coding and Sphere Packing Bounds) For every DMC { W :X-Y) and R>O



E,(R) = min Esp(R')+ R'- R



EAR)SE(R)SE,,(R)



R'ZR



9



.



(5.27) 8



Let us reconsider the hitherto results from the point of view of universal coding, cf. the Discussion of Section 1.2. In the present context, this amounts to evaluate the performance of a code by the spectrum of its maximum probability of error for every DMC with the given input and output alphabets. DEFINITION 5.7 A function E*(W) of W is a universally attainable error exponent at rate R>O for the family of DMC's { W :X+Y) if for every 6>O and n2_no(lXI,(YI. R. 6) there exist n-length block codes (f,c p ) of rate a t least R -6 and having maximum probability of error



Similarly, the average probability of error is



A compound DMC with input alphabet X and output alphabet Y is a sequence of compound channels W , 4{ W" : W EW'l where W is some given set of stochastic matrices W :X+Y. The e-capacity. capacity, attainable error exponents and the reliability function of a compound DMC are defined analogously to those of a single DMC. For any family t of stochastic matrices W :X+Y, consider the functions



e(Wm.j;r p ) l exp { -n(E*( W ) - 6 ) ) 9



for every DMC { W :X-Y). Such a function E*(W) is called maximal if to every other E**( W )which is universally attainable at rate R. there is some Wo with E**( Wo)


10



THEOREM 5.8 For every fixed distribution P on X . the random coding exponent E,(R, P, W )is universally attainable at rate R. 0 Proof The assertion follows from Theorem 5.2, as by Lemma 5.5 to every distribution P on X and every R > 0 there is a sequence P,+P such that P, is a type of sequences in X" and E,(R, P,, W)+E,(R, P, W ) uniformy in W .



Another way of evaluating code performance for a family of channels is to consider the largest error probability the code achieves for thechannels in the given family. Clearly, this is a less ambitious approach than universal coding. It is justified only if the involved family of channels is not too large. E.g., for the family of all DMC's { W :X+Y) this largest error probability approaches 1 for every R>O as n - m . DEFINITION 5.9 A compoundchannel with input set X and output set Y is a (not necessarily finite) family W of channels W :X+Y. The maximum probability oferror-ofacode ( j ;c p ) over the compound channel W is defined e=e(W.f.cp)g sup e(W,f,cp). WE



*'



1(P. t ' ) A inf 1(P. W ) WE



Y



E,(R. P. # ' ) A inf E,(R. P, W ) : ESp(R.P, W ) A inf E,(R. P. W ) WE



*



W EY



Define C ( W ) A m a x l ( P .W ' ): P



THEOREM 5.10 E,(R. W ' )is a lower bound and Esp(R.t ' is )an upper 'bound for the reliability function of the compound DMC determined by



t'.0 COROLLARY 5.10 (Compound Channel Coding 7leorem) For every O c s c I. the c-capacity of the compound DMC determined by W' equals CCW'). 0



11



Proof By Theorem 5.8, for every P D P on X . E,(R, P, W ) is universally attainable at rate R. This implies, by definition, that E,(R, P, W) is an attainableerror exponent at rate R for the compound DMC. Hence E,(R. W ) is a lower bound for the reliability function. The fact that ESp(R.W ) is an upper bound follows from Theorem 5.3 in the same way as the analogous result of Theorem 5.6. T o prove the corollary, observe that C,s max l ( P . W )is a consequence of 12 P



Corollary 1.4. while the present theorem immediately gives the opposite inequality. [7 The Packing Lemma is useful also for a more subtle analysis of the decoding error. Recall that given a channel W : X+Y and a code (1;cp), i.e., a



13



pair of mappings f : M p X . 9 : Y + M ' 3 M I . the probability of erroneous transmission of message m E MI is



So far we have paid no attention to a conceptual difference between two kinds oferrors. If q ( j )E M'- MI. then i t is obvious that an error has occurred, while if q ( y ) is some element of M, different fromthe actual message m then the error remains undetecred. From a practical point of view. such a confusion of messages usually makes more harm than the previous type of error which means just the erasure of the message. If message rn has been transmitted. the probability of'undetecred error is



where l?,=l?,(~, W) is the smallest R a t which theconvexcurve E,,(R, P, CV) meets its supporting line of slope - i . T o the analogy of Definition 5.7. we shall say that a pair of functions ( b * ( ~ E*( ) , W)) of W is a universally attainable pair oj'error exponents at rate R > O for the family of DMC's { W : X-Y), if for every 6 > 0 and nln,(lXI. IYI. R. 6 ) there exist n-length block codes (1;q ) of rate



1 n



- log 1M1I2R -6



which for every D M C ( W : X-Y)



yield



3(Wn.j;cp)sexp -n(E*( W)-6)]



.



e(Wn.j;cp)sexp (-n(E*(W)-6)) while the probabilit~qf Krusure is



THEOREM 5.11 Forevery d h ~ > O . i . > O . 6 > 0 a n d e v e r y type P o f sequences in X" there exists an n-length block code (1; 9) of rate



The maximum probability of undetected error is



Our aim is to give simultaneously attainable exponential upper boundsfor the (maximum)probability of error resp. undetected error for n-length block codes over a DMC. We shall see that b( Wn,f, cp) can be made significantly smaller than the least possible value of e( Wn,j; 9).at the expense of admitting a larger probability of erasure, i.e.. by not insisting on e( Wn,j; 9) to be least possible. Theorem 5.1 1 below is a corresponding generalization of Theorem 5.2. Its Corollary A emphasizes the universal character of the result, while Corollary B gives an upper bound of the attainable b(Wn,f; cp) for a single DMC, if the only condition on e(Wn,f,cp) is that it should tend to 0. Define the modified random coding exponent function as



such that all codewords j'(j). , j MI ~ are of type P and for every D M C (W:X-Y) P(Wn.j:cp)Sexp I-n(E,,i(R.P. w ) + R - R - 6 ) ) . e(W",.f;9 ) S e x p I -n(E,.:(R.



={



.



(5.3 1 )



provided that n Zn,(lXI. IYI. 6). 0 COROLLARY 5.1 1 A For every distribution P on X and every i.>O (E,AR,P, W ) + d - R . E,+(W. P. W))



d z R > 0.



is a universally attainable pair of error exponents at rate R. 0 COROLLARY 5.11B



where A>O is an arbitrary parameter. Then, similarly to Lemma 5.4 and its Corollary, E,,,(R, P, W) = min (ESp(Rf,P, W) + i ( R ' - R)) = R'bR (5.29) E,,(R, P, W) if RLR, E J R , P, w)+A(I?,-R) if OSRSR,,



P. W)-6))



(5.30)



For every D M C { W :X+Y) and O


= max I(P. W) there exists a sequence of n-length block codes { ( 1.. cp.));=, P



rates converging to R such that e(Wn.jn,q n ) + O and P ( wn,f,, 9 , ) ~ e x p{ - ~ E ( R .W)!



where



.



(5.32)



REMARK E(R, W) is finite iff so is E,,(R, W). If E(R, W ) = a j . (5.32) means C( W",ji. 9,) = 0. 0 Proof' We shall consider the same encoder f as in the proof of Theorem 5.2. with a different decoder. Recalling that M,= (1.2. ....m). set M' A (0.1. . . m ) and define the decoder cp :Yn4M' by



..



if l ( x , ~ y ) > ~ + r l l l ( x ~ ~ y for ) - ~ j~# +i '(Y) A (0 else .



i.e, if y is contained in the set



U



jti



As the codeword set has been chosen according to Lemma 5.1. the bound (5.17) applies and we get



i



Since R z R. this definition is unambiguous.



(Tv(xi)nU Tdxj)).



K Vs *(PI



IIP. P~wR+.ill(P. V)-RI*



z



gi 5 IIP.



v. VE .*'(PI VIWR+III(P. VI-RI'



exp (-n(D(VIIW(P)+JI(P. B)-RI+)) 4



By the definition (5.28) of EKi, this and (5.1) prove (5.30). Further. if message i was transmitted. an error (undetected o r erasure) occurs iff the received sequence y E Yn satisfies



I ( X ~ A ~ ) ~ ~ + ~ ~ I ( for X some , A ~ j) f-i R . I+ This happens iff either 1(xi A y )



s



or



R


The condition



R < I(P,



~ ) 4 aL(I(P, + P)- R) implies



Thus, applying (5.5) and theconsequence (5.17) ofthe Packing Lemma we see that



+



ei 5 Wm(Ailxi) Wn(Bilxi)4 IY(P)l exp {



+ Using this code (1:cp), if message i was transmitted. an undetected error can occur only if the received sequence y 6Yn is such that 1 ( x j ~ y ) > ~ + i l ~ ( x i ~ y ) for - R some ~ + j#i.



exp {-nCD(VIIWIP) v. V E *'(PI



-nE&P. W)) +



1



+ 7I. II(P, ~ ) - R l + l .)



On account of (5.1) and (5.29). this proves (5.31). Corollary A follows from the Theorem in the same way as did Theorem 5.8 from Theorem 5.2.



(c) For IXI=2 and P =



, conclude that there exist exp {n(R-



1 then for every stochastic matrix VE V ( P ) and every n mapping cp :Yn-.M



- log lMI 2 R +6,



6))



binary sequences of length n such that R 2 1 -h



A mindH(xi,xj), cf. P. 1.18 (b). Prove directly that even exp{nR) binary . . i #i



sequences can be found with R 2 1- h



kin), -



for every fixed n This is known whenever n zno(lXJ,IYI, 6). (Dueck-Korner (1979).) (b)Conclude that every n-length block code (f, cp) for a DMC { W: X+YJ 1 of rate -n log IM, 12R + 6 which has codewords of type P yields



as Gilbert's bound. (Cf. also P.26.) (Gilbert (1952).)



2. Show that Er(R,P. W)>O iff R 


3. (Finiteness oj'the sphere-packing exponent) (a)Prove that R, (P, W) equals the minimum of I(P, V) taken over those V'sfor which V(ylx)= O whenever W(ylx)= 0. In particular, R, (P. W) >O iff to every y EY there exists an x E X with P(x)>O, W(ylx)=O. (b) Show that E,,(R, P, W) is finite and continuous from the right at R = R, (P, W). Show the same for E,,(R. W) A max E,,(R, P, W) and P



R, 4 max R , ( P , W). P



(c) Prove that R, = -min max log p



v



1



whenever n >=no(lXI.IYI. 6). 6.



Let



designate the maximum probability of error of the "best" n-length block code of rate R for the DMC ( W ) . ( a ) Verify that Theorem 5.6 is equivalent to the pair of statements



.:W(ylx)>o



DMC's with positive zeroerror capacity, R, (Shannon-Gallager-Berlekamp (1967).) Hint



P(x). Conclude that for



:



,



= CoJ.



-1



cf. P. 1.28.



lim



n



log e(n. R ) s - Er(R)



Use P.4.7.



4. (a) Show that except for the uniformity in W, the lower bound e( W",f, cp) 2 exp { - n[E,,(R, P, W) + 63) for codes as in Theorem 5.3 can be proved for sufficiently large n also if instead of (5.20) only V"(S,l f ( m ) ) > e is known (with some fixed E ) .



(b) Check that (ii) holds also if lim is replaced by RZRcr lim n-r



Hint Use Theorem 1.1.2 as in the proof of Theorem 4.5. (b) Prove the lower bound of Theorem 4.5 by the method of Theorem 5.3. (Alternative derivation of'the sphere-packing bound) (a)Given two finite sets X, Y and positive numbers R and 6, show that if P is any type of sequences in X", and {x,:i~ MJ is any subset of T",uch that



5.



-



1 -



n



h. Conclude that for



log e(n. R ) = Er(R)=ESp(R).



(For R c R c , it is not even known whether the limit exists.) 7. (Critical rate) Show that R,,c C whenever for some x E X ( i ) P(x)>O for a distribution P maximizing l(P. W) and (ii) the row W( . Ix) of W has at least two different positive entries. Conclude that Rcr=C iff R, = C. cf. P.3. (Gallager ( 1965).)



16. (Probability of' error jor R > C) (a) Show that for every DMC {W:X+Y)., for nln,(lXI, IYI. 6) every 1 n-length block code (j;cp) of rate -log }M I Z R 6 has average probability n of error 1 - exp (-n[K(R, W)-81) P(Wn, where K(R, W ) 4 min min (D(VIIWIP)+IR-I(P. W)IC). P v



+



it remains t o check that



-



This, however, follows from the identity



j;cp)z



Hint Use the inequality of P.5(a). (b) Prove that the result of (b)isexponentially tight for every R > C, i.e., for I sufficiently large n there exist n-length block codes (j;cp) of rate - log IMf I > n > R - 6 satisfying P(Wn,j ; c p ) j 1 - exp {-n[K(R. W)+6]).



. . + ,



Hint Analogously to the proof of Theorem 5.3, show that'for n zn,(lXI, IYI, 6 ) to every type P of sequences in X" there exists a code (j;cp) 1 with codewords of type P and of rate - log (M 12R - 6 having maximum n probability of error e(Wn,j; c p ) s l - exp {-n[



min



where V j is constructed from V as in P.1.27. (Csiszar-Korner (1980b, unpublished); an equivalent result was obtained earlier by Augustin (1978, unpublished) and Severdjaev, personal communication. The weaker result that for DMC's with complete feedback the strong converse holds appears in the second edition of Wolfowitz (1961), attributed to independent unpublished works of Kemperman and Kesten.) 17. (Improving the random coding bound) Given a DMC { W: X-Y)., define a (not necessarily finite-valued) distortion measure on X x X by



dwk



D(VIIWIP)+6]).



V:IlP. V ) L R



Further, notice that any code of rate R with e(Wn.j; cp)s1 - exp (-nA) can be extended to a code (f@) of rate R'>R with 2(Wn,jT@)s s 1 - expi-n[A-R'+R]) (let @=cp). (Dueck-Korner (1978); the proof of (b) uses an idea of Omura (1975). The result of (a) was first obtained-in another form-by Arimoto (1973).) (c) (Added in proof) Show that feedback does not increase the exponent of correct decoding at rates above capacity, i.e., the result of (a) holds even for block codes with complete feedback, cf. P.1.27. Hint It suffices to prove the following analogue ofthe inequality in P.5(a): 1 jA(i, P, v)ncp:' ( i ) l l exp {n(H(VIP )-IR-I (P. V)IC)) lMlieP4



where A(i, P, V ) denotes the set of those y =y , . . .J, E Y" for which the sequence x = x ,...x, with ~ ~ = J ~ ( i , y ~ . . . has y , - type ~ ) P and y ~ T , ( x ) . Since IAG, P. V)ncp-'(i)lSITPvl 5 exp {nH(PV)J, icM



x



- log J E Y JW(YIX)W(YIZ).



Set



Ex(R)= Ex(R, W) A max Ex(R,P. W). P



(a) Show that for every R >0,6>0, for sufficiently large n to any type P of sequences in X" there exists a code of rate at least R -6 having maximum probability of error e(Wn,f,cp)S expi-nCE,(R,P, W)-61). (Csiszir-Korner-Marton (1977, unpublished).) (b) Conclude that EIR)LEx(R). (A result equivalent to this was first established by Gallager (1965) who called it the expurgated bound. For the equivalence of his result and assertion (b) cf. P.23.) (c) Show that for every DMC with positive capacity, E,(R)> E,(R) if R is sufficiently small. More precisely, prove that E,(O, P, W)>E,(O, P, W) whenever I(P, W)>O. Hint



Lemma 5.1 guarantees the existence of exp{n(R - 6)). sequences



xi E X" of type P such that for every i and V: X+X the number of xj's in TV(xi)



is at most L exp {n[R -I(P, V)]).J (by letting P: X+X be the identity matrix).



Use the c o d w o r d set {xi) with a maximum likelihood decoder (defined in P. 1.2). Then



x)}for RV's X and 3 of joint



Here the inner sum equals exp{-nEdw(X, distribution Px,,x,, thus assertion (a) follows. F o r (c), notice that



V(ylx)



18. (Expurgated bound and zero-error capacity) (a) Check that Ex(R, P) (cf. P.17) is a decreasing continuous convex function of R in the left-closed interval where it is finite (for every fixed P ) and so is Ex(R).Observe that if the zeroerror capacity C, of the channel { W) is zero then E,(R. P ) c CQ for every P, while ifC,>O then Ex(O,P)= a:for every P such that P(x) >O for every x E X (cf. P.1.4). (b) Let Rz(P)e min I ( X A ~ ) P,y=P.f=P EdwlX. X ) c cc



Er(4 P. W)= min [D(VIIWIP)+I(P. V)]= v = min 2 C P(x)V(yjx) log K Q- ,., ) y ( Q oW J



The inequality is strict whenever W(y1x) does depend on x for some y with PW(y)>O, ir., whenever I(P, W)>O.



denote the smallest R 2 0 with Ex(R, P ) 



-



CQ



and R*, A max R*,(P) the P



smallest R 2 0 with E x ( R ) cCQ.Prove that R z = log a(G) where G=G(W) and a(G) have been defined in P.1.21. (Gallager (1965). (1968). Korn (1968).) Hint First show that the minimum in the formula of R$(P) is achieved iff



One sees by differentiation that if Q* achieves this minimum then Q*(y)>O and



PxAx, 2 )=



(cQ(x;Q(?)



if dw(x, ? ) c else



CQ



where the distribution Q and the constant c are uniquely determined by the condition Px = P f = P. Conclude that has a constant value for every y e Y with PW(y)>O. As Q*is a P D on Y, this constant must be 1. By the concavity of the log function it follows that



=-



11P(x)P(?) log x li



Y



h



CJWOQ*(U)IJ~



R*,(P) = log c - 2D(PIIQ) 4 log c 4 - log min Z Q(x)Q(Z). Q x.i:dw(x.ilca



If d w ( x , , x 2 ) c CQ, the last sum is a linear function of (Q(x,). Q(x,)) if the remaining Q(x)'s are fixed. Thus the minimum is achieved for a Q concentrated on a subset of X containing no adjacent pairs. Hence RE 5 log a(G) readily follows, while the opposite inequality is obvious. (c) Let EJR, Wn) denote the analogue of Ex(R, W) for the channel 1



Wm:X"+Ym. Show that - E,(nR, Wn)is also a lower bound for the reliability 1 n function of the DMC { Wi and that E,(nR. Wn)LEx(R,W). Using the result of (b), give examples for the strict inequality. (d) Let R$, be the analogue of R: for thechannel Wn : X"+Yn. Show that 1



lim - R*,.,=C,. n-m



n



188 Hint



TWO-TERMINAL SYSTEMS Use the result of (b) and P.1.21.



RELIABILITY AT R =O (Problems 19-22) ,



19. (Error probabilityfor two messages) For a given DMC { W: X-rY) and two sequences x E Xn. I E Xn let



I



tI !



, i



e(x, %)Aminmax ( Wn(Blx), Wn(BIii)) B c r



be the smallest maximum probability of error of codes with two messages having codewords x. I. For every s E [O,l] set



, ,



(c) In thecase 1x1= 2, check that if xand I have the same type then d,(x. ir) is 1 maximized for Y 2 and thus the lower bound of (b)holds with thedistortion



=-.



measure of P.17. Show further that for 1x123 this is no more so. Hint For a counterexample, let W: (0.1.2) +{0,1.2) be a channel with additive noise. with P(0)> P(1)> P(2)= 0, cf. P.l.11 (a). Consider two sequences x and ii of length n=3k such that



i



N(0, l~x,ii)=N(1.2~x,I)=N(2.O~x.ir)=k. (This example appears in ShannonGallager-Berlekamp ( 1967).) (Reliability at R =0) Prove that for every sequence ofcodes (j,,. cp,) for a DMC {W: X-.Y) the condition IMJJ+m implies



20.



where (only in this problem) 0'40. Further, write



(a) Show that for every s E [0, 11



Notice that although E(R) is unknown for O


e(x, I ) 5 exp { - nd,(x, I)}. Hint For B 4 (y : Wm(ylx)< Wn(ylI); clearly Wn(Blx)S



R -0



1 CW"(Y~X)I~CW~(Y~I~I~-~



(Berlekamp (1964, unpublished), published - with a slight error not present in the original - in Shannon-Gallager-Berlekamp (1967).)



yeY.



and the same holds for Wn(Bli). (b) Prove that for every 6 > 0 and n &1,(6, W)



Hint (i) By P.l9(b), it sufices to show forevery 6 > 0 that each subset of X" of size m = m(6) contains sequences x f I with max d,(x, ir) 4Ex(0)+6. OSsSl



(ShannonGallager-Berlekamp (1967), generalizing a result of Chernoff ( 1952).) Hint Consider the distributions P I , . . .. P,, on Y defined by



Ii



One may suppose that d, is finite valued, for else Ex(0)=z. Notice further that d,(x, I)is a convex function of se[O, 1). (ii) Set dl(a,b) A



wheres E [0, 11 maximizesd,(x, 2). Apply Theorem 1.1.2 with E=-



1 and W( .Ixi) 2



in the role of Mi( ). resp. W( . lii) (This proof combines those of Csiszir-Longo (1971) and Blahut (1977).) '



L: 1 d, (a, b)l,, I ; dr(x.ir) 4 - N(a. blx. ii)d'(a, b ) . ds " o.h



1



-



Since d'(x, ii)= -d'(x, I)for every x. ii, one sees that each set of m=exp k sequences in Xncontainsan ordered subset { x , . . . ..x,I such that d'(x,. x j ) 2 0 for i 


if i < j



while



where d denotes the distortion measure defined by



Conclude that it suffices to prove



the last two relations follow since P,



1



= - (P;+Pb+,).



2



(iv)Set now k = exp r. Construct from C = {x,. . . .,x,} c Xn the set C, c X2" as in (iii), from C l construct C2c X4" by the same operation, etc., until finally C,cXknconsisting of a single sequence is obtained. Show that



for every C = { x , , . . ., x , i c X n whenever k ~ k ( d ) . (iii) For every C = {x,. . . ., xkJ c X" define



m ( C ) s m ( C , ) s m ( C , ) , < .. . S m ( C C C 1 ) . 1



Further V(Ci)$l for every i, thus V(C,+,)- V(Ci)S - for at least one i. '



where P, denotes the type of the column vector of length k consisting of the i'ih components of the sequences x i d . Supposing that k =2k1, let C, CX*.' denote the ordered set of the juxtapositions x : & x ~ x ~ i+=~1,, ,. . ., k,. show that 1



I



m(C)Arnin d(x,, xi)$ Ex(0)+2dm,,lX~~(V(Cl) - V(C))i



Applying the bound in (iii) to this i, (*) follows if r is sufliciently large. (Reliability at R = 0, constant composition codes) (a) For any sequence of codes (f,,rp,) such that every codeword of the n'th code has the same type P,, show that IM,J+m, P,+P imply



21,



i


~ ~ ~ o g e ( ~r p~n ),-E:(o, ~f . , P. W ) n



where dm,, 4 max &a, b).



n-m



a. b



To this end, using an idea of Plotkin (1960),bound the minimum m(C) by the average



where P; is the analogue of PI for C , . To get the desired bound, check that



where E:(O, P, W) is the concave upper envelope of E,(O, P, W) considered as a function of P. Hinr For sequences xi of the same type, the average of the types P, in the previous hint, (iii), equals the common type of the xi's. (b) Prove that the bound in (a) is tight, more precisely, given any se-



,



1



quence {m,),Y= with - log m,+O, there exist codes (f,,rp,) with /Mr.]= mn n and with codewords of types P,+P such that



lim -1 loge(W", f,,rpJ4 and



- E:(O, P, W).



n PI I I + P(2' p a ' ) with Mf:ll= M,?,, Hint If P=,consider (fl". cpL1)) and (fi2', 2 codeword compositions Pt'-+P") and -1



lim - log e(Wn,f t', rpy')s - E,(O, P"', W), i = 1,2. n



o-m



Such codes exist by P.17. Let jJm) be the juxtaposition of fbl'(m) and fA2'(m). Then for a maximum likelihood decoder cp,,



(iii) By convexity, the bracketed term is lower bounded by



- (1 + 6) log x ~ ( x ) W m ( y l x ) Q X ( y ) . I



Y



X



-1 lim - log e( w2",fZn. n-co



2n



6



This expression is minimized for



1 2



p2J% -- [Ex(O,P(I! W)+ EJO, P(2),w)].



I +6



p ( y ) ~ c [ xP ( x ) w ~ ( Y I x ; ] I



Generalize this argument to any convex combination of distributions. where c is a norming constant.



22. (Expurgated bound and reliability at R=O under input constraint) Formulate and prove the analogues of P.17(b) and P.20 for DMC's with input constraints. Hint



(iv) Show that



I



+a



- \ o g ~ ( ~ P ( x ) W ~ ( y ( x ) )is maximized i[T P Y



X



satisfies



1 +6



Use P.l7(a) and P.21.



23. (Alternative forms of the sphere-packing and expurgated exporielit functions) . .- . (a) Prove that



'



with equality for every x E X such that P(x)>O. T o upperbound the minimum in (ii) choose Q as in (iii) but with the maximizing P. (bj Prove that E,(R) I mar max P



and for a P achieving E,,(R)& max E,,(R, P ) the equality holds, so that P



621



{-



6R - 6 log



ZP(x)P(i)(zJFGWG)"}.



x i



Y



(E,(R) was defined in this form by Gallager (1965).) Hint



(E,,(R) wasdefined in this form by Shannon-Gallager-Berlekamp (1967). An algorithm for computing Esp(R)based on this formula was given by Arimoto (1976).)



(i) Show that E,(R, P)= max {-6R+ 621



min



C E ~ W ( xX), + ~ I ( XA x ) ]



P,y-Px=P



(ii) For any fixed 6, the minimum is achieved for a joint distribution of form



Hint (i) Show that, to the analogy of Lemma 3.1, [D(VIIWIP)+GI(P, V)] min [D(YllW(P)+6l(P, V)]= v



(ii)



=min Q



{-



where Q is a distribution on X and c is a norming constant; this gives



~ cs Edw(X, 8 ) + 6 1 ( X A R ) = I oc-2D(PIIQ)Slog



(iii) A Q* achieving the last maximum satisfies (1 + 6)



P(x) log x



1W J



~ ( ~ ~ X ) Q ~ ( ~ ) } .



for Q*(x)> 0,so that the marginals of the joint distribution defined by this Q* as in (ii) equal Q*. Thus for P = Q * the inequalities in (ii) hold with equality. (c) Conclude that Ex(R,,)= E,,(R,,)= E,(Rc,) where R,, is the critical rate of the DMC { W). (Gallager (1965)) 24. (Expurgated exponent and distortion-rate functions) (a) Let A(R, P) be the distortion-rate function (i.e., the inverse of the ratedistortion function) of a D M S with genericdistribution P with respect to the distortion measure dw(x, 2 ) of P.17. Observe that in the interval where the slope of the curve E,(R, P ) is less than 1, we have Ex(R, P)ZA(R, P). In particular, in the interval where the slope of E,(R) is less than - 1, we have



-



(a) Show that for R < C = 1 - h(p) we have 4 ESp(R)= q log P



1 -q + (1- q) log 1 -P



1 where q s -2, h(q)=l-R. (b) Conclude that the critical rate is



(c) Show that for R < R,,, we have



E x ( R ) > , A o ( R )max ~ A(R, P ) . P



(The first to relate the expurgated bound to distortion-rate functions $s Omura (1974).) (b) Show that if the distribution P achieving



where q is defined as in (a). (Gallager (19651.) 26.



consists of positive probabilities then the same P achieves Ao(R), and E,(R)=A,(R). Conclude that if for some n, E,(nR, Wn) is achieved by a strictly positive distribution on Xn then, cf. P.l8(c), 1 - Ex(nR, Wn)= E,(R) .



(Blahut (19771.) Hint Use P.23(b) and the fact that Ao(R) does not increase in product space, on account of Theorem 4.2. (c) A DMC { Wj is equidistant if dw(x,Z)=const for x f i . Show that for such channels E,(R, P ) is maximized by the uniform distribution on X and Ex(R)= I E,(nR, W")for every n. Notice that each binary input DMC is



(Expurgated bound and Gilbert bound)



( a )Show that for a DMC { W: {O,1 -Y ;,every constant compositioncode



(f,cp) of block-length ">no(& W) has maximum probability of error e(Wn,I;cp) hexp { - d,i,(dw(O, 1) + 6)) where dmi, is the minimum Hammingdistance between codewords and dw is as in P.17. Hint



Use P.19(c), noticing that



(b) Conclude that the conjecture that Gilbert's bound is asymptotically tight, i.e.,



n



equidistant. (Jelinek (1968a).) 25.



(Error probability bounds for a BSC) Consider a BSC with cross-over 1 probability p < - (cf. P.1.8). 2



for everyset of exp(nR) binary sequences of length nLn,(6), would imply the asymptotic tightness of the expurgated bound for DMC's with binary input alphabet for R I,Rc,. (Blahut (1977). McEiiece-Omura (1977).)



Hint The conclusion is straightforward if the convex curve E,(R) does not contain a straight line segment of slope - 1 for R 4 R,,. If it does, use P.28. Remark Many attempts have been made to upper bound R for given dmin. In 1979, the best available result was that of McEliece-Rodemich-RumseyWelch (1977).



28.* (Straight line improvement of' the sphere-packing bound) Show that if the reliability function of a DMC has an upper bound E, at some R, 2 0 then for every R, > R,. thestraight lineconnecting (R,, E,) with (R,, E,(R,)) isan upper bound of E(R) in the interval (R,, R,). (Shannon-Gallager-Berlekamp (1967).)



(List codes) A list code for a channel W is a code (f,p ) such that the range of cp consists of subsets of M,. Intuitively, the decoder produces a list of messages and an error occurs if the true message is not on the list. If each set in the range of cp has cardinality 51 one speaks of a list code with list size 1. (a) Let e(n, R. L) denote the analogue of e(n, R). cf. P.6, for list codes of list size exp{nL;. Show that for a D M C 0 if R < C + L lim e(n. R. L ) = a 1 if R > C + L . .i (b) Show that for R t C + L -1 lim - log e(n, R, L) 4 - E;(R -L) s-a n



27.



--- straight-line improvement



I-



1



lim - log e(n, R. L) 2 - E,(R I-



a



n



-L) . 0



(Shannon-Gallager-Berlekamp (1967).) (c) Find the analogues of Theorems 5.2-5.6 for list codes of constant list size I. replacing E,(R,P) by EJR, P), cf. (5.28). Conclude that the reliability function of a DMC for list size I equals Esp(R)for every R 2Rcr,Iwhere R,,, is the smallest R at which the curve Esp(R)meets its supporting line of slope - 1. Hint Generalize Lemma 5.1 replacing inequality (5.6) by



C



R



Fig. P.28 Various bounds on the reliability function of a DMC.For RE(O. R,,). the curve E ( R ) lies in the dashed area



Hint Let P(n, m, I) denote the minimum average probability of error for list codes of block length n, message set size m and list size I. The main step of the proof is to establish the inequality



c.



for arbitrary V , Vl, . .., (d) Defme the list code zero-error capacity of a DMC as the largest R for which there exist zeroerror list codes of some constant list size with rates converging to R. Show that it equals R, = -min max P(x), cf. P.3. p



Y



x:W(ylx)>O



(List codes were first considered by Elias (1957). The result of (d) is due to Elias (1958, unpublished). Concerning simultaneous upper bounds on the average list size and the probability of error cf. Forney (1968).)



29. (Source-channel error exponent) Let us be given a DMS with alphabet S and generic distribution P, and a DMC {W :X+Y) with reliability function E(R). For a code with encoder f, :Sk+Xnk and decoder cpk : Ynk+Sk, denote the overall probability of error (cf. P.l.l) by e*(jk, cpk)=e*(Jk, pk, P, W).



Show that for every sequence {(f,.p,)).,"=, of k-to-n, block codes w i t h 2 +L, k the probability of error satisfies



(c) Observe that for R < Co.. (cf. P.32), by using decision feedback one can achieve zero probability of error. 35.* (Variable length codes with activefeedback) So far, we have considered passive feedback, in the sense that the information fed back was uniquely determined by the channel outputs. Dropping this assumption, we speak of activefeedback. This means that the information fed back can also depend on the outcome of a random experiment performed at the output. For a DMC { W: X-rY]. the encoder of a variable length code with active feedback is defined by mappings ji: M xZ+X (where Z is an arbitrary set) and distributions pi( . ly , . . .y,) on Z, i = 1.2. . . ..For every i, after having received the first i output symbols y , . . .y,. a random experiment is performed at the output with distribution p i ( . lyl . . .y,). The outcome zi of this random experiment is communicated to the encoder. If message m c M is to be' transmitted. then the next transmitted symbol will be xi+ = f;+ (m,-:q). Further we assume that there is a distinguished subset Z,cZ and 'the transmission stops at the Crst i for which zi E Z ~The . decoder is now a mapping cp :Z 8 - r M ' 3 M. The average probability of error i and average transmission length R for such a code are defined in the obvious way (supposing that the messages are equiprobable). Then E is an attainable error exponent if for every 6 > 0 and sufficiently large IMI there exist codes as above having rate R-'loglMI>R-d and error probability less than exp ( -R(E -6);. Prove that the largest attainable error exponent for codes as above equals



,



,



where C is the capacity of the DMC ( W) and



(For the case C , = a: cf. P.1.28(c).) (BurnaSev (1976).) Story of the results Historically. the central problem in studying the exponential behavior of the error probability of codes for DMC's was to determine the reliability function E(R. W) of a given D M C { W;. The standard results in this direction are summarized in- Theorem 5.6 and the problems 17 (b), 20, 28; in the



literature these bounds appear in various algebraic forms. For a BSC. Theorem 5.6 was proved (in a different formulation) by Elias (1955). His results were extended to all symmetric channels by DobruSin (1962a). For a general DMC. the lower bound of E(R) in Theorem 5.6 is due to Fano (1961), still in a different formulation. A simpler proof of his result and a new form of the bound was given by Gallager ( 1965).For a general DMC the upper bound of Theorem 5.6 was stated (with an incomplete proof) by Fano (1961). and proved by Shannon-Gallager-Berlekamp (1967). The present form of this upper bound was obtained by Haroutunian (1968). and independently by Blahut (1974). In this section we have followed the approach of Csiszlr-Korner-Marton (1977, unpublished), leading to universally attainable error exponents. Lemma 5.1, the key tool of this approach, is theirs and so are Theorems 5.2, 5.8 and 5.1 1. An error bound for constant composition codes equivalent to that in Theorem 5.2 except for universality was first derived by Fano (1961). Maximum mutual information decoding was suggested by Goppa (1975). Theorem 5.3 (with an incomplete proof) appears in Fano (1961). in a different algebraic form. It was proved by Haroutunian (1968). Compound channels have been introduced independently by Blackwell-Breiman-Thomasian (1959), DobruSin (1959a) and Wolfowitz (1960). These authors proved Corollary 5.10. Simultaneous exponential bounds on the probability of error and the probability of erasure were first derived by Forney (1968). For other relevant references see the problems.
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